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Theology, Christ, and the Missionary Obligation

By John A. Mackay, Chairman, International Missionary Council

I

S
OMEWHERE in Europe in the summer of 1952, world condi-

tions permitting, a conference will be held under the auspices

of the International Missionary Council to consider the topic,

“The Missionary Obligation of the Church.” The Conference will

deal not merely with the missionary obligation as that has been car-

ried on for the last century and a half by the Churches of the West.

It will include within the range of its interest the obligation of the

whole Church of Christ, in its global dispersion and its manifold de-

nominational reality, to be aggressively missionary in every sphere

and on every frontier. The fact will be emphasized that the Chris-

tian Church has no true meaning, and is positively untrue to its

nature, if it fails to move from theological understanding and eccle-

siastical comity to dynamic missionary action. Clarity in thought

and harmony in life must become tributary to the task of “making

disciples of all nations.”

In preparation for this gathering, study groups are being organized

in different parts of the world to consider the conference theme and

its implications. At the meeting of the Central Committee of the

World Council of Churches, to be held in Switzerland in August,

1951, the discussion of the missionary obligation of the Church will

have an important place on the agenda. In this way an ecumenical

gathering, predominantly ecclesiastical in its membership, will deal

with a Christian imperative whose fulfillment has not hitherto been

1



2 THEOLOGY, CHRIST, AND THE

regarded as the responsibility of the whole Church, but as the par-

ticular concern of a movement within the Church.

Special consideration will be given at the gathering in question to

the theology of the missionary obligation. It will be asked: What is

the theology which most clearly commits the Church to a missionary

course and orients it on its missionary way? In the light, and within

the context of the contemporary situation, the question will also be

raised: How shall those who accept the Church’s missionary obliga-

tion give the most adequate Biblical and contemporaneous expres-

sion to what that obligation means? What must happen in thought

and life when the eternal missionary imperative of the Gospel is

grasped as a present-day imperative of the Church?

II

The time is opportune for such a theological study. The prevail-

ing confusion in both the Church and the world creates a demand
for basic thinking upon the ultimate issues of human existence and

of Christian responsibility. Because disillusionment has smitten

with cramping paralysis many once idealistic and ardent spirits, a

theology, luminous as well as dynamic, is urgently needed. If many
Christians are to be saved from a detached cynicism and a disintegrat-

ing pessimism, a missionary theology is called for. In this situation

a special circumstance has opened up new vistas for Christian the-

ology. The Bible is being rediscovered as the place where God
speaks to men and where men come face to face with God. The pall

of night which for a long time has been descending upon the face of

the world, and the veil of misunderstanding which is being steadily

lifted from the face of the Bible, give rise to a situation which favors

the formulation of a Bible-inspired, theologically-luminous statement

of the missionary obligation of the Christian Church.

One thing, however, is essential, if this task is to be successful.

The theological approach to the Church’s missionary obligation must

be profoundly Christo-centric. It will not be sufficient to ground

the missionary obligation of the Church merely upon a fresh procla-

mation of the Great Commission which has inspired generations of

Christian missionaries to leave home and kindred in obedience to

their Lord’s mandate to “make disciples of all nations.” That Com-

mission, to be sure, is as valid today as it ever was. But the mission-

ary obligation of the Church can be adequately formulated for this
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age, with its confusion and disillusionment, its haunting fears and

crusading loyalties, only if the Church grasps afresh the theological

and missionary significance of him who gave the Commission, as

well as of the Commission which he gave. The contention of the

Protestant Reformers, that the Great Commission was valid only for

the apostolic era, and the contention of some students of the New
Testament that the passage containing the Commission is a late addi-

tion to the Gospel record, are both transcended when we grasp afresh

the centrality and missionary significance of Jesus Christ himself.

The missionary obligation cannot be fully grasped till we ask and

answer the question: Who is Jesus Christ? What is his significance

for the Church and for the world? To hear and take seriously the

Great Commission is to become missionary in spirit. To explore

his significance who gave that historic mandate is to understand the

nature and validity of the Great Commission. In a word, Jesus

Christ himself—the one who came and lived, who taught and healed,

who died and rose again—is the basic category in terms of which all

creative theological thinking must be done upon the missionary obli-

gation of the Church.

Ill

That Christ should be the central category for theological thinking

on this most important topic is but natural. For he is the core of the

Bible and the clue to its meaning. The Bible is a book about re-

demption and the Redeemer. That Redeemer is the clue to our

understanding of the Bible. It has been a frequent tragedy of Bibli-

cal study that men have attempted to understand the Bible in terms

of a single passage which, for one reason or another, made a very spe-

cial appeal to their interest. Radicals and conservatives have both

been guilty of this false approach. Some radicals have understood

the Bible to be no more than the religious reflection of some histori-

cal influence or event. Many reverent and believing conservatives

have often found in the Bible what proved to be no more than a pat-

tern woven around an egregious misinterpretation or unwarranted

over-emphasis of some one passage. They made Biblical thought

conform to their favorite error. The Bible, however, can truly be

understood only in terms of Jesus Christ himself. Only as we grasp

his full significance do we obtain the insight and acquire the attitude

and perspective which give meaning and unity to Holy Scripture.
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What a wealth of content the Bible infuses into its central cate-

gory! Jesus Christ is the personal Truth. He fulfilled the destiny

of Israel and the true meaning of manhood. He is the Word be-

come flesh, God become man for man’s redemption. In him man’s

quest for light found its goal and man’s craving for life found its

beginning. He is the Crucified One who conquered sin and death,

and the Risen One who became Lord of Life. He is the Living One
who remained the Accessible One. He is the Accessible One who
may be directly approached by the meanest and most sinful human.
He is, nevertheless, ceaselessly active as the head of his body, the

Church, and functions besides as the sovereign Lord of history. He
is the Christ who shall triumph in history and not merely beyond

history, before whom “every knee shall bow . . . and every tongue

confess that Jesus Christ is Lord.’’

This is the central category which offers the true basis and start-

ing point for a theological construction of the missionary obligation

of the Church that shall be at once Biblical and contemporaneous.

Merely to say “Jesus Christ is Lord,” and to take seriously what we
say, is to think and act as the Christians of the apostolic era thought

and acted, for whom these words constituted the basic Christian

creed. To rediscover the meaning of this first and timeless creed

will not only bring back the atmosphere of the apostolic era; it will

enable Christians today to make the same revolutionary approach to

life and thought that the Apostles and their followers did in the Ro-

man Empire.

IV

The proclamation that Jesus Christ is Lord, when it is made with

insight and passion, and is backed up by Christ-like devotion in every

sphere of life and on every frontier of the world, presents the only

adequate answer to Christianity’s three great rivals in our time: re-

ligious syncretism, Marxist Communism, and political Catholicism.

There exists today in both the Orient and the Occident a subtle

and pervasive trend to make Jesus Christ and all which he represents

but a single contribution to ultimate religious truth. This trend,

which goes by the name of religious syncretism, is an attempt to strip

Christ of his claim to be the Truth and to fit him into a very digni-

fied place in a larger religious construction. Christ would thereby

make a great contribution, perhaps the supreme contribution, to an
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emergent religion for mankind, which would be, as was once sug-

gested, “the New Testament of every existing faith.’’ But the Chris-

tian Church, were it to admit syncretism as a religious ideal, would

lose any compelling sense of missionary obligation. It would be-

come the purveyor of an important truth, but not what it was in-

tended to be. the proclaimer of the absolute Truth. It is not, howT-

ever, the function of Christianity to help other religions find their

place in a future universal faith.

Jesus Christ is predestined in the purpose of God to be the Lord

of every human mind and heart. Every glimmer of truth which

each ethnic religion contains is perfected in Jesus Christ the Truth,

and every human longing is met and satisfied by him. To rediscover

in our time in both religious living and theological statement that

Jesus Christ is the Truth would make Christians vitally and more

intelligently Christian; it would reveal the great weaknesses in our

institutional Christianity as it is today; it would open up new vistas

of missionary possibility and achievement.

Marxist Communism is a missionary faith to which a Christo-

centric theology provides the only adequate answer. For the Marx-

ist Communist, a Man-god, the Messianic Proletariat, is the fulfill-

ment in our time of an impersonal dialectical process by which

history is controlled. The Proletariat is the revolutionary savior

of mankind and the harbinger of a true, classless world community.

No rebuttal of Marxism which is confined to a repudiation of its

central dialectical position is of any avail. Nor yet will a serious

challenge be offered to the crusading missionary zeal of Communism
—which teaches those whom it liberates to sing and dance and to

feel that they are members of a conquering revolutionary movement
—by any attempt, however successful, to provide the oppressed classes

of the world with better social and economic conditions. Better

living conditions for the world’s masses must, of course, be a con-

cern of the non-communist world, if millions in the Orient and the

Occident are not going to be predisposed in favor of Communism
and succumb to its allurements. The Communist with his crusad-

ing passion and his philosophical categories cannot be met when his

protagonists merely argue with him, or when they try to provide bet-

ter social conditions than he offers. They must speak to him out of

another source of Truth and introduce him to another dimension

of being. They must confront the Man-god with the God-man in
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whom not an impersonal dialectic, but a personal, divine purpose

becomes manifest.

Word reaches us from Communist-dominated lands that the one

thing which impresses the Communist is to talk to him out of the

Bible and to open up for him the significance of the Biblical revela-

tion in Jesus Christ. That creates in his mind a certain awe. The
ordinary categories and processes of his thinking cannot rebut the

proclamation of the God-man who came to liberate humanity and

to create a world community which would cross every frontier and

barrier between peoples and classes and in which love would be the

regnant principle of life. Only a high Christology, with its implica-

tions of Christ’s lordship over life in its totality, is capable of making

an impression upon the crusading devotees of Karl Marx. Such an

approach has this additional advantage. It makes provision for that

human longing to be related to a person who is felt to be more than

mere man, which, according to recent evidence, is being felt today

by the Russian masses and is being capitalized by their rulers. The
person of Stalin becomes increasingly an object of religious devotion

and of unfailing succor.

The third challenge to a high Christology is political Catholicism.

A Christ-centered theology which transforms the creedal statement,

“Jesus Christ is Lord,” into a fighting missionary faith is the only

thing with which to meet the sinister secular-religious phenomenon

of political Catholicism. Political Catholicism is history’s greatest

aberration from the Christian religion. Regarding the Roman
Church as the institution authorized by Jesus Christ to function in

his name and make the secular order subservient to its sway, it uses

every method and device, both religious and secular, to achieve lord-

ship over society and the institutions of society. In this system the

Risen Christ is literally the Prisoner of ecclesiastical hierarchs, of

one in particular, the Pope, who is the supreme mediator of the

grace of Christ and the sovereign and infallible interpreter of the

will of Christ. Misinterpreting Jesus’ words to Peter, the Roman
Catholic hierarchy apply inexorable logic to their misinterpretation.

They then maintain that Jesus Christ the Risen One has ceased to

have a direct relationship to human affairs, whether in the Church

or in society. He makes his presence and influence felt only in the

Mass where his vicarious sacrifice is repeated and through which the

benefits of his death and continuing life are communicated to the
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faithful. Jesus Christ can by no sovereign exercise of power either

challenge the ecclesiastical system or relate himself to souls on earth

who stand outside that system. Between him and ordinary men and

women are the Virgin and the saints whose religious reality is a crea-

tion of the Church and who are themselves, therefore, amenable to

the control of the Church as official agents of the Church’s policy.

They are the beings with whom ordinary folk hold religious inter-

course and whom they approach for the satisfaction of their needs.

Spanish Catholicism, which won the day at the Council of Trent,

is the most politically-minded of all the expressions of the Roman
system. It has held the risen Christ in dread. It has not given birth

to a single great canvas in which is depicted his resurrection. Jesus

Christ, the Risen One, is a virtual Prisoner of the hierarchy, as in

“The Grand Inquisitor” legend of Dostoievski in The Brothers

Karamazov. This type of Catholicism Avhich is the logical form

which Romanism takes, when it is free and untrammeled, repre-

sents the most potent trend, and to all appearances, the official trend

in the Roman Church today. Clericalism, which began to appear

in the United States only in the early ’thirties of this present century,

is on a new rampage in the West. Liberals have become vocally

concerned, but the real antidote must come from the proclamation

of the absolute lordship of Jesus Christ and its implementation in

thought and life.

Political Catholicism challenges the right of the risen Christ to

intervene directly in the affairs of men. Such an intrusion on

Christ’s part would be a breach of the “pact” with Peter and his

successors. Only the ringing challenge of the ancient creed, “Jesus

Christ is Lord,” presented in a luminous theology, implemented by

a buoyant faith and translated into appropriate action, can meet this

most sinister threat to human freedom.

V

The faith enkindled by the affirmation “Jesus Christ is Lord” and
the quality of life which the Lord Christ can create when he is taken

seriously, are also the answer to a disconcerting trend in contempo-
rary Protestantism. Neo-orthodoxy represents a general religious

position to which many Christians in our time, and the writer of

these lines among them, have owed a very great deal. But there is

one weakness, and it is a serious weakness, in the viewpoint and atti-
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tude of many devotees of this theological approach, especially in the

United States. They feel that man has been so thoroughly un-

masked and that human nature is so utterly evil that even God hiiTK

self can do little about it, so far as human life in history is concerned.

Absolutes become, therefore, impossible in the realm of behavior

and only compromise, with a prayer for forgiveness, can determine

action.

Over against the profound pessimism which has gripped many
thinkers who know that man is a sinner must be set the theological

insight and implications for life of the “new man in Christ,” the man
for whom, in the most luminous and vital sense, Jesus Christ is Lord.

Moreover, while Christians may accept as completely as do Marxists

that there are in history inexorable forces of a dialectical character,

they proclaim that Jesus Christ is Lord over human nature in the

depths of its depravity and the range of its influence. They affirm

also that all human logic and dialectic, together with every force,

historical or cosmic, which controls human existence, have been

transcended and can be overcome by the “Living One who was dead

and is alive forever more.”

Reprinted from Theology Today, January, 1951
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' The Missionary Obligation of the Church
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Theology and Missions

Professor David Cairns

When the Church of which I was minister in Bridge of
Allan was being built about 1900, the architect was thrown into
confusion by the local worthies on the managers’ Committee who
from time to time revised his plans during the process of building.
Such revisal may have been necessary, I do not know, but there was
no doubt that it was extremely exasperating. Does a situation of
the .kind ever arise in theology?

The subject of this paper is ’’Theology and Missions”.
It claims only to deal with one problem. It is commonly asserted
today that recent study of the Bible and its background has tended
to change our views about the Last Things. By the Last Things I

mean such events as the Judgment, the Second Coming, the Triumph
of Christ, and the End of the World. If these views of the End
have changed, does that imply a confusing, yet perhaps necessary
change in the strategy and tactics of Missions?

It is widely claimed today that during the great period
of expansion of Protestant Missions the theology behind that drive
was not truly Biblical, but was influenced by an optimism that
seeped in from the secular world. It is for us to enquire today
how far we believe this charge to be true.

I don’t think I can introduce the subject better than by
summarizing an article written by my father, D.G. Cairns in the
International Review of Missions for April 1942. Here he took the
missionary hymns of the Revised Church Hymnary, twenty-six in num-
ber, aid analysed their content. Pifteen he found to be prayers
of expectant hope for the conversion of mankind, seven were con-
fident assurances of this world’s conversion. Three of the re-
maining four contain nothing contrary to this hope. The sole one
which hints that the advent triumph of Christ will be limited to a
simple return to take His people away to heaven is the Welsh hymn,
number 384 - ’’Onward march, all-conquering Jesus’.”

The argument of these missionary hymns is that the
preaching of the gospel will cause the conversion of all mankind,
and that this will precede tne coming of Christ to reign, a reign
which will begin on earth and will be consummated in heaven.

Cairns, however, expressed this faith in a less extreme
form. He st arted his article by asking whether we have any right
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to believe that the world will ever be a Christendom. By this
he meant, not nominally Christian, not perfectly Christian, but
really Christian, with the Christian. leaven conquering the pagan
in the soul and in society. Or, he asked, have we" nothing to
expect save a ding-dong battle between God and evil in history,
with the good becoming better and. .the bad becoming worse till the
end comes?

If that is so, we have no right to sing these great
missionary hymns, which are an expression of the great forward
movement that planted Protestant Missions in every Corner of the
world. - -

The article goes on to say that there is a darker view
of the Christian future today which is tending to oust the view
expressed by these missionary hymns. This darker view has become
more fashionable theologically owing to a fresh emphasis placed on
Jewish apocalyptic writings roughtly contemporary with Christ,
which deal m a gloomy fashion with the Last Things. These
writings have their parallels within the Bible, in Daniel and
Revelation, and also in the thirteenth chapter of St Mark . Perhaps
even more influential then these writings has been the disillusion-
ing influence on Dew Testament scholars of two disastrous world
wars. That Doth the darker and brighter views have their lodge-
ment within the Bible Cairns would have agreed.

Owing to lack of space his article confined itself to
criticism of one of these viewpoints, which, from the fact that it
did not predict a triumph in this world for Christ's cause, was
in this respect to be reckoned along with the gloomier views, al-
though as a universalist its author ranks with the most optimistic.
This is the view of Dr C.H. Dodd. Cairns' article gives no criti-
cism of Second Adventism strictly so called, whi.ch is gloomy for
the very different reason that it places all its hope in the future

~

Second Coming of the Lord to judge all but a faithful minority.

Let us now shortly examine, first Dodo's views, next, the
eschatology of the epistles, and thirdly, the eschatology of the
missionary hymns. .Our aim will be to judge whether Dodd's escha-
tology and the eschatology of the hymns are in line with the doc-
trine of the epistles. It may be that we shall give our vote for
neither view in its completeness, but for some third possibility.

Dodd' s' view is called "Realized Eschatology" and maintains
that the Last Things have happened already, are already realized,
so far as that is possible in time. The most thorough exposition
of this theory is to be found in his brilliant book The Parables of
the Kingdom . The reading of this book casts a wonderful new light
upon the parables, and v/ith many of its theses all thoughtful
readers will be in entire agreement. However, the most important
thing about the book for cur purposes is that it is a consistent
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attempt to reject the whole notion of a Second Coming of Christ.
* Our Lord, Dr Dodd maintains, did not believe that He was coming

again. The disciples and the early Church, it is conceded, did
so believe, but they were wrong. To support his contention Dodd
makes use of his great learning as a New Testament scholar. He
'takes up the parables of Christ. These were, he says, not in the
first instance meant to point general truths; they -were nearly
all originally meant to point Christ’s hearers to the crisis caused
and the challenge constituted by His appearance on the earth. They
did this in a concealed, but real, way. The mystery of Christ's
Gospel as. he preached it to His contemporaries was that with His
coming the Rule of God had begun on earth. They were already,
therefore, living in the new age. Since His coming, there was so
great a difference in the world, that the least man who accepted
the new Rule of God was greater than John the Baptist, who was the
greatest of all men before that time.

Now it is obvious that the parables and sayings of our
Lord as they stand do not support Dr Dodd's rejection of a Second
Coming. They refer frequently to it. But Dodd draws our attention
to certain characteristics which New Testament scholars have found
in the parables. Clearly some of the interpretations attached to
them are of later date than the parables themselves. Most scholars
are agreed that this is the case with the interpretation attached
to the Parable of the Sower in Matthew lp. Sometimes the parable
is given in two gospels, and the lesson drawn is different in each
case. It is here probable that both interpretations are of later
date; they are, as it were notes of a later preacher's sermon on
the parable, showing how the teachers of the early Church used it.

Now we must realize that the early Church was in the
difficult position of expecting the Second Coming, which was de-
layed. Therefore there would be a tendency to heighten what seemed
to be references to or hints of the Second Coming in these parables.
Matthew and Luke actually use the material of Mark in places, and
we know that Mark is earlier and that they are copying. And we can
see this process at work in some of these passages.

Dodd takes one after another of the parables, and in each
case makes the attempt to find the earliest form of it, and when
this has been done, one means or another is discovered of suggesting
that the references to a Second Coming are not original. In part he
makes his case good, but as a non-specialist, I must confess that
in the end I find the impression irresistible that he is not wholly
open-minded. Usually the way of eliminating the references to a
Sepond Coming is to show that they are later accretions, or that
the reference is really to Christ's Pirst Coming (if I may call it
so, when Dodd does not believe there will be a Second). Some
sayings which in our New Testament are referred to the Second Coming
are claimed by Dodd to have had originally in Christ's mouth a
reference to His Resurrection and Ascension. This is the way in
which he suggests we should deal with the Marc an report of Jesus’
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words before Pilate at His trial. "I am (the Christ) and ye shall
see the Son of Man sitting on the right hand of power and coming in
the clouds of heaven." (Is it an unfair cavil that the chief
priests did not see either the Resurrection or the Ascension?)

Dodd does not, however, appear to be quite happy in this
reconstruction of Christ's thought and teaching, which he admits is
conjectural. He says (p. 101) "It does appear that Jesus spoke in
terms of current apocalypse' of a 'divine event' in which He himself
would appear in glory as Son of Man. With this event He seems to
have associated the idea of a last judgment upon the quick and the
dead, and of blessedness for His followers in a new Jerusalem with
a temple not made with, hands. It is clearly not a historical event
in any sense, which we can attach to the term. If it is related to
the historical series at all, it. represents the point at which that
series comes to an end.,''’ If so, when did Jesus speak of it as
occurring? The answer, Dodd says, is, if the prediction is to be
taken liierally, "At once' . "You (the Sanhedrin) will see the Son
of Man oh the right hand of the Power, and coming in the clouds of
heaven." But if this is so, what becomes of Jesus' ethical
teaching, which clearly looks forward to a long future for His
Church. How can this long expectation and the hope of an immediate
end be reconciled? Dodd's answer is that Christ did not really ex-
pect a literal Second Coming. "These future tenses are only an
accommodation of language. pp.108) The Kingdom of God in its full
reality is not something that will happen after other things have
.happened. It is that to which men awake when this order of time and
space no longer limits their vision, when they sit at meat in the.
Kingdom of God with the blessed dead. The 'Day of the Son of Man'
stands for the timeless fact . . So far as History can contain it,
it is embodied in the historic crisis which the coming of Jesus
brought about." That ich cannot be experienced in history is
symbolized by the picture of a coming event. In short, though
Jesus used the picture of a Second Coming, he meanc by it only that
in reality He was the Son of Man, and that power was His. Thus in
his owl. way Dodd gets m d of the seeming contradiction between the
ethical teaching ascribed to Jesus, which points to expectation of
a long future, and His apparent hope of a speedy Second Coming.
But this is done by simply denying the second member of the seeming
contradiction. The fact that St Paul and the early Church, including
the apostles, did believe in the Second Coming is surely a great
difficulty here. It is hard to think that Dr Dodd is a better judge
of the mind of Christ than the disciples who lived with Him for
three years, and received the Spirit at Pentecost. Is there not a
spice of truth in the jibe that the keys of the Kingdom have been
snatched from the girdle of St Peter, and affixed to +~he fob of a
Cambridge, professor?

The chief criticism, however , to which Dodd's view is' sub-
jects a doctrinal one. He is right in claiming that the centre of
history and the point which gives it meaning is the death and
Resurrection of Christ. Here Go.ps love and judgment are revealed,
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where Christ is accepted or rejected today, or will be in
man’s decisions in the future.

But while this is the centre of history, that gives it
meaning, that meaning is not complete without another event which
we can only describe as an end-event in the future, a divine event
to which the whole creation moves.

And here - Pace Dodd— when we say Christ will come we
are not merely saying that His standard is the real one. We are
speaking of an event which is not like any other future event in
time, but which we must none the less describe as future. Ifthere be
not such an end in History - though also on the verge of History -

then is History in the last resort not without end and purpose?
How then can it be created for Christ (Col. 1, 17) and gathered
together, with all things in Him? (Eph. 1, 10). To say that this
judgment, and triumph of Christ is in no sense a future event is
to say either that Christ has not triumphed in time, or that time
is not real, and therefore it does not matter if He does not tri-
umph there. But if time be not real, then eternity would be time-
less. In the same manner, to assert that the Second Coming is. in
no way a coming to this world, but that it means the rule of Christ
is a heavenly world, is to say that this world does not matter,
is not real. These two views are characteristic idealism, and
wholly unbiblical. I believe that in this matter there is in Dodd
an undigested element of idealism which has distorted his views
in this matter. A victory of Christ which does not entail an un-
conditional surrender of evil in all parts of the universe is not
a complete victory. But the Bible teaches it must be complete.
(Phil. 2; every knee shall bow, every tongue confess, both in
heaven and on earth ) . This absolutely singular event both belongs
to the heavenly world and to history, it is the boundary of both;
it is the breaking down of the barrier between heaven and earth.
It will be seen that there is good evidence in the epistles for
the belief in such an event.

It is interesting that two recent writers on Christian
hope agree with this viewpoint. Max Warren states it admirably
in his book '’The Truth of Vision” (p. 135) and Dillistone in his
essay in ”The Triumph of God” (p. 89).

What are the later developments of Dr Dodd’s thought
on the subject?

He deals with the subject in ”The Apostolic Preaching
and its Developments”, a book whose appendix is called
"Eschatology and History". This appendix dates from the last
months of 1935 » the year in which ’’The Parables of the Kingdom"
was published. Although the time between is so short, the secc
published book marks an advance from the first one.
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Here, too, with much that is said one is in most cordial
agreement. First, with the emphasis on the fact that with Jesus
the Kingdom has come, and secondly with the statement that '’the
Day of the Lord is the last term in the historical series - on the
other side it is not an event in history at all", (p. 80). One
might say, to avoid sheer contradiction, not merely an event in
history.

Further, I would agree with Dr Dodd's words (p. 84)
"At the same time the Day of the Lord is not the end of things in
the sense that it negates the values inherent in history ... on
the contrary the values inherent in history are here fully affirmed.
They are not destroyed, but sublimated." This could not be better
expressed; the relation of the Last Things to history is a
dialectical one; all that belongs to God's purpose in history
is affirmed, though also transcended - what is contrary thereto
is denied and destroyed. Dr Dodd goes on to show how the different
characteristics which in the Old Testament were allotted to the
coming Day of the Lord, were fulfilled, though in a modified form,
by the coming of Jesus. He is not here entirely convincing, and
concludes by making the following concession; "While, however,
the New Testament affirms with full seriousness that the great
divine event has happened, there remains a residue of eschatology
which is not exhausted in the "realized eschatology" of the Gospel,
namely, the element of sheer finality ... We must be clear just
how much is implied in this idea." Unfortunately this is just
where I find Dr Dodd least clear. He says that in the Sacrament
we look back to Christ's death and resurrection and forward to His
presence with us at the bridal feast of the Lamb. "Past present
and future are indissolubly united 'in the sacrament. It may be
regarded as a dramatization of the advent of the Lord which is at
once Kis remembered coming in humiliation and His desired coming
in glory, both realized in His true presence in the Sacrament."
To put the question crudely, has the incarnation of Christ, made
real in the Sacrament, to do duty for both a First Coming in
humiliation and a Second Coming in glory, or must we in some sense
still look for a Second Coming? I find it impossible to say which
Dr Dodd means. If the first alternative is true, the element of
sheer finality remains unrealized, if the second alternative be
true, then we must ask, is it necessary to maintain that Christ
was merely using the language of accommodation when He spoke of His
Second Coming? May it not have been, that like the disciples and
Dr Dodd, he realized that His unique First Coming required a ful-
filment equally unique to complete its significance? While in the
passage quoted Dodd seems to advance beyond the position represented
by the "Parables" yet there are/)ther passages which seem to be
still maintaining a view consonant with the statement that our
Lord’s use. of the future tense with regard to His Coming ip a mere
accommodation of language. On page 82 Dodd says "An absolute end
to history, whether it be conceived as coming soon or late, is no
more than a fiction designed to express the reality of teleology
within history." If this were so, then teleology within history
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would stand on its own feet, so to speak, without any support
from a final victory. But the relation between teleology within
history and the triumphant end of history is not so indifferent
as this. Cut out the triumphant end, and there will be no
effective teleology within history . When we speak of this end
we are inevitably using terms inadequate to express our meaning,
but we are not using a fiction. The end will be the end of history,
but it will also be much more, the beginning of an eternal joy.

In Dr Dodd’s brilliant little book "The Bible Today"
there is a short discussion on the Last Things which suffers from
a similar indecisiveness.. Here the myths with which the Bible
begins and the hope of a Second Coming are regarded as universal-
ising the Idea of the Word of God which is both judgment and re-
newal. From the prophetic experience that Israel was made by God
in His image and yet sinful

, the inference is made that all men
were made by Him and also sinners. So also the idea of the Day of
the Lord in its New Testament form "We must all stand before the
judgment throne of Christs' universalizes the experience of Paul
and the early Christians, who found themselves ..judged by Christ's
life and death.

There is clearly a profound truth here, but we must
point out that the universality of Christ’s judgment must be em-
bodied in what we must call a universal future confrontation with
Him, or it will not be real. And this even though we know that
we are not using the word "future" here in its ordinary sense.

It is now time to pass on to a brief study of the
theology of the New Testament Epistles on the Last Things. With
regard to the teaching of Our Lord it is sufficient to point out
that as great a scholar as T.W. Manson disagrees with Dr Dodd's
rejection of the view that He expected to return in glory.

Let us start by taking St Paul’s views on the matter.
Probably his earliest writing preserved to us is contained in
the two letters to the Thessalonians . Here faith is pictured as
waiting for Christ from Heaven, and the Second Coming is described
with great detail, and even crudity. The Lord will descend from
heaven and the faithful will be caught up to meet Him in the air.
There will then be a resurrection of the dead and divine vengence
will be taken on the wicked.

In Romans the day of the Lord is looked on as a day of
wrath and righteous judgment. It is not described as a Second
Coming but it is no mere judgment in an eternal heaven, for the
notion of resurrection is associated with it. This might not be
decisive, for in 2 Corinthians Paul seems to speak of his
resurrection body as provided for him in heaven. More decisive in
giving this earth some part in the judgment and In defining it as
a second coming is the passage in which Paul speaks of the whole



physical creation looking forward with agony and hope to its own
redemption from corruption on that day. This world will be some-
how caught up and included in the final revelation of Christ. This
day will follow the salvation of all Israel, and this salvation
itself follows upon the entry of the Gentiles in their full strength
(Denney's phrase) into the Kingdom. The use of the word "all
Israel" as being saved here does not mean a salvation of every Jew,
but it is inconsistent with the view that only a very small
minority will be saved. It means that at the end of History no
longer will Israel be divided, as all down its history, into a
faithless majority and a faithful remnant. Further, the word
about the fulness of the Gentiles coming into the Kingdom, while
not implying universalism, does imply a very hopeful outcome of
Gentile History. We must recall the other words- spoken in Romans
about God's judgment being also a day of wrath on the wicked. This
day is imminent - the night is far spent, the day is at hand.
But the day is essentially a day of hope.

In 1st Corinthians a coming of the Lord Jesus is looked
for, which is clearly expected soon. At this coming there will be
a general resurrection. To the Coming the Sacrament looks forward.
It will mean the coming of that which is perfect in place of that
which is in part, and the substitution of sight for faith.

In 2 Corinthians there is very little about the Last
Things. The teaching about a Coming of Christ is not mentioned;
it is said that we must appear before His judgment throne, and the
resurrection bodies of believers appear to be in heaven. Galatians
deals with other matters and has no teaching on the subject.

Ephesians refers to a gathering up of all things in
Christ in heaven and on earth.

Philippians refers more than once to the day of Christ,
and claims that every knee in heaven and on earth will bow to
Him and every tongue confess that He is Lord to the glory of the
Father. The resurrection of the dead is earnestly prayed for by
Paul in his own case.

Colossians has a little material which is consistent with
this, and refers to all things being made for Christ.

I and II Timothy and Titus express the same anxious hope
and trust in Christ and His coming, and those who say the
resurrection is already over are condemned.

Hebrews says nothing contrary to this, but while urging
the Christian to confidence in the great High Priest, appears to
express a less generous hope for the world and emphasizes more the
element of judgment and condemnation.
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There is no space here to discuss fully the Johannine
view of the fast Things as expressed in the Fourth Gospel and the
Epistles, save to say that I am convinced that attempts to set
it against the general view expressed above in the non-Johannine
epistles, have been much overdriven. It is often claimed that
here the Second Coming has disappeared and its place been wholly
taken by the thought of judgment now, the place of the Kingdom
being taken by Eternal Life. Only those who do not understand the
Biblical teaching about the Last Things could set these complemen-
tary aspects of the truth against each other. It is true that
the emphasis has been somewhat shifted, but the number of refer-
ences in the Fourth Gospel and the Johannine Epistles to the
Second Coming should have convinced all but' those who had a
dogmatic prejudice and an axe to grind that they were on a false
track.

Let us try to gather these threads together now. All
the N.T. Epistles agree in assuming the following facts.

(1) There is a judgment to come. Christ will be the judge.
(2) It is coming - very soon.
(3) The place of this judgment is not merely some distant

heaven and eternity, but this earth and history will be caught
up into it. This faith is crudely expressed in Thessalonians
I and II , but it is a continual undertone in the epistles.

(4) While there will be condemnation of the wicked - and this
prevents us from stating a universal salvation, yet the aspect
of deliverance and salvation predominates over the aspect of con-
demnation. All Israel will be saved - the fulness of the Gentiles,
every tongue will confess Christ to God's glory . These thoughts
awaken Paul both in Romans and Philippians to an ecstasy of praise -

the note of dread is there, but the note of joy unmistakably pre-
dominates over it

.

This, I maintain was the view of the early Church - and
it has a clear lodgement in the lord's prayer - They kingdom
come they will be done on earth as it is in heaven - passages in
the prophets and in the Psalms are resonant to it as harp strings
when a note of the same pitch is struck.

With regard to the Second Coming as imminent, we are
faced with a great difficulty. Is it possible to say that the
disciples were wrong in thinking our Lord expected this so soon?
To attribute this mistake to them is less staggering than to
attribute to them the belief in a Second Coming which our Lord did
not expect at all, as Dodd does. Or He may have expected it and
been mistaken in the date though I should prefer not to take this
view.

But in other respects I submit that we must hold the New
Testament views of the Second Coming, and, taken as expressions
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of the fundamentally inexpressible, I submit that they do not
contradict any legitimate predictions or expectations .of science.
For science deals only with the realm of time and space under
their present form, and even in that realm God is free to work
as He wills. How great then will be His liberty in that trans-
figured world to which the Last Things will introduce us!

Our problem now is, are the Missionary Hymns of the
Hymnary true to the New Testament faith? Or are they the pro-
ducts of an evolutionary optimism?

I have come to the conclusion that the hymns do not in
principle exceed the hopes given us by the Epistles . I have not
space here to support this contention by detailed quotation. We
must remember that the believer has the right to call upon all
nations to fall down and worship Christ, just as the psalmist
had the right to sing

"All people that on earth do dwell,
Sing to the Lord with cheerful voice!"

Pick on one line or another in these hymns and censure it as
the expression of facile optimism, and you will be confounded by
the fact that it expresses a Biblical hope for which chapter and
verse can be found. The only qualification one might add is that
perhaps the notion of the Second Coming as judgment does not
receive adequate expression in these hymns, save in number 384 -

"Thy great name is so exalted,
• •-:••• Every f.oe snrinks back in fear."

But remember that when we stand up to sing a missionary hymn we
do not sing

"That day of wrath, that dreadful day".

There is a place -..for such thoughts in worship, but it is not here.
It is further possible that in these hymns the triumph of Christ
is pictured too much as 'directly achieved through the acceptance
by the world of the preaching of the Word, an event which is
followed by the Second Coming, which only, as it were, sets the
seal on the victory of God’s servants. I do not think that the
New Testament commits itself on this matter, except to say that
the Coming will follow the preaching. We have the command to
evangelise, the victory of Christ will follow, but its manner is
no mere specified than the date.

If the hymns are scriptural or nearly so, are they then
characteristic of the age that gave birth to them? It is hard
to find a contemporary expression of the hopes of the Movement.
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Latourette gives us no help at all. Warren thinks that secular
optimism did penetrate into the theology of Missions. Clearly
he does not think the case needs to be made

, .

or he would have
given us more representative quotations. Of the five he gives from
John Venn and Albert Schweitzer respectively, there is only one
which cannot be regarded as an expression of Biblical hope, but
must be taken as a typical piece of secular optimism. This is the
second quotation from Schv/eitzer; "Because I have confidence in
the power of fruth and the spirit, I believe in the future of
mankind. Ethical world- and life-affirmation contain within it-
self an optimistic willing and hoping which can never be lost.
It is, therefore, never afraid to face the dismal reality, and
to see it as it really is."

We must therefore, in default of other evidence, take
one brief, look at a characteristic- statement of the hopes of the
expansive period in missions. Let us, look at Temple Gairdner's
account of the 1910 Edinburgh Missionary Conference. Here we find
glowing expressions of hope. This is the end of a gpeech by
Robert E‘. Speer, the American Presbyterian. "Great though the
missionary undertaking is,' only unfaith keeps us and Christ’s
almightin'es's apart. Could this unfaith he- removed then it would
be possible for Him to make use of us for the immediate conquest of
the world."

D.S. Cairns said, "The path of boldness and obedience is
ever the path of safety. May not obedience to Christ's command
to carry the gospel to all the world once more spell safety
for the Church? .. .May it not in substituting for her conventional
ideas a theology that shall once more pervade all life, bring in
the East and. bring back the West to the fold of God."

Randall Davidson, the Chairman, concluded thus: "The
place of missions in the life of the Church must be the central
place,. and none other, that is what matters .. .Secure for that
thought its true place in our plans, and then, why then, the issue
is His, not ours. But it may well be that if that come true, there
be some standing here tonight who shall not taste of death, till
they see the Kingdom of God come with power."

James Denney was the only man who spoke in rather
sterner terms. Speaking of the Love of God shown in the Cross,
he said, "Love like that can only be answered by a love in kind,
and for a Saviour who came not only in water but by blood there
can be no adequate faith, no adequate response which is bloodless."

Looking back on these ardent days, in 1945 my father
wrote of the Conference 35 years before "As one report after an-
other was read, it seemed to the hearers that a great. world Church
was coming into being before their eyes... Then came a great counter-
stroke of evil. The Gospel had not penetrated deeply enough into
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Christendom to warrant such high dopes. From beneath the smooth
surface evil forces broke forth to desolate the world. Yet
neither in the Church nor outside it were the facts fully recognised.
The Son of Man came in His Providence, but He did not find faith
on the earth. "

( "Into all the world”, p.14.)

The problem posed to us here is one of the first impor-
tance. It is this. "Were these hopes disappointed because they
were unbiblical, or because there was not faith enough upon earth?"
so that when He came, Christ had to come in judgment and not in
mercy?" My father answered by saying, it was because of our
little faith that our hopes were disappointed, and I know that
this was his view a few months before his death in 1946. The men
of 1910 were right in having great hopes of God's victory through
the preaching and witness of His Church in their times; they were
wrong only because their diagnosis of the spiritual situation was
too superficial and their faith not enough. Cairns was convinced
that both Niebuhr's and Brunner's analyses of the possibilities
of the Kingdom within the range of history were too pessimistic.
He agreed- with these writers that Christian Faith must look
forward to the Coming. of Christ in an' event which though itself
historical, or on the bounds of history, would break the limits
of history by its appearing. It is interesting that D.D. Williams
in his recent book "God's Grace and Man's Hope" criticises these
two theologians in exactly this sense though I have not space here
to record his arguments.

My own criticism of the men of 1910 is that with the ex-
ception of Denney they did not sufficiently reckon in their
theology with the fact that the great works of faith have been
done through suffering, and that it is God's way to snatch his
triumphs out of seeming defeat. In saying this one must remember
that many of them were men whose faith was such as to put ours to
shame, and in life they passed through great suffering and won
great victories for Christ's cause.

Perhaps their theology was, then, in some degree tinged
with the evolutionary optimism. But we must also remember that
there is a true optimism of faith, which is based on the knowledge
that "with God all things are possible".

Can we now outline a view, which will take into account
the sterner note of Denny's words, but will not give up the con-
fidence in Christ’s victory? Men who hold it will emphasize, like
St Paul the note of final deliverance and triumph, though the note
of judgment will be an undertone in their words and thoughts. They
will reject the Second Adventists despair of the world, remembering
that while the devil is encamped there, if is as a thief and a
robber who has already received his conclusive defeat at Golgotha
and in the tomb in the garden. They will remember that Christ's
followers cannot expect, to win victories without suffering, and
without apparent utter defeat at times. But they will not allow
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‘themselves to be bullied into apathy by pessimists. There are
great victories of Chiist to be won yes within the fieLd of

•

history, and as Luther said, before every great opportunity God
sends some special trial. They will not think of human nature as
evil from, the start. Tho sin and guilt in history are actual
sin and guilt . The cross means that history was actually
opposed to Christ, not that it was fallen because it was history.
The Cross also means that He broke that opposition, while the
Resurrection means that history is wide open to His power, and
11 : s u .aler Hi s reign

.

Low we come to the conducing part of this paper. Dr Warren is
right no claim that the Church should have a clearer notion of the
Lest Things in order to know where it is going. It does make much
difference to our hope thsb we do nor hold Dodd’s view. We can
say, as he cannot i

He comes to reign with boundless sway,
And make your wastes His broad highway.

Nothing less than the full kingship of Christ is at stake. But as
wo saw, the Lew Testament has a certain reserve in speaking of the
End and ins relation to the work and wi.tness of the Church. The
end is nor one which we can achieve; it is for God to do this. We
ere not told exactly what will happen, any more than we are given
a date. This does not, however, mean that we are in. confusion as
to what we must do.

Trie Church’s work is laid down for it; in other parts of the
Lew Testament. We muse witness to Christ by word and life; we
must acknowledge Him as Lord, not only as our Lord and the lord of
the Church, bum Lord of the whole earth and all life. We must do
our best to succeed in mr work for Him. but we shill not be held
guilty if we seem to fail. We shall only be held guilty if we lack
in faithfulness. We do know one thing, that the Gospel must be
preached through all tho world before the Last Things come, I
think this faith does not rest upon a single text m Matthew

\\ (24, li) which is an expansion of a word m Mark 13 . It is to be
found Iso in the writings of Paul. God guides His Church, then,
through His Word, telling it enough for its needs about its duty,
and when it seeks to knew more, He says as Christ did to Peter when
he expressed curiosity on a matter of detail about the Last Things,
"What is that to thee, follow thou me.‘ :

But God guides the Church not only through His Word, but also by
the situations in life into which He leads it, and by the insight
into the contemporary situation which the Spirit gives to it through
prayer end study.

as Dr. George Gunn has saL.d; "Our guidance in any realignment or
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reduction of our work will come not so much at the bidding of new
theological insights as by the compulsion of new conditions in the
field and our failure to increase resources at home." But among
the conditions abroad, as Dr. Gunn points out, are not only the
dangers and hindrances placed on the work by communism, but also the
break up of the old religions, which has led Dr. John Mackay to say;
"This is one of the Christian Church’s greatest and sublimest
moments in the Far East".

Nor must we regard the present givings of our Church as
satisfactory, as an unchanging factor in the situation for our ex-
perience is that they have been much improved by a recent careful
mission to the hone Church, and no doubt they will be much better
still

.

It is not my task here to analyse the factors in the present
situation which are relevant to the view that we must take of our
missionary effort. It may be, as Warren says, that we must here
and there draw in our horns in order better to make a first-rate
witness where we do make it, in word and work and healing and
educatipn. It may be that our work should still more aim at the
strengthening of the indigenous church, in order to prepare it, if
need be, to stand and live during isolation and persecution.

But the lesson that I draw from our theological study is that
we cannot give up our hope of the final triumph in history of Christ
kingdom, nor must we let ourselves be deceived into dropping the
hope that great things should today be attempted for God and great
things expected from Him.

At the worst the believer can always advance to action like
a man parachuted into enemy country where there is a colossal under-
ground movement working for him. Men appearing by daylight in the
guise of foes, reveal themselves under cover of night to him as
secret friends, sudden and unlooked for rescues come in the nick of
time, opposition crumbles where least expected. Ho may not live to
see victory; he may have to face suffering and death before the
liberation; but he knows that he suffers_as subject and friend of
a Master who gives life through death. For He won life thus for
Himself, and as members of His Body can We demand/ quite different
lot from His as ours by right?

In the days of German domination in Paris there was a street
with a white-washed wall. One morning the Germans woke up to find
that a large black V-sign had been painted on it. They were furious
painted the whole wall black, and set a guard. In vain, for when
men woke next morning, there was a huge white V-sign on the wall.
Let that be the spirit of the missionary movement, for we believe
that Jesus is coming to reign.
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INTRODUCTION.

1. The Bible is the record of God's self-revelation* of His nature, and there-

fore of His will for men. Even were there no explicit word within it regarding

the ’’missionary obligation” of either the first or the second Israel, that

obligation would follow inevitably from such a revelation. It is "grounded in

the eternal gospel It is part and parcel of the entire revelation of the

Eternal within history. Such a revelation makes the Bible unique among sacred

literatures. Part of that uniqueness lies in the way God spoke in "mighty acts ,"

not in words only. Consider the implications for our theme, for instance, in

the salvation of Israel from slavery - a mighty act definitive for Judaism and

a meaningful symbol of Christian salvation. An act so charged with meaning must
have been like yeast in the lump of primitive religion, especially for minds

that would meditate upon it as the Hebrew prophets must have done. A deity
believed by the Midianites or Kenites to be localized on Mt. Sinai espouses the

cause of miserable slaves in another land - a land of many strong gods. Their
cry comes to Him - and He goes to their aid. All the power of Egypt and its

gods are as nothing to this deity, for whom national boundaries do not exist.
Was there not already implied here, as surely as the flower and fruit are within
the seed, the mercy, the power, and the universality of God?

2. But men were not left with an inferential commission. God knows we are
"slow of heart to believe" or understand "all that the prophets have spoken", and

He has made His purpose plain. It is hard to see how anyone could study the
Bible and miss its insistence on the privilege and responsibility of the Church
to be a channel of the healing grace of God to a perishing world. He has caused
His face to shine upon us, not that we might bask in an exclusive light, but that
"His way might be known upon earth, His saving health among all nations."

3. It does not follow that, because of the plainness of the revelation of God
and of His will, Israel perceived and obeyed. Indeed, even the Second Israel,
the Church, proved reluctant to follow the leading of the Holy Spirit - and so it
is inclined to prove itself yet. St. Paul established the universal nature of
the gospel of Christ, but not without' opposition. Stephen, whose able disputa-
tions may have begun the ierment of the truth in the mind of his persecutor, based
his defense on the history of God's self-revelation, which had never been limited
to a localized temple made with human hands ;

and he made the charge that should
still ring in our ears, "Ye stiffnecked and uncircumcised in heart and ears, ye
do always resist the Holy Spirit."

It was Pascal who first said, "Man proposes, God disposes. »« But God made
man free: free to choose His way and so become His children, but free also to
reject it. The Bible is not only a record of God's proposing, but of man



thwarting that gracious will and suffering the consequences of alienation. The
reaction of Israel to the revelation of the will of God, that even her enemies
should be offered His salvation, was typified by the central figure in a brief drama
that deserves the highest honor. "It displeased Jonah exceedingly and he was angry.
And he prayed unto the Lord and said, I pray thee 0 Lord, was not this my saying
when I was yet in my own country? Therefore I hasted to flee to Tarshish, for I

knew that thou art a gracious God, slow to anger, and abundant in lovingkindness,
and repentest thee of the evil.” God*s nature, as the holy, loving Father of all
mankind, and His will, that through Israel all should so know Him, is plainly set
forth in His Word; but Israel* s response to that 'Word is one of the disturbing
things the Bible teaches us about human nature. But God waited to be gracious still;
He who had sent His prophets sent His Son: and though He likewise was rejected,
there was again a faithful Remnant and His Spirit began His triumphal work through
it in over- widening circles.

4. The expansion of those circles will be hastened as the Church searches its
Scriptures; and, finding there this ever-broadening Highway of truth that links
together its provinces and leads on to nThe Kingdom Without Frontiers" (the title
of Hugh Martin*s excellent little book), finds renewed fellowhsip with its Lord who
is ever "going on before

While we are thinking in terms of the circle metaphor, it is instructive to
note (as is done in the Preface) how the beginning and the end of the Bible en-
compass this theme of universality. The earliest strand of Genesis sets the story
of Israel against the background of all creation and the whole human family; while
the father of the Hebrew people is given the promise that they will be so blessed
of God that all men will wish for a like blessing, and will invoke it upon themselves,
(cf. H.H. Rowley, The Missionary Message of the Old Testament".) And the Book _pf

Revelation closes with the vision of "... the Tree of Life . . , and the~Teaves
of the tree were for the healing of the nations."

I. 1. The inspiration of the latter writer was, of course, the One who ful-
filled nil Hebrew- prophecy, Jesus, the Light to enlighten the Gentiles, and the

glory of His people Israel. The inspiration of the former was surely that foremost
among prophets, whom men were to see a type of Christ: MOSES, whoso greatness is

once again emerging from the mists of time and discussion to assume his rightful
place as the founder of Judaism. "Moses was the first missionary of whom we have
any knowledge", says Dr. Rowley. " Jehovah sent“Kim To’ the Israelites in Egypt not

alone to save them and lead them out, but to bring tv em to worship Him." He pro-
claimed to the wondering Hebrew slaves a God whose nature it was to show gracious
concern for their misery, who would act in their behalf with a mighty hand and lead

them into freedom. They, for their part, were to have no other gods before Him,

and to respect the rights of their fellows as sacred through their relationship with
the same redeeming God. Their response of gratitude and faith was the essence of

their Covenant. It was not because of any greatness on thdir part, any "genius far

religion**, that they wero chosen; it was simply because of the will of God. That

will was greater than that people; there was no literal identity of tribe and deity

as in all other contemporary religions, Israel never forgot the privilege of her

election. But she often did forget that privilege involves responsibility: in this

case, the responsibility of being true to the leading of a God who would show mercy

also on other nations bound in spiritual chains, and who would expect those whom

He had so wonderfully freed to servo Him by freeing their enslaved brethren. The

realization of this truth by later prophets made explicit what was implicit from

the first. Moses and hi.s people may not havo realized that, just as there was no

other God for them, so there was no other God for men: but God had found in him a
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load them not only to the Promised Land, but far beyond, as His missionaries to

the uttermost parts of the earth.

2. How difficult it was to maintain this initial beachhead of the universal

Kingdom in the face of external pressures and internal weakness is amply evident

in the historical narratives from Joshua to Kings, But God remained true to

Himself and His purpose. Whenever a man, awakonod by His still voice within; or

by the shock of some outrageous denial of the moral law around them; or by the

thunderings of history on all sides, said nHere am I!", then the light of His truth

broko through again to ihe reluctant world. Nathan rebuking a monarch for the murder
of a Hittite; Elijah mocking the Sidonian Baal and being commissioned to be tho

agent of Jehovah even in Damascus of Syria; those show that tho light continued to

shine in the darkness.

3. But what a blaze of revelation came with tho eighth century prophets i In AMOS

it begins with flash after flash of the lightnings of God’s judgmont on the nations,

based upon a standard of righteousness valid for all the world because inhorent in

His nature. "Thus saith the Lord: For three transgressions of Damascus. . . of Gaza

... of Tyre. . Jehovah is in control of world history; His will is sovereign:

and justice is His plumb-line. Here is tho foundation of ethical monotheism, with
all its implications. Racial equality before God is more than implied; and that
remarkable verse, Amos 9l 7, has a strong message for tho Second Israel as it had
for tho First: "Are ye not as the children of the Ethiopians unto me, 0 children
of Israel? Have I not brought up Israel out of the land of Egypt, and the
Philistines from Caphtor, and tho Syrians from Kir?" The way in which the world is

to hear this great music, as well as further harmonies in it, is to come through
other instruments; but the fundamental note has been sounded.

Almost immediately HGSEA began to add the counterpoint to justice: mercy. The
lovingkindness of Israel’s God, His forgiving grace, His unchangeable will for good,
will be as certain in the future as in the past. "I will ransom. . , I will heal. .

I will love them freely." In his passion for his own people’s redemption Hosea has

not the far look of Amos. But we can boo the implication even if Israel did not:
if God's justice extends to the nations, so surely does His mercy.

Tho great Prophet Statesman of Judah, Isaiah , continued in the tradition of
Amos, His words were many and important; but q distinctive contribution for our
study is his idea of the "Faithful Remnant," Here Amos and Hosea meet. God's
judgment must fall on His apostate people; but a nucleus of responsive souls will
survive to serve Him and be the basis of a new Jerusalem, A Prince of Peace will
come; and in His day "the earth shall be full of the knowledge of Jehovah as the
waters cover the sea." Meanwhile, a chapter like the tenth shows how Jehovah control
and uses all the nations to accomplish His sovereign will, for Assyria is to be tho
rod of His anger against hypocritical Israel.

While Isaiah preached in the city, the rural prophet MICAH was putting into
unforgettable words the essence of prophetic religion, in which nationalistic and
sacerdotal limitations stripped away, and we are shown what tho Lord requires:
"to do justly, and to love mercy, and to walk humbly with God."

4* The main work of personalizing religidn was done a century later through
JEREMIAH. To him tho cultus w%s a snare and a delusion, limiting the horizon of
God's people to Jerusalem, leading them to depend for salvation - and a eudemonistic
type of salvation at that - upon pseudosacred rites. Through him God promised a
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now Covenant in which the old would find true fulfilment: a porsonal bond be-
tween individuals and God established through His gracious action. Here is the
essence of the eternal gospel; and it is potentially universal since there is no
dependence upon "blood and soil". Moreover, his vision consciously included all
peoples: for he says, in his own intimate style that must have set the pattern for
our rich heritage of dovotional Psalms, ”0 Lord, my strongth and my fortress, and
my refuge in the day of affliction, the Gentiles shall come unto Thee from the ends
of the earth, and shall say. Surely our fathers have inherited lies."

5 . Once again the Word was rejected by a nation and "Church". But there must have
been a Remnant who believed, and so were taught to "sing the Lord’s song in a

strange land." So it was that that Song came to its fullest voice in the Old
Tostamont and was given words that were to guide the pioneers in the Now. In
DEUTERO-ISAIAH the implicit message becomes explicit. There was but one God for
all the earth; and His purpose in choosing Israel was to develop an instrument to
achiovo the salvation of all mankind. The four "Sorvant Songs" bring us to the
apex of the long story of revelation that we have been following. At last even the
suffering of Israel has been given a meaning. It is not simply to achieve
its cwn purification . . ,

and redemption; it is to win the nations to repentance
and salvation. Restoration to Jerusalem is "too light a thing" in itself for the

God of all the earth. "I will give thee also for a light to the Gontilos, that

thou mayost be my salvation unto the end of the oarth."

6. How glorious would have been the future of this "holy nation" if with one

accord they had responded to such a revelation of God’s will! But it is the old

story again, and tho predominant note of the Restoration is narrow religious
nationalism. There is tho glorious exception of the Book of Jonah, a dramatic
portrayal of Deutero-Isaiah’s message. There are visions of all the earth coming

to Zion's to learn of God and submit to Him - a great thought, though far more

"of men" than tho true missionary irapulso that is oagor to go to tho isles of the

sea to sharo the Desire of all nations. There is even among the apocalyptic
writings one that shows that the true light was kept alive - the "Testaments of

the Twelve Patriarchs". But the view that prevailed stressed privilege without
the responsibility of sharing it. To restore true religion cost the Son of God
His life upon tho cross. Evon after that, to make explicit the will of tho uni-
versal Father revealed in tho Son, to call the new Remnant or Church or Israel to

its destiny as a light to tho Gontilos, cost St. Paul untold agonies of soul and
body as he onterod into the fellowship of his Lord's sufferings.

II. INTRODUCTION.

Thus we come to the Now Testament and the climax of the revelation of the will
of God. In the Preface the unity of tho Word of God was mentioned. Tho unity of

the New Testament is inoscapablo. There arc many voices, with varying overtones;
but they sing one song: "tho song of the Lamb". In Him the Law and the Prophets
wore fulfilled. The broken lights of truth, revealed through many centuries and

many men, find focus in the white light of tho living Truth. Ho whoso first word
was "Let there be light!", the personal, holy, loving God revealed through tho

prophets, now speaks His last Word, giving the light of tho knowledge of His glory

in tho face - the Person - of Jesus Christ. Again before wc engage in analysis,

discussing the import of the words that indicate each writer's realization of the

universal lordship of Christ, lot us remind ourselves that the words are the out-

come of tho action of God; that in the New as in the Old Testament His "mighty

works" reveal His will. How "grounded in the eternal gospel" of tho saving activity
of God is the missionary obligation of tho Church! In tho fulness of timo; a time
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of desperate spiritual need everywhere; a time prepared by the Pax Romans, by the

spreqd of a lingua franca in koine Greek, by the Dispersion synagogues with their

circles of Gentile "God-fearers”, by the religious vacuum left by the breakdown

of polytheism and the inadequacies of philosophy; at such a time God gave His Son,

to live and to teach, to die and to rise again, that non night find salvation of

soul even as Israel, by His mighty act long- ago, had found salvation from the

slavery of Egypt. Was this salv'tion offered for one people only? We have seen

by the unfolding of God’s purposo how impossible such a view is, and we shall see

how every Now Testament writer realized that God had now visited and redeemed all

people. But even had they not realized this, or put it into words, we could hardly
escape that truth implied in the New Testament story. St. Luke gives that story

in two scrolls that should treated as one. Jesus not only ministered in Galileo

and Judaea; He continued to %is gracious work and to teach men the truth in ever-

widening circles, ’’both in Jerusalem, and in all Judaea, and in Samaria, and unto

the uttermost part of tho oarth.” His Spirit impelled men to boar witness to what
God had dono and was doing among Gcntilos as well as Jews: in Antioch, Galatia, Asia
Minor, Greece, and Rome. By tho end of the Now Tostamont ora wo find that God had

acted to call men and womon, Jews and Gentiles, Greeks and Barbarians, into the

fellowship of His Kingdom, and was calling His Church to continue to do His work, to

lift up His Son, until all men should be drawn unto Him,

1. In the records themselves, let us look briefly at our Lord’s message ard then
at His interpreters. As Hugh Martin puts it in his "Kingdom Without Frontiers’’,

’’The whole basis of His teaching is implicitly universal. His mossage about the

nature of God’s Kingdom and the conditions of entrance contains nothing that
makes it exclusively Jewish. The Beatitudes say nothing about racial qualifications,
and the Lord's Prayer voices tho needs of humanity. The love of God and the love of
man were the sum of the commandments. The assertion of the fatherhood of God and
tho infinite value of every human soul demand international brotherhood as their
essential outcome. Religion to Him i3 primarily a relation between Father and child.

What He emphasizes as fundamental depends on no national considerations.” Tho
Gospels give us plenty of direct sayings and illustrations of His attitude as well.
Even Matthew , written by and for Jewish Christians, includos a story such as the

faith of the Roman centurion with its conclusion, "Many shall sit down with Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob in the Kingdom of Heaven; but the children of tho Kingdom shall be

cast out,” Matthew chooses as its climax the ’’Great Commission” which embodies the
conviction of the Early Church that it was the will of the Risen Christ that they
should go into all the world and preach the gospel. Mark , significantly enough,
was written f or Christians in Rome, and though he includes few of Jesus* parables,
he deals fully with that of the Wicked Husbandmen in which tho Vineyard is given to
others. And is not R. H. Lightfoot right when he says that Marx intends the cen-
turion at the Cross with his cry, ’’Surely this man was the Son of God”, to represent
the Gentiles, as Peter represents the Jews? Luke , himself a Gentile, we would ex-
pect to include from his sources references to tho universality of the gospel, and
we are not disappointed. As a dramatic beginning to Jesus' ministry he tells the
story of the visit to Nazareth and the sermon in which He announces His purpose and
arouses indignation by reminding His hearers about Elijah’s and Elisha's ministry
to Gentiles. Ho makos plain His attitude to the Samaritans: in the stories of the
grataful leper and of the villagers' rebuff ('not to destroy, but to save'), and of
the hero of tho Jericho Road. The same is true regarding Jesus' contacts with any
foreigner; and his book on the Acts of the Apostles, as we have pointed out, is but
the extension of tho ministry of tho world’s Saviour. Of the Fourth Gospel what
more need we say here than that its main thonc is tho universality of the Light of
the World?
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In spite of all thoso indications that our Lord’s concern was with all

I

humanity, there has often been raised as evidence against this the fact that He

exorcised His ministry only among His own people. There is no doubt that Ho

believed this to bo His Father’s will for Him . Under the conditions of a true

incarnation He must go on in faith and in obedience to that will - and He expected

His followers to be as responsivo. The "oschaton", the consummation, night be at
hand, or it night long dolay its coning; the important thing was to be found

faithful in doing God’s will at every nonent. For Him, that meant tho completion
of tho drama of God’s gracious dealing with Israel. For His disciples, to whom
no more than to Himself was it given to know the tines and the seasons, it was God's

will that they bear witness from Jerusalem to the ond of tho earth. Jesus’ duty
was to complete God’s saving work and to win a new Remnant in Israel to fufil

Doutoro-Isaiah’s vision of the destiny of God’s people, to be His ministers to the

nations. As Prof. George Jackson once put it, God noodod a fulcrum so that He

might move the world .

2 % But the Now Testament as well as the Old illustrates nan’s reluctance to soe

tho implications of divinely revealed truth, abandon old prejudices, and launch

out into tho deop. Before the Church could cone to such general accoptancc of its

destiny as a light to the Gentiles - as tho whole New Tostamont shows that it did -

tho Holy Spirit had to strive mightily with men who, whilo believing in Josus as

Lord and Christ, failod to see His will for all the world. His sharpest weapon for

winning this victory was, of course, St. Paul. But it should bo noted, lost we be

persuadod by those who say that the out reach of tho Church was Fhul’s idea, that

it had begun under the vigorous thrust of the Spirit long before that great saint

had become its chief exponent. Let us remember Philip and the Ethiopian and the

Samaritans; Poter and Cornelius; and tho Hollonist converts who preached in Antioch
both to Jows and to Gentiles and so founded tho causo that was to call Paul to the
forefront and send him out to establish liko fellowships

.

Paul himself did not cone forward with ready-made blueprints .of-world ovange

-

liza

t

iffin, but liko his Ma ster was obedient at each stop to the guiding handjef God,
It was as He^facod tho issues that arose from daily response to tho indwelling
Christ that the message and tho way bocamo clear to him; and in conflict with Jewish
opponents abroad, and conservative Christians at hone, set forth his conviction
that God’s salvation, through faith in Christ, was free to all mon. Their response
to this gospel, long before his written vindications of his actions, had proven that
ho was no ncro thoorist; indood, their response had stimulated the conviction. But
his inspired pon has given expression to the missionary responsibility of the Church
that only blind or stubborn men oan not soc. From his passionate certainty in
Galatians that Jew and Gentile alike can only find their freedon in Christ, we
arrive,in Colossians and Ephesians, at the cosmic Christ in whom all conflicts and
onimitios - oven those beyond our kon - must find their reconciliation: and at the
task of tho Church to be His instrument in producing this heaven-intendod harmony,
Ronr.ns, regarded as the most purely theological of Paul's letters is, in fact, a

missionary apologetic from beginning to ond. The theology is tho rationale of
Christianity as universal. Ho *aw in his world, as we arc beginning to see in ours,
the law of sin and death everywhere operative . But ho was able to live by hope
bocauso he knew that "the gospel of Christ is tho power of God unto salvation to

ovoryone that bcliovoth.*' So he was concerned that tho Church in Romo should sharo
his passion for Christ so that all might hear and bo saved. "How shall they hear
without a preachor? And how shall they proach except they bo sent?"

3, The Now Tostamont authors after Paul join in this refrain and add their own
harmonizing countorpoint . We have noticed this in the four Gospels. The Epistle
to the Hebrews shows how tho real Saviour of men suporcedes all tho vain shadows
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of roality that had attempted to lead men 4o God "before, doing away with such
narrow approaches to God as Hebrew cultus, and opening a new and living way to

Him. Peter uses the words that described the prophets* dream for the old Israels

"a holy nation, n a "royal priesthood" to doscribo the new Israol, who had been
called "out of darkness into his marvellous light} which in timos past were not a

poople, but now are a peoplo of God." Evon Revelation, though using as a framework
of its nossago typical Jewish oschatology with its tendency to narrow particularism
and evon vcngofulness, onvisions the triumph of tho Lamb "who was slain, and
purchased unto God with His blood men of every tribe and tongue and people and
nation, and made them to be a Kingdom and priests unto God."

A writer on this subject reminds us of Gilbert Chesterton, wandering on the

English Downs. He longed for a piece of chalk so that ho might convoy tho glories
of tho scene before him - and thon realized that the whole hill on which he sat was
made of chalk. Preachers sometimes long for a bit of text that will teach the truth
of tho universal Kingdom of Christ and tho validity of the missionary cause - and
the whole Bible (certainly the whole New Testament) is a witness to that truth.
How can men be blind to tho essence of that Book? How can they hove experienced
a creative encounter with its Lord - and not long to share Him with their lost and
anguished brothren? How can they know God as tho Bible rovoals Him, and not love
Him? And how can they truly love Him without longing to do His will? And how can
they imagine that that gracious will goes no further than themselves? "For God so

1 loved tho world that He gave His only begotten Sonj that whosoever belioveth in

\
Him should not porish, but have everlasting life." "Go yo therefore, and teach
all nations ... I"
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THE MISSIONARY MOTIVE IN THE GOSPELS
by

J.W. Heikkinen

(Prepared for the purpose of providing an introduction to the
discussion of the Biblical motivation of missions from the
standpoint of the New Testament at the mid-winter meeting of
Commission I in Bernardsville, New Jersey, January 27, 1951.)

A prefatory note: This study deals primarily with the question of
the missionary motive in the Gospels . Strictly speaking, the Gospels
ought not to be separated from the Epistles for the over-all task of
our research; in fact, the drawing of such a boundary line involves the
risk of performing a fatal operation where no surgery is necessary.
Yet, from the practical side, the need for some division of labor is
obvious, but even more important than this consideration is the theo-
retical problem of interpreting the life and the teaching of Jesus, a
fundamental issue of such significance that failure here spells failure
all along the line. The Gospels, though written later than the Epis- .

ties, take us to the primitive origins of the Christian faith, which
was essentially a missionary faith, the reality of which becomes lum-
inous and compelling in the measure that they are studied in their
mutual contexts. Very little has been done in this field. Dr. Paul
Minear's Hyde Lecture on Foreign Missions iven in 1943 at the Andover
Newton Theological School, entitled "Paul's Missionary Dynamic" de-
serves special mention for its orientation to Biblical categories of
missionary thinking.

There are those who claim that the teaching of the New Testament
concerning foreign missions is clear, simple, and self-evident. What-
ever the historian and the literary critic of the New Testament may say
as to the authenticity of the great missionary commission which forms
the conclusion of Matthew' s Gospel, nevertheless it communicates to us
the missionary spirit of Jesus. "Go into all the world... make disciples
of all the nations!" In the face of so straightforward a command and
in the knowledge of the needs of men everywhere, what, then, is the
problem? Since Jesus Christ is the Desire of the nations, and the New
Testament is the repository of His teachings and His spirit, the mis-
sionary obligation of going out to share our treasures with the rest of
mankind is self-evident. Why should anyone trouble himself further in
search for the missionary motive? Wrestling with the Gospels apart from
a concern for the most authentic text available and for social-histori-
cal background information is doomed to lead finally to archaistic forms
of thought, to total irrelevance. And, what help, if any, is there in
special New Testament studies? To hold one's self-respect a man of
learning will enter the lair of the New Testament expert for a brief
visit so as not to be entirely ignorant of the so called "technical

The Problem of method



problems” in the Biblical field. But beyond this casual acquaintance
there is no need to dwell longer in the company of the Hew Testament.

One must move on to really exciting things. Furthermore, it is pointed
out, there prevails such a confusion of tongues among the scholars of

the New Testament (not so much over historical fact as over its inter-
pretation) that any attempt to discover a ground of action there, in

this ancient book, for a twentieth century enterprise, so enriched by

the cumulative experiences of its historical existence, is doomed to

fail. The only sensible procedure, it is argued, is to take the New
Testament in all its moral and spiritual simplicity.

But, I wish to suggest, simplicity often walks hand in hand with
obfuscation. True simplicity lies not at the beginning but at the end
of a quest. The apparent simplicity of the Hew Testament missionary
conception arises not much from a profound perception but from an over-
simplification of the message of the Gospel. For this reason the rele-
vancy of the Gospel to the contemporary missionary situation calls for
a thorough-going revision.

The question must be raised: How has the problem of the Biblical
motivation of missions been treated ii our time? Let us, therefore,
firstly consider the ideological background of modern thinking in this
regard, and then take up certain representative studies of the last
decade or so. Any restatement of the motive of missions now should
take full cognizance of what has been said, and especially of the method
of thought employed.

The methodological influence of Adolf von Hamad: has been very
great in fathering a pattern of thought, which has continued to the
present in modified and refined variations. As is well known, he em-
ployed the historical method in all his investigations. "What is Chris-
tianity?” Harnack asks in the opening part of his ”Das We sen Christen-
turns”. His answer reads: ”It is solely in its historical sense that we
shall try to answer this question. . .we shall employ the methods of his-
torical science, and the experience of life gained by studying the ac-
tual course of history.” Harnack wrote the first monograph on the mis-
sionary expansion of the Church. He is greatly enthusiastic over the
Universal mission of Jesus. The universal form which Christianity has
assumed serves as his pilot-light. His main accents are these: The
Gospels concerning Christ and the universal mission were in full swing
by the tine any written Gospels appeared. Yet, it is impossible to
understand Jesus' relation to the universal mission without a careful
study of the Gospel records. Jesus Himself preached only to the Jews.
He addressed his Gospel of God's imminent Kingdom, His fatherly provi-
dence, repentance, and love, to his fellow countrymen.

lie did predict the overthrow of the temple, but insisted that His
own work shall endure. Such is the "universalism” of Jesus' preaching.
No other kind can be proved for Him, and consequently lie cannot have
given any command on the mission to the whole world. The ending of mat-
thew is not genuine, neither is it a part of the primitive tradition.
Therefore, one is wont to argue that the universal mission was an in-
evitable issue of the religion and the spirit of Jesus, and that its
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origin, not only apart fron any direct word of Jesus, but in verbal con-

tradiction to several of His sayings, is really a stronger testimony to

the strength of His soirit than if it were the outcome of a deliberate

command. By the fruit we know the tree, but we must not look for the

fruit in the root. Wherever He went, lie wakened or founx children of

God. No rule or regulation bound them together. They simply sought,

and shared the supreme boon, the kingdom ol t ieir father and tne indi-

vidual soul. In the practice of this kind of a mission Jesus has had

but one follower, and He did not arise until a thousand years l^ter,

namely, Francis of Assisi.

Harnack held that the preaching of Jesus had little bearing upon

the nature of Christianity, for to introduce any sketch of the preach-

ing of Jesus is misleading because it never became the missionary

preaching of the later period. People learned to give notice to Jesus*

sayings, and found there ‘’a vital love oi God and men, w -ich may be

described as implicit universalism" . He shattered Judaism ana brougnt

out the kernel of the religion of Israel. By His preaching God as
Father and by His own death He founded the universal religion.

There are two things to be noted in Harnack ' s thesis: firstly,
that lie makes almost a complete break between Jesus' kerygma and His
teaching, in fact, he gives no attention to Jesus' preaching as kerygma :

secondly, the over-arching idea, to which all other ideas are subserv-
ient is the universality of Christianity, as Harnack himself conceived
it in terms of his interpretation of the evolution of Christianity. He
felt no cause to explore the text of the Hew Testament itself to es-
tablish the missionary nature of Christianity.

Besides Harnack* s historical method the use of proof-texts to de-
termine the missionary motivation of Christianity is widely followed.
It is an ambiguous method and cannot be defined very closely. In one
way or another a certain text, or some interpretation of a text becomes
all-important; one will hold on to certain words with utmost rigor while
another may dispense with the words altogether, prove them non-aut'nentic
and replace then with an idea of his own built up from certain selected
passages. In other words, the proof-text method can be used both posi-
tively and negatively. The critic of the doctrinaire literalist may be
ever so successful in proving his contention, but he tends to remain
bound by the type of question that he has raised. Professor Julian
Price's book "The Missionary message of the Bible" (1941) provides a
fine illustration of the positive use of this method. Relevant Biblical
passages have been chosen, their main points noted, and in the end, the
basic unities of thought emerging fro... this procedure are formulated.
The observation is made that these unities, which conern God, humanity,
sin, and salvation are basically missionary and universal in their scope.
Professor W.A. Smart's essay, ''The Universal Gospel of Jesus Christ" (in
"The Christian World mission" edited by W.K. Anderson) gives us an equal-
ly significant illustration of the negative use of the proof-text proce-
dure. The trend of his though is as follows: There are fixed limitations
of the Scriptural basis of missions, the great missionary co:u.iand did not
come from Jesus, careful scholars recognize it as an expression of the
missionary passion of the early church. Furthermore, the sayings of
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Jesus in regard to the universal mission are sufficiently contradictory
to leave one in uncertainty and so closely imbedded in the specific sit-

uations that produced them that they can be scarcely interpreted as in-

dicating a general policy of world-wide evangelism. But Jesus' sayings
contained principles which ran ahead of His own concrete applications oj

them, the basic one being His conception of God the loving Father which
inevitably flows into universal dimensions. Although Professor Smart
disproves the proof-text basis of missions and believes that the Gentile-

mission was not prompted by any explicit word of Jesus, nevertheless he
remains bound to the necessity of proving indirectly the universal
nature of Christianity, to be sure, from other passages.

It has already become evident that the use or nonuse of specific
texts is accompanied by the notion of the universal dimension of Chris-
tianity. The highest objective is to prove this fact. As it has been
said by someone, "preachers long for a bit of text which will teach the
truth of the universal Kingdom of Christ and the validity of the mis-
sionary cause". It has become a habit of thought to think of the mo-
tive of i.iissions always in terms of tne universal dimension of Chris-/
tianity, as if the validation of the idea of its universality brought
us to the very core of the missionary enterprise. Sue 1

! phrases as "ever
widening circles 1

'

1 of expansion, and the insistence on the emphasis that
the beginning and the end of the Bible encompass the theme of universality;
characterize patterns of thought which have become axiomatic in mission-
ary thinking.

most recently Father A.G. Hebert (the reference is to his article
on the "Missionary Obligation" in the "International Preview of Missions"
October 1950) referring to the difficulties which modern Bible srudy
raises in regard to the missionary motive, that is, over the authenti-
city of the great commission and the eschatology of Jesus, claims that
should he offer a refutation he might only meet an "argument by a coun-
ter argument, and my argument might carry or might not carry conviction"
Hebert's apparent conclusion is that these New Testament problems may
be solved in one way or another and that nothing definitive in respect
to the missionary motive is won thereby. "I want, if I can, to get
right behind the arguments, and show how the missionary obligation
springs out of the very nature of the Christian Gospel itself, as being
the Gospel of God. If it is the Gospel of God, it must be for the whole
world; if it does not involve a universal missionary obligation, it is
not the Gospel of God". Following this methodological procedure Hebert
carries the theme of the universality of the Gospel from Second. Isaiah
through the New Testament.

The argument for the universality of Christianity, with or without
proof-texts, is of great value in describing the perspective, but fails
to take into account the i.iotive a. id the dynamic of missions . At any
rate, it by-passes the Biblical view, in which both perspective and moti-
vation stand, in an integral relationship. The men of the Bible were
certainly not persuaded to bear witness to Jesus Christ under the com-
pelling logic of the universal scope of Christianity. The Word of the
Lord came to a particular person, who, again, bore witness to another
particular person. The history of missions within the Bible is actually

l the account of a series of "divine-human encounters". There is a cer-



tain, strange compelling power in the "particularism" of the Bible. The
motive for missionary endeavor lies here, and not in the proof of the
universal dimension of Christianity, which, a.fter all, is only a descrip
tive category of thought, a reflection on its cosmic perspective.

The idea of "universalism" lies deep in our western philosophic
heritage, rooted in Greek speculative thought. Goethe was a great uni-
versalist with a marvelous sense of the wholeness of man and mankind.
The famous Hocking report on foreign missions urges the promotion of a
universal culture, toward the creation of which Christianity can make
an inestimable contribution. The appeal of the universalist idea lies
in its reasonable approach to the cause .of missions. Yet, the case may
well be that our western "reasonableness” neither accords with the rea-
soning processes of another civilization nor takes full cognizance of
its indigenous cultural dynamics. Thus, universalisw as such may prove
to be quite provincial. Therefore the meeting of men of various coun-
tries and cultures through Christian missionary action needs to occur
at a more fundamental level, namely, there where the dynamics of the
Bible encounters the dynamics of a heathen civilization. The unique-
ness of the Christian missionary thrust lies in its capacity to meet
the particularistic forces of life, that is, the anarchic and the tragic
elements of human existence.

But there is also a certain deceptiveness in the universalist idea
when applied to Christian missions uncritically, in the orizontal sense,
missionary progress is explained in terms of "constantly increasing and
expanding circles". The facts of history do not justify such a view.
In many parts of the world where churches once flourished men bow before
pagan idols. In regard to western Europe, the truth of the matter is
that the Christians can only sneak of a beachead to win the estranged
masses to Christ. For that matter, does the Cnristian church have more
than a beachead anywhere in the world? While it is right to speak of
the progress of missions during the last 150 years—indeed a phenomenon
of modern history—yet, due recognition should be made of the forces
that have arisen against it and of the shrunken territories of Chris-
tian activity.

A revision of method is dealing with the Biblical motivation of
missions in the first task before us. In 1902 Harnack complained that
no monograph on the missionary expansion of the Church existed, and now,
almost 50 years later, we are compelled to recognize the fact that thus
far no monograph on the Biblical motivation of missions has come to
light. Why should this be? The answer, I suggest, lies in these words
of Professor Freytag: "hone of the waves of missionary enthusiasm and
missionary action which followed one another succeeded in adopting or
preserving the full force of the missionary motive as set forth in the
Bible" ("International Review of missions", April 1950).

II

The Missionary Vocation of Jesus

The task before us is that of working toward the creation of a
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method which clarifies the Gospel material on its own terms, that is,

with presuppositions which are native to the ITew Testament itself.

The danger of becoming involved in arbitrary subjectivism in the de-
termination of these presuppositons is indeed great, but it certainly
is a lesser evil in comparison with the false objectivism of the his -

torical and the proof-text methods. At the same time it is equally
necessary to dismiss from our minds certain modern ideas connected witv

the administration of missionary endeavor, a matter which has become
identified in the minds of many with the missionary calling itself.
The distinction between home and foreign missions should be dropped.
And the hazard of modernizing Jesus in the sense of making Him a mis-
sionary policy planner is to be avoided by all means.

The meaning of the missionary motivation in the Gospels comes most
clearly into our view when apprehended in terms of Jesus’ vocation,
which, in fact, was a missionary ministry from the beginning to the end
But Jesus’ ministry comes to us neither through some omnipresent sec-
retary nor a candid camera; no, it has been transmitted to us through
the apostolic witnesses. It is exceedingly important to remember this.
The Gospels, therefore, are a part of the witnessing of the apostolic
church, and, as research has shown, they actually constitute a collec-
tion of evangelistic materials. In the center of it all stands the
Passion account, the most primitive layer of a continuous narrative
tradition preserved in the Gospels. As Paul wrote: "I delivered to
you as of first importance what I also received, that Christ died for
our sins... and that he was raised on the third day”. (I Cor. 15:3)
In his effort to re-establish the unity of the Corinthian church he
first of all brought to their remembrance his early preaching of the
cross among them, by means of which they again will find their true
foundation. The keryama of the cross is the dynamis of God! Jesus'
ministry. His death and resurrection, are set in their most meaningful
missionary mould in the great passage of the Philippian epistle which
opens with the words: "Have this mind among yourselves, which you have
in Christ Jesus", and continues with the account of Jesus' mission in
which He gave Himself in humility and obedience unto death, concluding
with the triumphant assertion, "that at the name of Jesus every knee
should bow. ..and every tongue confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to
the glory of God the Father" (2:5-11).

Here we recognize the pulsation of a mighty missionary dynamic,
in which both motivation and perspective stand in an integral relation-
ship. Symbolically speaking, the ideas do not run along a universalis-
tic pattern at all; quite otherwise, the dominant motif is a vertical
one, which at the same time is not only universal but cosmic in its
dimensions. The origins of the apostolic missionary conception are
found in Jesus’ own ministry.

Jesus’ missionary conception is rooted in the self-revelation of
God. God Himself is the missionary . Jesus’ whole life is lived in the
fulfilment of God’s own purpose. In Johannine phraseology Jesus refers
to His calling thus: "He whom God has sent utters the words of God...
God sent the Son into the world. .. Father loves the Son and has given
all things into his hand. . .My Father is working still, and I am work-
ing... Father who sent me has himself borne witness unto me...

I

have
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glorified thee on earth, having accomplished the work which thou gavest
me to do”. In the Markan account we meet the same strong sense of
apostleship , which also the author of Hebrews had in mind when he said,
"consider Jesus, the apostle and the high-priest of our confession".
To those who had pursued Him saying "Everyone is searching for you"
Jesus replies: "Let us go on to the next towns, that I may preach there
also; for that is why I came out" ekseelthon (Mk. 1:35-38). Luke has
it, "I was sent for this purpose" (4 : 43 ) . Both Matthew and Luke have
preserved a most significant utterance of Jesus in the context of
Jesus' disciples' mission: "All things have been delivered to me by
my Father; and no one knows who the Son is except the Father, or who
the Father is except the Son and any one to whom the Son chooses to
reveal him" (Lk. 10:22; Mt. 11:27). The title Son of man which Jesus
adopted to characterize His own mission and which took on such, tremen-
dous significance in His utterances following the Caesearea Philippi
encounter is filled with the sense of self-giving and sacrifice, and so
intimately related to the working of God's own will for mankind. The
figure originati ig with Daniel's apocalypse now transcends all narrow,
nationalistic Jewish hopes and assumes a cosmic dimension.

But there is one particular passage, which in a summary fashion
embraces the total mission of Jesus, and which, in a more fundamental
way than any other, can serve as the methodological starting point in
understanding the missionary motivation in the Gospels, namely, Jesus'
primitive kerygma :

" The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of God is at
hand; repent, and believe in the gospel " (mk . 1:15). "That this summer:
of Mark records the actual starting-point, outlook, and motive of the
public work of Jesus admits of no reasonable doubt" (W. Man son) . Each
word represents a most weighty conception, the full analysis of which
requires a study of its own; kerygma (Jesus' heraldry), kairos (time,
God's time fulfilled), basileia tou theou (the kingdom of God)

,

metanoiete (turn, change, repent), pisteuete (believe), euairgelion (the
Gospel)

.

It was observed earlier that Jesus so emphasized His work as a
keryx that it constituted His mission, "for that is why I carae out".
Jesus' proclamation was not sermonizing in the ordinary sense of the
word. He came to deliver an announcement from on high, an announcement
which was keyed to God ' s time . and, in the profoundest manner, related
to human destiny. A specific point of time had arrived for a climactic
event in the total redemptive purpose and plan of God. The Kingdom of
God , the central concept of the entire Hew Testament, means the dethrone-
ment of all other kings and dominions which seek to dominate the souls
of men. The modern missionary movement, as Professor Freytag has point-
ed out, "reveals a characteristic contraction of the Kingdom of God-
outlook, if not in doctrine, certainly in the understanding of the
meaning and purpose of missions", among the Pietists to a purely spiri-
tual and individualistic outlook, among the rationalist philanthropists
to a socio-ethical conception, with the Church to an objective planting
of churches, and with the futurists to the second coming. The problem
of the End can only be solved in the context of the Kin; dom. By the
preaching of the Kingdom that is to come the Christian witness has an
abiding claim upon men everywhere. Furthermore, the main accent must
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fall on the triumphant fulfilment of God's missionary purpose, the re-
demption of the cosmos. The End marks the absolute surrender of evil
powers. It is fearful because of God's ultimate judgment but glor-
iously joyous because of the victory of God's Reign, "when Christ pre-
sents his completed work to God and God's kingdom appears in its power
and glory". Repentance as preached by Jesus occurs in the context of
the Kingdom in its very nearness. Here is a Biblical category which
has almost lost its authentic meaning for the modern mind. Surely
there is recognition of the seriousness of sin in its diabolical self-
centeredness, but somehow rather easily the jump is managed over re-
pentance to a discussion of men's needs'. Metanoia . though translated
"change of mind" actually refers to a change of heart, to an event
which involves the turning (Hebrew-Aramaic shuv ) of man's will, and
therefore, of his total being, from a life of sin, through penitence
and sorrow, to a life of righteousness in obedience to God's will.
Believe the good news really means to trust the proclamation, the
kerygma of God' s love, trust in the sense of a total commitment to it.
All of this can be summed up in a remarkable missionary pattern of
thought by Paul as follows: "But how are men to call upon him in whom
they have not believed? Aid how are they to believe in him of whom
they have never heard? And how are they to hear without a preacher?
And ]how can men preach unless they are sent?

.

..So faith comes from
what is heard

,

and what is heard comes by the preaching of Christ"Wild. U JLO 1 It. Cl 1. LI » dllu

(Romans 10:14-17).

C on c 1ud ing Comment

s

It is in the light of the primitive witness of Jesus Himself that
His various missionary sayings take on their proper meaning, and not
only His sayings but His action in the choosing of His disciples. It
is against the background of Ilis primitive witness that the eschato-
logical difficulties of matthew 10—in so far as the reconstruction of
the text is possible—can best be solved. Even the great missionary
command when related to this same context will rest on its proper
foundations.

Jesus' witness comes to us through apostolic transmission in the
form of an evangel which gave birth to the Christian fellowship, which,
again in turn, preserved and propagated it. This observation leads us
to consider the fact that missions are not a specialized, autonomous
activity operating on its own principles, missions is a function of
the fellowship of Christians, the ekklesia , the Church, much of the
confusion of thought over missions stems ultimately from a muddled con-
ception of the Church. Missionary thinking needs to walk hand in hand
with the thinking that is done over the meaning and the purpose of the
Church.

In fidelity to the apostolic witness let us seek to find the deep
springs of missionary motive and perspective in the "vertical-cosmic"
Jesus Christ through sharing the fellowship of His sufferings and the
power of His resurrection!
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The Missionary Obligation

a.G. Hebert, D.D. » S.S.M.

I ought to begin, no doubt, with a statement of the
reasons which make it seem difficult to couple together the two
words ’missionary’ and ’obligation’. There was a time when it
was plain to all believing Christians ( 1 ) that it was a duty to
go and save souls from everlasting damnation, (ii) that the ex-
pansion of European civilization over the world must be accompanied
by the Church bearing the Gospel and (iii) that missionary work
rests on our Lord’s direct command to preach the Gospel to every

,
creature (Mark xvi.l5)» and teach all nations, baptizing them in
the Threefold Name (Matt .xxviii .19) • None of these reasons seem
cogent today, in the forms m which they used to be stated.

first, we do not think of millions of people as destined
to hell, unless by individual acceptance of the Gospel they are
delivered from this awful fate, or are baptized as in the indis-
criminate mass-baptisms carried out by St Francis Xavier. That
old-fashioned orthodoxy came to be widely displaced by the
liberalizing theology which refused to think seriously of ’heaven’
and ’hell’. We of today have recovered an eschatological belief.
But we do not on that account think of missions in the old way;
our habitual concern is with the building-up of the Church in this
world, and the transformation of national cultures by the Christian
Gospel, and the manifold doctrinal ana ecclesiastical and pastoral
and moral problems which arise in the life of the younger churches.
As for the eternal destiny of the unconverted heathen, we say to
ourselves that God will judge them according to the light that
they have known.

The second reason, that the ^ospel should go wherever our
civilization spreads, no longer makes the appeal v/hich it used to
make. In these days our civilization has lost the prestige which
once it enjoyed; or as we ought rather to say, in these days we
are being called upon to pay the price for the wholesale exploi-
tation of the resources of Africa and the East that has been
carried on in the past, and for the fact that Europeans have lived
like lords among the peoples of these lands, and have treated them
with contempt. Of course there is very much to be set on the
other side of the account; we have given to those peoples very
much that is of permanent value. But in these days they are con-
sciously asserting themselves against us, and nationalisms are
arising everywhere. Hence a European Christian can easily doubt
whether the European Christianity wnich he represents can any
longer make its appeal to them, perhaps his own duty lies rather



among the unevangelized millions at home, of people of his own
race, who are as much in darkness as the heathen abroad.

The third point raises the difiiculties presented by
the modern study of the Bible. The missionary text which I quoted
from Mark xvi is not part of the original Gospel of St Mark; the
text from St Matthew cannot confidently be taken as His actual
words . It is no longer possiole to produce any indisputably
authentic text which conveys a plain command of His to preach His
Gospel to the whole world. His own mission was to Israel.
Further, it is widely believed, rightly or wrongly, that He
expected the Second Advent to happen immediately or within a few
years; from which it follows that no worldwide missionary work
would be possible, or could have been en isaged oy Him.

I am concerned with the problem on its theological side;
theological questions, in the specialized sense, are raised in the
last of the three difficulties, and theological questions in the
wider sense are implied in the others. But I am not going to try
to put up an apologetic answer, as for instance by seeking to
demonstrate some thesis about St Matthew's gospel, or to refute
the view that our Lord expected an immediate ; end of the world’.
If I did that, I should be meeting an argument by a counter-argu-
ment, and my argument might or might not carry conviction. I
want, if I can, to get right behind the arguments, and show how
the_missionary obi igatioxu springs out of the every nature of the
Christian Gdstfgr~~r0self^ as~~beHng~^He
tKe TjOspHT of God ,~Tt~~must ~be fhrthe whole worlds if 'frT'Hoes
nrt^TnvoTve

-
'a udiTvhrsedTHnT^ ry oDiigationT'iu is not the

Gospel of God. Do not then be surprised if, when I have finished,
I have provided no explicit answers to the particular difficulties
which I have slated. I want to consider what is involved in the
Gospel being divine; ana how the divine character of the Gospel
and of the Churcn to which it is committed is affected by the
creaturely frailty and the spiritual unworthiness of the human
agents to whom it is committed.

2. The universality of the Gospel is clearly stated in the Old
Testament for the first time by the Second Isaiah. In the pre-
exilic writings there are hints of this, as when Haaman the Syrian
comes uo be healed by Elisha, or when the Ethiopians seek an
oracle from Isaiah. But it is Second Isaiah who first says quite
plainly that tho faith of Yahweh has to go to all nations, on the
explicit ground that He alone is God;

Look unto Me and be ye saved, all the ends of the earth;
for I am God, and there is none else. By Myself have I

sworn - the word is gone forth from My mouth in righteousness
and shall not return - That unto Me every knee shall bow,
every tongue shall swear (Isa. xlv.22-3)*

Elsewhere prophet and psalmist say the same thing. Because He
is God and He alone, therefore all nabions that He has made shall
come and worshi : Him.
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So it must be; so it would be. But how, and when?
The prophlet himself believed that it would come to pass in the
messianic future to which he looked forward . But the promised Day
of the Lord did not appear as soon as those men expected; and in
the meantime, and throughout the postfexilic period, the actual
Israel to which the knowledge of God had been committed was hard
put to it to guard its own inheritance as the People of God, and
to prevent its Covenant and its Lav? from being profaned by the
infiltration of pagan ways, and was impotent :o evangelize the
Gentiles. It could do no more than invite them to become pro-
selytes, thus cutting the bonds which united them to their own
races and cultures and becoming Jews.

And then Jesus came,
crucified and on the third day
Spirit was given, and within a
received into the
and without being
which to Second I:

become actual. T1

the knowledge of Israel's Sod had re

accomplis
rose from
few years

Church by baptism, on e

obliged to become Jews
riah had been a hope fo
prophet's faith that

bed.

ed His ministry, was
the dead; soon the
Gentiles were being
tusI berms with Jews,
first

the
Thus the thing

~n future had now
all men would come to
on the conviction that

Israel's God was the true
had acted in history,
share in His

and
and the only God; now Israel’s God
had called people of all nations to

Salvation.

At the beginning of His ministry Jesus proclaimed that
the time (for the accomplishment of the messianic prophecies)
was fulfilled, and the Kingdom (or Reign) of God nad drawn near;
therefore men must repent and believe the great tidings, that
God’s Hour had come (Mark i.lf).

This v?as not just another reform movement within
Judaism, similar to the reform of Josiah . or that of Ezra; it
was the accomplishment of His Purpose for Israel and for mankind,
prepared during the centuries since He hat called Abraham and had.

constituted Israel as His chosen people in rhe da;ys of Moses, and
announced in the messianic prophecies, chiefly of the two Isaiahs
and Jeremiah and Ezekiel. The era of the Law and the Prophets
had lasted till John the Baptist (Luke xvi.I6); He had come not
to destroy but to fulfil both Law and Prophets (Matt. v.17).
The righteous blood shed on the earth from the murder of Abel to
that of Zechariah who was killed between the temple and the altar
would be required of that generation; with the coming of the
Messiah history now moved to its consummation (Luke xi. 51). He
had come to gather Israel together, as a hen gathereth her
chickens under her wings (Luke xiii.3 /!-)* that at last Israel
might truly be ilie People of God; to set up the New Covenant
which would bring true knowledge of God and forgiveness of sins
(Jer. xxxi 51-4), the time when Goa would take away the stony
heart out of their flesh and give them an heart of flesh
(Ezek. xxxvi 26). These words of Ezekiel give exactly the sense
of the met anoi

a

which Jesus called for; no mere sorrow for sin,
but a change of heart and mind.
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demand which He
all and follow
them inside out.

This reveals what would be the character of a Gospel
which should really bring God's Salvation to men, as distinct
from a human reform movement. Such a Gospel would need to go to
the root of bur.. .1 nature, and bring to it healing and health from
the bottom upwards. So it was in fact with the Gospel which He
proclaimed. We see this in the utterly radical
made on His disciples; He called them to leave
Him, and He asked of them their all; He turned
It was to them a painful and utterly humiliating process; in
Mark ix and x we see how all that is mean and selfish in them
is forced to the surface, and they have one hard lesson to learn
after another. We see it in His treatment of the , Pharisees , whom
He called ’hypocrites': this word does not mean that they were
consciously insincere or were playing a pari', but, as the Old
Testament use of the word shows, that
men; and it is paraphrased in John v
you, that ye have not the love of God
standards the Pharisees were good-liv:
scholars have shown; and we have no right to apply our Lord's
judgment to them unless we apply it to ourselves, and see our-
selves as accused of the same sins.

at
.42
in
mg

heart they were ungodly
in the words ' I know
you' . By ordinary
men, as the Jewish

So it was that Jesus came to Israel, bringing to men
the call of God Himself, that He might gather them together as in
truth the People of God, and care for them as their Shepherd, and
reign over them as their King. It was as King that He entered
Jerusalem on Palm Sunday, and then clear ^ the Temple, as being
the true Lord of the Temple. Thereby He compelled the Jewish
authorities to answer the question, which still remains the one
final question which we and all men must answer: Is Jesus Christ
the true spiritual King of all mankind? They answered Wo, by
bringing Him to the death of the cross.

When they did this, one thing remained: that the total
claim of obedience and self-surrender to God which He had laid
on His disciples should be accepted by Himself up to the final
point of suffering all that human nature could suffer, even unto
death; and this He did. The Gospel of the Resurrection is that
God raised Him from the dead, vindicating Him whom men had dis-
owned; as St Peter put it at Pentecost, 'God hath made Him Lord
and Messiah, this Jesus whom ye crucified’ (Acts ii.36); or as
St Paul put it later (Phil .ii .9-11) ,

pointing out the fulfilment
of the prophecy of Isaiah xlv which I quoted above, 'Wherefore
God also hath highly exalted Him, and hath given Him the Name, that
is above every name, that at the Name of Jesus every knee should
bow . . . and every tongue confess that Jesus Christ is Lord’

,

Kyrios , Yahweh

.

So the whole New Testament proclaims. Now we see that
the missionary text at the end of St Matthew is not merely a
particular saying attributed to Jesus,. but is a summary of the
whole Gospel." He who in St Matthew’ s first chapter had been
named Immanuel, God with us, is now shown as having all power in



So, for instance, a Christian can set out to demon-
strate the falsity of Marxism. Yet it is a humbling thought that
Marx wrote Das Kapital in London in the heyday of our industrial
prosperity; and it can well be that the' Marxism that we know
would never have arisen if Christians in the age of the Industrial
Revolution had not exploited the poor, identified their
Christianity with the privilege of a particular class and failed
to realize that communism which is demanded by the truth of the
mystical Body of Christ. The Christian therefore stands on' a
false ground when he states the case for his own belief against
the opposed belief of the Communists. He stands on the right
ground only when he sees Marxism as a reminder of the Church's
unfulfilled duty, and approaches the matter as a penitent, while
learning to see that the Gospel of God in its catholicity of
truth is wider and deeper than the Marxist belief, embracing its
partial glimpses of truth, providing the true answer to its
questions and overcoming all its errors.

The same besetting sin of 'Christian apologetics'
appears in another form in some of our efforts to defend the
articles o.f the Christian Creed. There is, for instance, the
article, 'conceived by the Holy Ghost, born of the Virgin Mary'

.

Does this mean that in our critical investigations of the New
Testament evidence the conclusion which the inquiry must reach is
settled beforehand? But if that is so, how can the inquiry be an
honest one? Here is indeed a problem; and there is no solution
to it so long as we regard ourselves as the 'counsel for the
defence' . But if we believe that the Virgin-birth of our Lord is
true, then it is one of God's facts, and we shall find it waiting
for us at the end. But it can well be that we ourselves have much
to learn about the evidence, and about the fact, and about the way
in which it is to be understood. The fact that we believe in a
divine Gospel must warn us against the danger of identifying the
truth of God with our own apprehension of it and manner of
presenting it.

The Gospel of God is divine and therefore universal or
catholic. Yet it is committed to imperfect and unworthy human
witnesses, who again and again in their defence of it put them-
selves in a false position by identifying the Truth with their
own understanding of it

.

Similarly the Church of God is catholic, as St Cyril of
Jerusalem showed us. It is universal, it proclaims the truth of
God, it appeals to all sorts and conditions of men. Why, then,
is the actual Church divided into denominations? Why are the
denominations themselves split into parties?. V/hy is there sus-
picion and misunderstanding between different" sorts of Christians?
Why is the Church so often predominantly bourgeois, identified with
particular classes, tied up -with vested interests? Why does the
Christianity which we export to the mission-field often appear as
a western-european thing, reproducing the style and mannerisms of
nineteenth century Europe?



heaven and in earth, and as sending His apostles to teach and
baptize all nations, and declaring that He is Immanuel , with them,
unto the end of the world. Or we may take the Epistle to the
Ephesians, where the mystery of God’s Purpose, God’s great
’secret', is shown to be revealed in the finality and completeness
of His redeeming work, which has as its corollary the calling of
the Gentiles and all mankind to share in the fellowship of the
Church. St Paul prays that his Christians may apprehend with all
saints what is the length (extension through time) and breadth
(extension in all lands) and depth (redemption from all sins) and
height (exaltation of men to union with God) of the love of
Chri st

.

This great phrase of St Paul is nobly echoed by St
Cyril of Jerusalem three hundred years later, though he does not
explicitly refer to it, when in his Catecheses (xviii. 23 ) he
describes the catholicity of the Church as resting on the
catholicity of the Gospel. The Church

is called Catholic because it extends through the whole
world from one end to the other; and because it teaches
with wholeness and without defect all the truths that
men need to know, of things seen and unseen, of things
heavenly ana earthly; and because it disciplines unto
holiness every sort of men, rulers and subjects, educated
and ignorant; and because it provides wholeness of healing
and remedy for every sort of sin, committed in the mind and
in the body, and has within it every form of known virtue,
in deed and word, and all sorts of spiritual gifts.

Thus the four marks of catholicity are world-wide
extension, the wholeness of the Paith, the appeal to all sorts
and conditions of men and the fulness of remedy for sins and of
gifts of grace,

3. But then the question arises, How can a Gospel which is divine
and all-embracing in its length and breadth and depth and height
be proclaimed by such limited and fallible men as are European
missionaries? The answer is that while we cannot comprehend, in
the sense of fully grasping, that which is so long and broad and
deep and high, we can truly bear witness to it, so long as we are
aware that the message itself is divine, and we ourselves are not
that night, we do not wholly possess that Light, but are only
servants, sent to bear witness to that Eight. But we put our-
selves on a false ground at once when we forget she distinction
between God’s own truth and our apprehension of it, and set to work
to 'make out a case for’ the Christian Gospel or hawk it round as
if we were commercial travellers. Here is the besetting sin of
'Christian apologetics', when we fall into tie temptation to set
forth ’the Christian position' as a rival to various other
positions

.
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All tills, and more, can be said. But it is not new;
and it comes down m the last resort to this; That it has been
the Purpose of God from the beginning, to reveal Himself through
men, and to save mankind by means of a visible society, the Church,
composed of imperfect and unworthy men. He did it under the Old
Covenant, when He chose Israel to be His people; and the Old
Testament is the tale of a continuous conflict of faith and un-
belief, of loyalty and disobedience. When He came in the flesh
and was made man, the same thing happened. Men left all and
followed Him; in the hour of His passion they forsook Him and
fled. Men crucified Him; but the crucifixion was but the
supreme instance of that sin of man for which He had come to
bring the supreme remedy. Since then there has been the Church,
exulting in His victory, living in the power of the Holy Ghost,

(A ministering His sacraments; but there is still the Old Adam in man,
and still the conflict between faith and un-faith goes on, till
the final establishment of His Reign at the Second Advent. Till
then, the Church is here, composed of unworthy men, yet bearing
the word and the Sacraments which continue to reveal all the
marks of being divine; still the Gospel of God probes the depths
of human sin, ar.d brings men even now to peace with God and with
one another. The Church is very obviously human, and we can drag
it down to our own level by our sins. Yet it is divine, and in
spite of human sin the pattern of the Church is still there, and
the divine Gospel is committed to it.

There our
The whol
Lord :et

e problem is
ds the five

set before us in St John, chapter vi

.

thousand people, who symbolize the
Christians of all the nations, with the -thread of Life. Yet the
divine gift of life and salvation is shown as involving at the same
time judgment. As the chapter goes on, the people see Him and
believe not (vs.J6); the Jews murmur (Al), and they strive
one another (S2); some of His disciples murmur
no more with Him (Go); till finally we are left
of whom one is going to betray Him (71) , and He
ye also go awaj
his confession c

says, ’Lord., to
no other Gospel

,

Positivism, nor
State. Then he says

with
(bO-1 ) and walk
with the Twelve

,

asks them, ’Will
Then St Peter, with his back to the wall, makes

T faith. This confession is threefold. Pirst he
whom shall we go?’ To whom, indeed’, for there is
no other real answer to man’s need; not in
in Marxism, nor in Humanism, nor in the Welfare

'Thou hast the words of eternal life’. In
forThee the answer has actually been given, the full remedy for sin,

the full satisfaction for the need of the human soul. But one
more thing remains that he must say; it is not enough that he
should confess that the Gospel of Christ is theoretically true;
he must confess it existentially and make his own personal act of
faiths 'And we believe and know that Thou art the Holy One of
God’ .

This being so, the missionary obligation remains what it
always has been, from the days of the Apostles onwards.



Aim II - 1, N. America.
Missionary Obligation of the Church
Report of the meeting of the Com-
mission on Aim II which met on
June the 21st, 1950.

The first meeting of the commission on missionary vocation met
at 2:00 P.M. at Calvary House. 6l Gramercy Park, New York. The
following members were present? John Deschner, Chairman, Robert
Bilheimer, John Casteel, Ellen Gammack, Edward Johnson, Charles
Long, Alexander Miller, John Oliver Nelson, Mildred Drescher and
T.F, Romig. Absent members: Paul Dotson, Edwin Espy, E.G.
Homrighausen, Kenneth Reeves, John Skogland, and Helen Turnbull.

The meeting opened with a period of worship led by John Oliver
Nelson.

T.F. Romig described the nature of this study: its organization
in Europe, Great Britain, and North America, its purpose and its
progress. Mention was made of the excellent response of the in-
dividuals who had been invited to participate in this particular
commission on missionary vocation. Many of the absent members ex-
pressed regrets that they could not be present at this meeting.

After brief comments on missionary vocation by Ted Johnson and
Lex Miller, John Deschner led the group in a period of discussion.
The discussion was intensely stimulating and interesting with
never a dull moment.

The last hour of the afternoon was devoted to gathering topether
the important issues raised during the discussion and forming
this material into topics for further study and consideration.
Out of this summary emerged five basic questions which are as
follows

:

1. What Statement of the Gospel Arouses Missionary Effort?
This subject is concerned with trut v and authority in our

missionary enterprise. What is truth? What is the authority which
seizes an individual and makes his missionary vocation irresistible?
What is the relation of the Christian view of history (eschatology)
to individual participation in the missionary enterprise?

2. Who Calls Us?
What are the forces which call an individual into missionary

service? This question has several natural divisions such as:
the call of the younger churches with emphasis on relative need;
the call of nationalism, such as the preservation of our form of
life in the face of communism; the ecumenical call as contained
in the vision of a coming world church and the creation of a world
brotherhood; the call of the Holy Spirit to whic^ an individual
responds with obedience. Is the command, MGo Ye" directed to the
Church, a local congregation, or the individual?
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3. The Uniqueness of the Missionary Vocation.
This topic takes ud the question of whether there is a dis-

tinctive missionary vocation anart from Christian vocation in
general. If so, is there given to it a special charisma? Is
there a double standard in Christian vocation, whereby the mis-
sionary vocation could emerge as a separate order of the Church?
Should the missionary movement be considered as a modern form of
monasticism? What is the relation of ordination to being a mis-
sionary? Does the ’'missionary’' represent a ministry which can-
not be represented by a member of the congregation?

4. A Historical Study of Missionary Motivation.
This study would survey the missionary movement from the’ time

of the Reformation to the present with emphasis on the motivation
of the various periods of modern missions. It is concerned with
the Reformation conception of Christian Vocation, the development
of missionary motivation from the days of the early missionaries
(William Carey, Robert Morrison, etc.) through the 19th century
to the present motivation among fundamentalists, liberals, Roman
Catholics and others.

5 . A Biblical Study of Missionary Vocation.

It was decided that the gro^p should solicit short statements on
these subjects from missionaries, scholars, pastors, and those
connected with the mission societies. These brief pacers would
be reviewed and discussed at the fall meeting after which a

decision would be made regarding the completion of the study.

T.F. Romig
Secretary
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International Missionary Council Study
of the Missionary Obligation of the Church

MISSIONS AND THE NEW HOPE
by

Joseph Haroutunian

I

The fundamental differentiating political fact of our age is the promise of
an economy of abundance which has been heard in the four corners of the earth. The
multitudes of the poor in Asia, Africa, America, Europe, and the Islands have heard
that there is a new life possible for them. They hope for food enough to remove
their hunger) for clothing which shall cover their bodies; for shelter against heat
and cold; for labor well rewarded, and rest to their bodies. They hope that they
shall no longer be wasted by toil and disease, made helpless by ignorance and op-
pression, and live at the mercy of man and fate. They hope to become filled, and
secure, and free; to enjoy a new felicity upon the earth.

This new hope underlies the economic doctrines, the political propaganda, the
social upheavals, and the universal unrest of our age. The controversy between
capitalism and communism, the uprisings against feudalism and minority privilege
everywhere, and the bid for power on the part of ’’the masses,” - all these have
their moving force in the prospect of a good life produced by science and industry
of our time. The claims and counterclaims of the capitalists and the communists
are to the effect that they have the only system which shall establish universal
prosperity. The political appeals of all sides are addressed to multitudes who are
eager for a new day of freedom from want. Social agitators argue to the fundamental
point that it is now possible for the underprivileged to obtain the goods enjoyed
so far by the few.

The new hope has made the envies and bitternesses of yesterday intolerable.
Peoples black, yellow, and brown, the sons of Shem, Ham, Japheth, have come to hope
that soon they shall be able to cut out the brand of inferiority branded upon them
by the whites from Europe and America; that they shall be able to deal with these
arrogant and condescending people as equals and superiors. The whites established
their superiority with the powers of their engines of war as well as their machines
for exploiting nature. The colored hope to have these same engines and machines,
and to free themselves from humiliating subservience to the white foreigners who
used them as hewers of wood and drawers of water while they reigned and ruled and
exalted themselves in their midst. The millions of the colored who submitted to
the villainy imposed upon them by their white masters are quite ready for a new day.

And their hope is in the new means of increasing goods which shall fill their land

with plenty for all.

In short, what we are confronted with today is a new promise of welfare which
has entered the minds of the world’s peoples, and filled them with a new hope and

zeal. The new promise is as simple as it is inspiring. It is thoroughly intellig-

ible and desirable. It is a new word to humanity, a word to which men respond with

spontaneous and simpleminded enthusiasm. Food, cDothing, shelter, health, security,

freedom from exploiters and oonressors, work which shall spare the body, leisure, com-

fort, pleasure; these are what all men understand, all men desire and all men will

fight for. These are the things which win the hearts of men and give capitalists and
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communists alike their true power in our world. The people know that those things

. matter very much. They liston to thoso who speak of thorn and follow them insofar

as they believe what they hoar. Our science and industry can produce an infinity

of goods. Whatever way or system makes these goods available to people will have

their votes and their loyalty.

II

"Secularism" has always been a trial to Christianity. It was known to the

author of the Epistlo of James: to St. Chrysostom and St. Bernard: to Luther and

Calvin: to John Bunyan and William Law; it is known to us. The Gospel has always

boon at odds with "the world," and preachers and missionaries have throughout the

church's history sought to woo tho Christians away from the allurements of worldly
pleasure. Nevertheless, "secularism" tod§y has qualities all its own. It is a new
temptation and a new power in our world. The now promise of happiness for tho

millions makos of secularism today a now impulse, at once rational, reasonable, and
good. It is now foolish to oppose socularism, that is tho dosiro to enjoy tho goods
available in this world, with goods promised for the next. A gospel of happiness
in heaven cannot hope to win tho hearts of people either in the west or in tho east,
cither among capitalists or the communists. Mon without hope in this world, con-
demned to privation, ill health, oppression, readily turned to tho other world with
hope. Hence priests, preachers, missionaries, could persuade the people to turn
away from this scene of misery to a blessed immortality. But now they find their
task well nigh hopeless. At home they encounter complaconcy, and abroad indifference.

Tho people regard them with suspicion, as salesmen whose wares are neither solid nor
attractive.

We are instinctively aware of this situation. Hence there has been considerable

and widespread reluctance to approach the people with the promise of heavenly bliss.

But tho question is, What do wo have to offer them? For a while, we tried to make

common cause with humanitarian enterprise. Wo omphasizod schools, hospitals and
sundry efforts to teach the backward people the principles of a hoalthy and whole-
some oxistonco, Wo wishod to help them along in tho universal quest for a happiness
made poesiblo by our science and technology. Wo presented ourselves as friendly and
not opposod to their secular aspirations, and "reinterpreted" tho Gospel so as to

make it rolovant to their hope for a better life. Wo preached high morality and
"spiritual lifo" as conducive to a maximum happiness in this world. The hope of

immortality we presented either for "eternal lifo" hero and now, or as a hopo which
would complete human felicity in the lifo to como.

All this was a reasonable response to the now situation of man. But it showed
little understanding and its mission in our world. Tho good that was dono by humani-
tarian missions was real and contributed greatly to human wclfaro. Insofar as it

meant education, health, self-respect for the thousands, it was in truth a modem
expression of biblical concern for human need. But, as we have become aware, it was
a poor way to preach the Gospel of God's care for sinners.

Indeed great many missionaries of tho piotist typo preached for the conversion
of sinners. They promised an inner peace and happiness and made good their promise.
But such missions were no match for tho new secularism and were foredoomed to become
both irrelevant and contemptible in the day of the now hope. Pietism ignored the
social revolution of our day; and the social revolution was to bo carried out with-
out tho benefit of the Good News to sinners.

Now it happens that tho missionary avant guardo have turned cool toward
orthodox otherworldliness, humanitarian liberalism, and piotist individualism. The

question is, whore dc we go from here? What do we preach and what do wo do ?



It is, of course, our duty, as the International Missionary Council is fully
aware, to go forward via the New Testament. Many have been studying the New
Testament with a new seriousness and have sought guidance from the early missionaries
who were, under God, responsible for the astonishing successes of the first century
of the Christian era. We have become aware that these missionaries preached Christ
crucified, and risen and enthroned; that they lived between the resurrection and
the pa rous ia . that their eschatological expectations gave them a zeal and energy
overwhelming both to themselves and to their hearers. We are once again beginning
to see that the missionary* s primary task is to preach the Gospel of God, of the
reign of Christ over all powers, of deliverance from- sin and death, of reconcilia-
tion with God, of the Spirit who converts us and binds us together in the fellow-
ship of the Church, of a new age of ’’peace, joy and righteousness” which shall be

the Kingdom of God. Such themes, with numerous variations and elaborations, re-
present a now discovery of the New Testament Gospel, and hove found favor with many
of our thinkers who are serious about the missionary work in our time.

There is no doubt that this now outlook on missions is a necessary corrective
to the ethers mentioned above. But, this paper is being written with the conviction
that ”tho new orthodoxy” is itself loss than adequate as the Gospel for this time.
Its enthusiastic exponents are convinced to the conti*ary, but there is no evidence
that their conviction has grown out of a proper understanding of our problem. God
is not bound by our insights, and doubtless He will use us even though we do not
understand our situation. Still, we have to examine our task as well as we can,

and establish a certain congruity between the need and its fulfillment.

What congruity is there between the hope of man in our time (described above)
and the Gospel as rediscovered among us? If men today hope for a new age when their
former privations, inabilities and humiliations shall be overcome, what are they to

make of the hope of the parous ia ? If they are promised socurity and sundry goods,
what do we promise then? If they live in an age of social revolution and world
conflict between the East and the West, betweon Russia and the United States of

America, what are they to make of the doctrine that Jesus is Lord and King? They
want bread, and we offer them ”the Word.” They will have broad, for ”tho Word” to

them is not even stone; it is wind. It is hard to see how the missionary with the

gospel of Christ’s kingship and the doctrine of ”between the times,” can expect to

make any impression upon the multitudes who have received the promise of freedom

from want and fear. There is no intelligent reason for anticipating that the

kerygma as understood by us has in it the power to overcome the secularism which has

grippod the imagination of mankind in our tine.

Ill

1. The Gospel is at once the fulfillment of human hope and its reconstitution.

Jesus was the expected Messiah, but His caroor and accomplishment woro also most

unexpected. The Church was tho ronnant in Israel and a ’’now Israel.” The Christian

life is a rocovory of nature and a new life ”hid in God with Christ.” Blossod im-

morality is what we hope for, and it is God’s secret which shall surprise us to tho

glory of God. Peace, joy, righteousness, are what wo most oarnestly desire, but

”in the Holy Spirit” they are a now creation for those who are ”puro in heart.”

Today tho Gospel can be no less than the good news of tho day when the peoples

of tho earth shall be free from want and fear. In the Providonco of God, our

science and industry have given tho anawim (the meek) a new hope of ”poace.” This

hope is none of our doing. It is tho inevitable consequence of man’s new situation,

of now powers and opportunities which genera to man's new hope as our engines



gonorato onorgy. No gospel which does not proclaim the fulfillment of this hope

will be heard by the peoples today, or tomorrow. The wholesale accusations of

nationalism, socularism, ambition, pride, etc. leveled against this hope; attempts

to woo people for "spiritual values,” ’’religious experience,” ’’Christian eschatology,
”thoological proaching" - all these matters of preoccupation among professional
Christians fall short of the kerygma for this generation. They only reveal man's
perennial resistance to Divine Providcnco and turn our preaching into an un-
conscious repudiation both of Gcd's will and of man's hopo. God Almighty has put
the new hopo into the hearts of men, and nothing wo can say or do, evon the most
”ovangelical,” shall turn mon away from it.

What wo need is a conversion in the church, especially among the "churchmen.”
Wo shall bocomo salt without savor unless we pray to God that Ho convert us to a new
compassion which shall enable us to hope the hope of the "meek” in our time; to un-
derstand and feel his hope, and to proclaim tho Gospel as the good news of his do-
livoranco to a life of health and strength. Missionary spirit today means to care,
to care that multitudes ”from Greenland's icy mountains, from India’s coral strand,”
have a now expectation of deliverance from the multiplo misery imposed upon them
since the beginning of history. It moans to remove this misery with all available
moans, scientific, economic, political; and to say, "the kingdom of God is come
upon you!” It is to proclaim the day of the Lord which shall be full of wroth for
tho enemies of the hopo, but a day of salvation for those who livo by it and for it,

watching, working, and believing.

Wo must expect less and loss response to the preacher-missionary who ignores
the new hope or pays lip service to it. Neither theology nor morals which is silent
concerning the new hope is Christianity for our time. It is irrelevant and con-
fusing, and shall be ineffectual. Tho missionary has nothing higher, nobler, "more
Christian” to offer his intended converts than the "justice” they seek; nothing that
can be offered in tho place of the physical goods sought after by tho poor and needy
in our world. In any case, nothing will be accepted Instead of food and shelter and
health and security and freedom. This is hot our doing. It is God’s work and God's
purpose established in tho elemental facts which dominate the lives and the minds of
men in this age. And what God has so plainly proposed through the science and in-
dustry of our time, the missionary enterprise cannot dispose of without at the same
time repudiating God and Gospel alike.

It is to be expectod that thodo who arc in the missionary movement, whose
business it is to be aware of the now hope among the multitudes outside of
"Christendom,” shall do pioneer work in awakening the "sanding countries" to the new
ago which is upon us. The churchmen in these countries, especially in tho United
States, are not in a position to perceive the now impulse among "the heathen." They
already possess what those hope for, and are seeking vaguely for "spiritual goods"
which shall fill up tho emptiness they suffer in spite of their belongings. Besides,
they -..are too anxious for their goods to have compassion for those who livo in want.
Hence our people suffer from a spiritual confusion, which has turned our Christianity
into a ritual noithcr liberating nor joyful. The missionary thinkers are at this
time givon a special opportunity and burdened with a spocial responsibility to help
us rocovor tho power of tho Gospel as good news proclaimed to the poor of the earth.

To sum up, there is a now promise of deliverance from evil in our world. This
promise is God's, and God shall fulfill it. Tho day of promise is already at hand,
and tho pooplos of tho oarth have seen it in anticipation. It is tho duty of the
ovangolists in our time to proclaim the coming of tho day of man's deliverance from
want and foar, and to bring hope and joy to the nations and tongues and peoples.



2. But the new hopo is an illusion. Indeed the possibility of an age of abundance
is hero. But the expectation of the good through the possossion of goods is the
most torriblo and perilous hoax that has boon perpetrated upon the human raco.
Modern secularism, the hopo of finding sha Ion through the abundanco of things pos-
sessed, is a superstition bosido which belief in gods and ghosts is wholesomenoss
itself. It is most pitiful to contonplnto the hopo of multitudes that one day they
shall onjoy rest in body and soul. They shall fail, yea they shall dostroy them-
selves both in body and in soul. It is not true that bread shall satisfy the hungry.
A nan cannot say to himself, ’’Thou hast much goods laid up for many years. Take
thine oaso He shall not bo at ease. He shall nevertheless bo "anxious for his
life,” No power he has, no goods, no medicine, no freedom, shall change his in-
security and take away from him the dread of the day when he shall lose his life
and with it all that is his. Nilly willy, a nan must "walk through tho valley of the
shadow of death.” Nilly willy, he must give up tho ghost and lie down in his grave.
Ho must live to die; he must take to give up; ho must accumulate to disperse; he
must oat to become onpty and grow strong to become helpless. Secularism is the boast
that it does not matter: it does not matter that he who has shall not have, or that
he who lives shall die. But the whole history of man, with its magic, superstition,
idolatry, religion, philosophy, art, is inoffcapnblo ovidenco that it does matter to

man that he does cease to exist. The anticipation of doath is ossontial to ’’human

nature,” and "religion” derives its power from this fact. Human bohavior, with its

perennial cxcossos and irrationalities, its career of inhumanity and self-destruction,
recoives a peculiar and irresistible impulse from the restlessness of man inducod by
his invincible insecurity, yea by the sheer certainty of his failure to maintain his
very existence. It is not true that, as preached by secularists, man is restless for
food, or clothing, or good hoalth, so that when he has thoso, he finds rest. It is

not truo that anxiety for his life is absent when ho is anxious for what ho shall
oat or what ho shall drink, and that when ho oats ho is not anxious for his life.
It is not truo that a man can be depended upon to bo prudent, to use his mind for

producing and enjoying goods and to live by a nice calculation of pain and pleasure
in a succession of instances. It is not truo that he will not "throw a monkey
wrench” into the best devised machinery of solf-interest and thus throw his wholo
life out of gear. Thoro is in truth no explaining the way in which an ago so near
utopia is also so closo to hell; not on socularistic premises. On such promises it

does seem most reasonable to expoct that ncJn shall use their new powers for life and
good, and not doath and ovil. But what seems rcascnablc is untrue. One is tempted
to believe that the poverty stricken peoples of tho world shall uso our science and
technology to make themselves happy with an economy of abundance. But they shall not
do it if they livo with the dolusion that they shall thereby be satisfied. Their
immovable insecurity shall make thorn mad and they shall be, as wo are, continually
surprised by outbreaks of destructive fury and live in misery till thoy die.

The darkness of the world used to bo ignorance and superstition. Today there

is a now darkness upon tho earth, or rathor tho old darkness with a now depth: the

darkness of ignoring the power of doath in human life. This is an abysmal darkness,

for it has envoloped tho abyss or spirit of man. It is a darkness hidden by proximate
and twinkling lights, hidden whore it is no longer percoptiblo, blinding us to our-

solves and making us to stumble into hell.

Tho darknoss of tho world used to bn rebellion, resignation, religion and sundry
ways of creating tho illusion of transccndanco. Today the darknoss of the world is

the repudiation of "the problem of life." It is a denial of the tragedy of man; a

terrible insistence that tho good is tho goods; yea, evon seeing no need for in-

sistence in this matter. More and more, we shall bo dealing not with hoathens who
foar thoir gods but with pagans who fear only their followmcn. Of tho two tho latter

are the more difficult as well as the more dosporate.



Tho darkness of the world used to be the worship of Phte and Fortune, instead

of God. Men were sensitive to tho unpredictable and tho inevitable. In this

darkness, they sought magical powers and comfort in superstition. In today’s

darkness, Fate and Fortuno have disappeared. Instead mon believe there is nothing

they cannot do provided they know enough and are clover enough. Indeed they know

onough and aro clover enough to do such harm one to another as neither Fate nor

Fortuno nor the devil himself was able to do in tho ages of ignorance. Once there

was a darkness of inability to do good. Now there is the darkness of doing evil

while doing good which is tho more blinding of tho two. The now hope has evoked a

despair boside which the despair of the fatalists was both clean and hopeful.

In summary, evangelism today must cope with the now paganism of an ago in which
tho quost for happinoss has beon disassociated from tho hope of eternal life. Men
deny the power of death. Hence death works in them with a now virulence, corrupting
their reason, perverting their will and driving them to destruction or hell. The

evangelical task today is none othor than to promote sanity in a "neurotic” world
by evoking in us an awareness of the power of death with which are bound the powers
of tho world, flesh, law, sin and wrath.

3. Tho Christian Gospel is the good news of the fulfillment of the now hope with
a radical criticism of the now hope as a delusion. The evangelist today must take

up the causo of the hungry and tho naked and the oppressed and work for its reali-
zation. But he must be aware and firmly convinced that tho pursuit of "economic
democracy” can only end in strifo and tyranny unless it is acknowledged that neither
goods nor power will give rest to tho people. Ho must know that tho seemingly natural
and roasonablo quest for freedom from want and fear is at all times corrupted or con-
fused by an anxiety for lifo which turns pursuit of goods into a deadly struggle
for power producing tho cruelties and miseries which infest our common life. Unless
men "fear God," they live in dospair; and despair of lifo destroys both them and their
goods . This is the truth concerning human destiny as seen in the light of tho
Christian Gospel. Sinco God has made freedom from want and fear possible, it is our
duty to seek it. There is nothing bettor we can offer to tho poor of the earth. But
it is our duty to see and bring men to see that the power of death working in us
shall turn our bread into stone and our freedom into bondage unloss we confess this
power and ropont of the folly of living as though we did not die.

What Christian missions need today is a simple, elemental, relevant, decisive
word to peoples hell bent for prosperity; a word that shall be not diversionary, or
esoteric, or alien to the now hope; but one that shall open their eyes to their peril
and turn thorn into the way of lifo and good. It is not enough to go about spying,
"believe in God, hear the Gospel of Jesus Christ, repent of your sins, do good.”
Wo neod desperately to make sense of our faith, that is, to discover its true re-
levance for tho struggle of the peoples -and nations in our day. We need to find the
essence of the Gospel, its very light which shall illumine not only our doctrines
but tho whole existence of nan today. This essence is neither "the love of God,"
nor "tho character of Jesus," nor "the dignity of man," nor "the inner light," nor
substitutionary atonement, nor irresistible grace, nor any othor favorite topic of
theological controversy. It is not any doctrine that ignores the now hope, and fails
to mako us aware of tho power of death which turns our good into evil. The light of
the Gospel is that light which confronts non with Iho power of death and exposes the
anxiety which turns tho pursuit of goods into a work of evil.
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IV

Tho Christian faith is God’s answer to nan’s anxiety for his life. This is

not tho place for a detailed interpretation of our faith according to this definition.
The following will have to suffice.

Josus Christ is the Son of God in that He delivered us from the power of sin
and death. He who said, ”Bo not anxious for your life,” wont about giving men faith
in God, that is, removing their anxiety, by healing the sick, casting out demons,
forgiving sins, and proclaiming God’s sovereignty. He was the Physician who raised
the doad and the Warrior who overwhelmed the powor of death. His cross at once un-
veiled tho power of death and broke it. His resurrection, which was the good news
of the disciples, was God’s proclamation of His victory over doath.

God is our Refuge and Strength against tho power of death. He is Creator, and
being Creator ox nihilo . He is our hope against the void which empties us of life
and good. He is the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ who delivers us from our enemy,
that is doath; and from the devil who tempts us to rebel against God and life be-
cause of death. His is the Spirit of life who works in us for tho doath of doath in
us and gives us poace, joy, and righteousness. God’s is the Providence whereby we
are guided and directed, in the midst of death and tho tokens of doath in our sundry
miseries, and given the confidence which is our life and sanity. God it is who re-
conciles us to Himself by removing our anxiety and forgiving the sin in it. It is

God who turns our darkness into light, that restores us to a sound mind by quieting
our spirits troubled by death. Surely, we know not God unless He reveal to us tho

powor of death and make us to cling to Him, to worship Him alone, to lovo Him with
all our heart and soul and strength, and to serve Him as our only good, that is our

Life. Indeed, tho Gospel is the Gospel of God which is the light of them that walk
in darkness, the darkness of doath. The world sooks tho good in goods. But God is

the good of the goods, and without Him both goods and the pursuit of goods is ovil,

of death and unto doath.

Thoy say that man is a being who can find tho good in goods. They say his doath

is without power in his life. They say he can be happy if he enjoy good health and

freedom and "spiritual values” till ho die. Wo say that man is created in God’s
image; that the knowledge of God alone can make him happy; that he cannot bo happy

unloss he trust in God as His F-thcr. But what do wo say? We say that man is anxious
for his life; that he cannot find peace unloss his anxiety be romovod; that God alone

can removo that anxiety; that God removes it by revealing Himself as Phther, romoving
at onco sin and doath, doath and sin, and restoring man to a knowledge of Him and
faith in Him. We say that doath is by sin, and sin by death, and that man is that
creature who is anxious concorning both and can find poaco only in God who delivers
him from both.

Wo evangelize and form churches. But what is a church? It is an assembly of
those who know the power of doath and hope in God, The Church is tho Body of Christ
who overwhelmed and overwhelms tho power of doath. Tho Church oxists by the Spirit
of God who gives life to our mortal bodios and unites us together in love which is

our victory over doath. The Church is whore the promise of God for life eternal is

received and where peoples recievo this same life at tho Lord’s Table. The Church is

the community of those who pray for deliverance from sin and doath, of those who oom^
fort and strengthen one anothor against tho onemy, of those who intercede one for
another that tho powor of evil may be broken among them. The Church is tho company
of evangelists who boar witness to God’s power and take the Gospel of deliverance
from sin and doath to those who live in their power and turn overy good into evil.



"Tho Christian hope" is the hope of victory over sin and death. It is the

hopo of justice and poaco. It is hope that tho people of this oarth shall know
God and livo enjoying the goods God has made available by creating tho world and
providing for our necessities. In the agos to como, God*s croatures shall livo and

not die. They shall eat and bo full, and drink and not be thirsty. They shall not

bo oxploitcd and oppressed; they shall consent to bo and lot be, froo from lust and

pride and ambition. Thoy shall lovo without lust, oxcol without prido, and Increase
without ambition. They shall not fear doath any more, neither will thoir touch turn
good into ovil. Tho ovil among thorn shall bo destroyed; tho Prince of Peace shall

roign to tho glory of God the Father and the Spirit of God shall quickon thorn for

eternal lifo.

It is quite evident that the early Church dorived its energies from the hope
of the parousia . It expected earnestly and with certainty the end of this ago and

the coming of the new which had already arrived among tho Christians. Tho Church
hopod with the spirit. It hoped ovorwhelmod with the joy of the new age. It hoped
with tho knowledge that what it expected was the good , the only light which was to

take away tho darkness of the present age, Tho good it hopod fi>r was the desire of
tho 'nations and peoples, tho filling of the emptiness in tho bodies and spirits of
men, the fullnoss of life and joy in paradise regained. It was tho enjoyment of
God the Father, the Son of God, and the Spirit of God. It was not an esoteric good
without lifo and go'-ds, but the good of life with God tho Crontor made free from sin
and death and the lusts which destroy us.

What indeed is the difference between tho Christian hope and the hope of the
seculars? Is it not that tho latter hope for life and good without, and we through .

tho destruction of sin and death? Arc wo loss zealous than thoy are for food and
froodom? God forbid. Do wo not have sense enough to know that it is good for people
to enjoy good hoalth and to act by consent? Do wo offer words for bread and wind
for drink? Wo also care for tho poor and needy of this earth, and wo propose to
fight for them and to die for thorn. Only we do not propose to deceive them. Wo
know from the word of God that while the power of sin and death work in us, men will
oppross tho weak and loavo the poor hungry. Thoro shall bo no "economy of abundance,”
in spite of all our science and industry, on the contrary thoro shall be destruction
and misory, unless the power of sin and death in us be broken and it cease to turn
our good into ovil. Hence wo preach Jesus Christ, by whom wo have confidence in God,
that Ho has overthrown doath, and given us His poaco; by which peace tho peoples
shall enjoy a blessed lifo, breaking broad and giving thanks together.

In short, evangelism today moans not tho denial or dispersion of tho new hopo
but the proclaiming of it in word and dood. It moans the spreading of tho Gospel
of Jesus Christ who has indeed delivered us fi*om sin and doath, and opened the gatos
of lifo and good to tho glory of God tho Croator.
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This summary of Kraemer 1 s central theses may serve as a starting point for our

discussion. To me it should serve as a body of basic affirmations which need not

be debated again by this group. It remains for me to suggest certain issues which

perhaps should be debated further. In my ignorance of your various positions, it

is difficult to be clear in my selection of the issues, but it may be that I can

outline a few in a preliminary way.

(1) Even though we may accept, at least provisionally, this analysis of the

heart of the Christian message, there will probably be some who will challenge the

absolute uniqueness of this message , the incommensurability between Biblical realise

and all other specimens of religious life and thought. Granting, the presence in

the New Testament of the e exclusive aspects, some of us may hold that Kraemer has

underestimated the inclusive aspects; granting his statement of the absolutes (a

term which many of us (as well as Biblical writers) use more gingerly than the

esteemed Dutchman), we may wish to do greater justice to the relatives which are

embraced within the Gospel.

(2) Although we accept his sketch of the Christian faith as including the
essential and fundamental features, some of us may not accept his method of deter-
mining those features as ’’the most valid ones" (page 82). What are the criteria
which determine his method? Has he followed the New Testament in his selection of
those criteria? Has he presented the essence of the Gospel in a way most compatible
with the apostolic ways of presenting the Gospel? Is his method the most conducive
to the recovery of missionary motivation, or are there alternative ways of proclaim-
ing the gospel in which the true motives would spring forth as part of the true
response of frith? One might, for example, wish to study the actual motivation of
Jesus and Paul - and their methods of producing that motivation on the part of
others. These at least are questions that will bear discussion.

(3) Some of us may conclude that Kraemer has omitted certain elements that are
es ential to the New Testament message. For example, the Biblical realism maJces

much of the church as standing on the battle-line between God 1 s kingdom and the
kingdom of darkness. Has Kraemer defined the enemies of the divine realm with suf-
ficient clarity so that the Church may know against whom it is called to fight?
This is surely necessary to the complete understanding of the Christiaan mission.
As another example, the world of Biblical realism is one in which principalities
and powers, ( stoicheia. excusiai) . are very important. Christ is Lord of men and
angels : he has taken captivity captive, he has reconciled all things in. heaven to
God; he has given to the Church the task of reconciling the.e heavenly powers, of
proclaiming the gospel to them . Christian obedience to them is a means of sub-
jecting them to Christ — surely a valid motive and task for the Christian and the
Church. As still another example, Oscar Cullmann has presented a strong case for
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two aspects of the initial mission as being determine tive of both motive and

strategy. One is the unique consciousness of the apostle as being himself a sign

of the end, his message being an eschatological event in itself. The other is the

unique conception of time and history, every kr.iros being related to an endless

series of kairci within a divinely determined redemptive history. Does Kraemer

relate missionary motivation closely enough to these two aspects of apostolic

thought? He does not ignore them, it is true. But do they provide the structural

scaffolding for his conception of the Christian mission as fully, as organically,

and as dynamically as is true of the New Testament writers?

Obligation and Kairos

Such considerations lead to the second major part of my report, which deals

with Kraemer' s attitude toward the second objective of our discussion: the rela-

tion between missions and a Christian philosophy of history, and more concretely,

the divine role of the missionary movement at this precise juncture in histoiy.

The period since 1938 has brought this problem into sharper focus, and consequently

it is not surprising that Kraemer' s work seems less satisfactory in dealing with it.

Kraemer' s conception of history must bo pieced together from fragmentary re-

ferences scattered throughout the volume (He did not consider a philosophy of
history the purpose of his study (p. 126). The Church looks backward to Pentecost
as the time when the Reign of Good as revealed in Christ entered the world as a
working reality through the descent of the Holy Spirit (p. 25) . Here God initiated
"a new divine order of life of which Christ is the center and the head." This com-
ing of Christ "is the fullness of the ages," "the turning point in human history"
(p. 77), "the inauguration of the first term in God's work of redemption." (p. 82)

As the other fixed point of orientation, the Church locks forward to the con-
sumation of God's reign, "the integral realization of this new order, the fullfil-
nent of God's hidden purpose in history" (p. 32). This kingdom is "the undying and
infallible hope of the Christian" (p. 48). This hope is "a real longing, ".. .a
stretching of the soul" (p. S2) . The time of this end is in the h:nd of the
Father (p. 25). The coming is not the direct object of our labors, but it is the
confident burden of our prayers and the ground of strenuous and positive action
(p. 104). Only when it comes will our faith be justified before the world's eyes
(p. 107).

The Church fulfills its mission between these two times, always subject to
the tension implicit in the t situation. It knows that the kingdom "works already
in many manifest and latent ways in the Community of Christ" (p. 48) . It exper-
iences continuing and repeated revolutions and re-evaluations in its own life.
Never resigning itself to the status quo, it obeys God's commends and yet knows that
joyful doing of God's will is not yet its natural life, but must and will become so.
A3 a ^witness to the kingdom, it is set in the world to work for the sake of the
world, (p. 104). In this work the Church is bound to its Lord in the unity of
faith, love, and worship (p. 81). In the present period it knows that God is
"constantly acting in holy sovereign freedom, conclusively embodied in the man
Jesus Christ" (p. 217). When it comes to a statement of the significance for God's
kingdom of our particular period, however. Dr. Kraemer does not give a very ex-
plicit answer. In many ways he present" the preceding generation as a judgment on
the Church—its lack of unanimous missionary enthusiasm, its colonialisms and West-
ernism, its regionalism and denominationali sm, the possessiveness :nd professional
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conservatism of the mission boards, (individualism in missionary strategy), the

shameful defeats and defections of the Church. The present moment (1938) is sig-

nificant because of the signs of awakening to the true Gospel and the true nature

of the Church. (1938) The immediate future is one of great promise, because the

Church is at the beginn ng of its missionary enterprise (p. 40) and because the

first real meeting between Christianity and the Eastern systems of life is about

to take place ( p. 52). From that meeting unforeseen transformations can be ex-

pected in both Christianity and those non-Christian systems.

With the basic aspects of this view of history there should be general agree-

ment. But there are also some important deficiencies. Dr. Kraemer is so intent
upon stating the position of the Church in its relation to the world and to con-

temporary history that he does not clearly place this world and this history within

the design of God’s Kingdom. His thought, of course, is oriented centrally about

the external Gospel, but his book seems to accept as the right context a broad

consideration of the crisis in the world and in the Church (ch. 1,2) and an even

broader consideration of the situation in non-Christian religions. (Ch. 4-7) The

perspective and the criteria for analyzing the world situation and non-Christian
religions are not int.egra liy related to the outlook on world history provided by
Biblical realism with its understanding of the two ages, the principalities and
powers, the story of divine activity moving through time from the foundation of
the ages. . through Christ, .through our kairos..to the emsummr tion. One indication
of this is the fact that he const ntly uses such words as "world,” "crisis," "his-
tory," "religion,"; words which reflect the totalitarian outlook of Western cul-
ture rather than the totalitarian outlook of the Bible. He is himself quite aware
of the vr st differences between the connotations of these terns in a secular vocab-
ulary and their equivalents in the Bible. He knows the tensions under which the
historian end theologican lives in the very effort to tr nslate the Biblical vision
of the ages, for communicating that vision to a particular .age. Nevertheless, the
task remains for us and for other Christians to orient all of our statements of the
problem ns well as our proclamation of the solution within the context revealed,
mysterious design of God for all creation, and his specific purpose for us in our
age.

To do this will require several things;

(1) A more precise understanding of the relation between our task now end the
coming of the promised end. -lissionary Motiv: tion has always been engendered and
directed by some compelling pull tow rd a telos which God reveals tc us as absolute
promise. (This telos has always constituted a supreme danger, a divine thieat
against those who remain disobedient) . Associ ted with this feature is a certainty
concerning the ne.~ rness of this end. "The time is short. We mu..t hasten. This is
the last call. Salvation or condemn tion now." It seems to me th t for the New
Testament the brevity of the interna is more "the essence of the matter" than it is
for either Cullman or Kraemer. One may of course choose to tre t this as an ex-
pendable, accidental feature of the New Testament version of Christ's own words.
But on what authority do we decide? Hope has a more intrinsic relationship to moti-
vation in the New Testament than in Kraemer.

(2) A more precise understanding of the period since the coming of Christ as
necessary to the divine design, as marking st' ges in the fulfillment of that design,
as bringing to our genera tion a new time with new opportunities and oblig- tions.
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Such an understanding should make us more grateful thru Kraemer seems to be

for the tengential false conceptions of the mission: ry tr.sk which hrve undergirded

previous mission ry effort. Without being less critical of our predecessors, for

whom missions represented unbiblical go.ls .nd methods (p . 59-60) r. Biblical under-

standing of the p..st epoch might mrlce us more appreciative of the mysterious ways

in which God has been calling and preparing us for our task. (M.A.C. Warren,

I.R.H. October 1950). For example, Paul seems to h: ve been aware of a tremendous

debt to non-Christian Greek and barbarian, a personal debt to them for his appre-

hension of the gospel, a debt which required the strenuous, accelerating, self-

forgetting end self-denying effort to repay by proclaiming the gospel to men, -

most of whom would repudiate it. (Rom. 1) . He e is a motiv .tion stemming in part

from the mission field, from the people who 3v ve been God’s me ns of redeeming us,

from the people whose very faithfulness to their idols h - s helped to ween us awry

from ours, from those whom existing religions classify as righteous and sinners.

To adopt biblical perspective as providing means for grasping the true shape

of contemporary crises should aid us in finding better categories than Kraemer has
used. As he has shown, the categories provided by other philosophies and religions
induce men to resent all mission .ry work as proselytism . The Christian mission is
not that . But what saves that mission from proselytism is not alone the absolute-
ness of the truth, not alone the objective fact of historical reverltion in Christ,
but also the fact that Christ remains the living sub.j ect of every genuine mission.
It is the living Christ who claims the Lordship over all creation. It is he who
works through his servants. It is Kis Word that prompts true conversion, and trains
the convert into a more f ithful follower of Kis way. He is now the ruler of every
spiritual power in the heavenly places. It is He in whose purpose this specific
task of this specific congregation in this specific year finds its appropriate place.
In other words, the defin tion of the role of the mission .ry movement at this junc-
ture in history calls for a more specific description of the ways in which Christ is
now seeking to textend his kingdom among men, and to reconcile the invisible rulers
of this age. This means that any re-orientation of the Church to its initial charter
must include, a new responsiveness to living prophets in the Church, propbets who
can point with authority to what God in Christ is doing in the events of our day.
It is of course legitimate to call Christianity 11 the religion of reconciliation"
( p. 75). One might better say to believers (ignoring such terms as Christianity
and religion): "You are the body of Christ. In you and through you Christ has
chosen to cany out his commission of reconciling the world to God." The prophet
would go farther: he would speak in Christ's name of a specific task for the ful-
filment of which this is the appointed time and place. This, of course, is what
Kraemer means by confrontation, and he is right in insisting that only out of such
confrontation does the a ct of faith and obedience produce that work of proclamation
and humble service, which is called the Christian mission. Only in the light of such

t< .tion , only when our K„.iros is seen as an acceptable ye: r of the Lord, only
when the Church hears a. message concerning the fulfilment of his purpose for our day,
will we be able to speak with Christian wisdom concerning the fundamental policy,
objectives for today’s mission. For a.p.

- rt from the command of the Living Lord, who
now is the ruler of nistory, there will be no genuine motivation a.nd no true directive
for those activities which we call missiona.ry

.
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AN EXPLORATORY ATTEMPT TO DEFINE THE THEOLOGICAL BASIS
OF THE CHURCH'S MISSIONARY OBLIGATION

Part II
by

Dr. C. Stanley Smith

Me have found from our study of the Statements and Messages of the
great missionary and church conferences that while there is general
recognition of the Church's Missionary Obligation, there is no explicit
statement of the theological basis for that obligation. The obligation
seems to rest almost entirely on the command of Jesus, " Go ye and make
disciples of all nations..." which is a biblical basis.

When we turn from conferences to mission and theological libraries
in search of material on the Theology of Missions, we almost draw a
blank. The Day Mission Library at Yale Divinity School yielded only
two volumes. One, by Vernon White, was entitled. Theology of Missions .

The other, more recent, 1943 , was a small book by Geoffrey Allen, The
Theology of Missions . Dr. Allen evidently had the same difficulty I

had in finding any reference material on the subject. He mentions the
fact that "Missions is a branch of Church History" and cites Harnack'

s

Expansion of the Early Church and Latourette 1 s many volumes as evidence,
"There are", he adds, "also various principles of a more theoretic
nature, which are involved in this expansion. The study of these issues
would become a branch of Biblical and Dogmatic Theology and more par-
ticularly a department of the Theology of the Church. It i^a little
curious that there seems to be a gap in our conventional tneological
studies on this point." (p.10) Dr. Allen refers to a Roman Catholic
work by Pere Charleson, The Theology of Missions .as one of the few
books on the subject. He does not mention Vernon White's book.

It would seem 1

,
therefore, that in attempting to define the theolog-

ical basis of the Church's missionary obligation our Commission has
practically a clear field without much precedent. The question natu-
rally arises, if this is true, why is it true?

We have already seen in the past the missionary obligation is almost
entirely based upon obedience to the Great Commission. The latest meet-
ing of the enlarged Committee of the I.M.C. at Whitby, Canada, in July,
1947, in the pamphlet of statements which it issued states in the chap-
ter entitled Partners in Obedience , "But above all earthly circum-
stances stands unchanged the command of Christ to preach the Gospel to
every creature," and a little further on we read, "The main lines
of missionary policy are laid down by the Lord Himself in His command
to make disciples of all nations." (Ibid. p.3l) This command to preach
the Gospel to all nations would seem to be a biblical not a theological,
basis for the missionary obligation. Ho reason is given by Christ for
the command except that "all power in heaven and in earth has been
given unto me." Should this command of the Risen Christ, based upon
his unlimited power, as revealed by the resurrection, be a sufficient
basis for the Church's missionary obligation? It would appear to have
been so in the past. Or is this sufficiency of the command alone more
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apparent than real? Has there always been a more or less unexpressed
theologial basis behind the command itself that has moved the Church to

action? Dr. J. C. Hoekendijk in a significent article in the April,

1950, number of the International Review of Missions The Call to Evan-*

gelism", takes the position that these words of Jesus are directly re-
lated to the "Son of Man" passage in Daniel VII and that they refer to

the work of the Messiah and imply that the Messianic Age has already
come. If Dr. Hoekendijk' s interpretation is true, and I believe that
Dr. 0. Cullman would support the position, then we have a decidedly the-
ological flavor given to these words of Christ sn ©schatolological ort;

which seems to be meeting with increasing acceptance not only in Europe
but in England also. We are plunged into the whole eschatological at-
mosphere of the primitive church and into the perennial problem of the
meaning of the Kingdom of God.

If this interpretation of the Great Commission is true, it may part-
ly at least account for the seeming apathy of the Christian Church
throughout most of its history to the command to make disciples of all
nations. The Church in general has never heeded this command. The
missionary work of the Church has usually been the concern of a minori-
ty in the churches and in some European countries missionary work is not
even carried on by agencies of the Churches but by more or less private
organizations. The members of these organizations were mostly those
who stressed the eschatological aspects of the Christian faith which
after the first century were more or less neglected by the rank and file
of the Church, especially the clergy. As the idea of the Kingdom in the
Synoptics was superceded in the Fourth Gospel by the conception of Eter-
nal Life as a present possession, so the idea of the Kingdom in the
early church was superceded by the reality of the visible church of the

' Roman Empire. The ^pristine missionary ardpr of the early church, moti-
?. vated by the hope of the return of the Lord, passed away and in its

place came the more calculating mission of the Church for the extension
of its own glory and power, all too often with forces dominated by mo-
tives of cultural, political and economic imperialism. The missionary
obligation as commanded by Jesus has never been set forth in the creeds
and confessions of the Church. It has not had theological elaboration
as have other aspects of the Faith. For those who have heeded the com-
mand it has come as a special revelation of God and as such it stands
by itself. Should we leave it as such?

Kraemer in his Christian Message to the non-Christian World seems
to make a decided distinction between the Christian faith as Biblical
Realism and as a system of theology. He affirms that it is the former
and not T, a system of theology”. Biblical realism is based on the special
nature of the revelation which is contained in the Bible. The Christian
faith, therefore, "is indifferent to rational coherence in this philo-
sophical sense, not because it is incoherent or necessarily irrational
but because, as the divine order revealed in Jesus Christ, it has a co-
herence and rationality of quite a different order... ”(p. 64) 'Of course,
just as philosophy is a natural and therefore inevitable and legitimate
concern of the human mind, so is theology. It is indispensable for the
Christian Church, yet theology is a treatment of the data of the Chris-
tian faith, the Biblical revelation, tending by nature to a greater or
lgsser degree of rationalization . (Italics mine. ) The Bible in its
direct intense realism presents no theology. It presents the witness
of prophets and apostles". (ibid., P. 65 ) It would seem, therefore.
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that the biblical basis for the Church's missionary obligation would be
sufficient for Dr. Kraemer and the attempt to establish a theological
basis would be of little value.

Is this true of us also? Would we, and should we, be content with
the biblical basis which comes with the authority of Divine revelation
and so not attempt to define the theological basis of missions which,
if Kraemer is true, would be mainly a product of the rationalization of
the human intellect? I confess that after attempting to teach Theology
for most of my life I sometime wonder if it would not have been better
to have confined myself to biblical theology. Perhaps every one who
attempts to be a theologian has such moments and then goes back to his
theology. Somehow the human mind does not seem to be satisfied even
with the ipsisima verba of Scripture but insists on the "rationalization
of theology", as Dr. Kraemer suggests. This may be a part of our fallen
natures 1

But it may be that the demand for a theological basis for the mis-
sionary obligation arises from other reasons. May it not have arisen
from doubt of the authenticity of the biblical basis of the Great Com-
mission because of the questioning of Matthew 28:18,19 by modern criti-
cism? Dr. John Mackay, in the editorial already mentioned, acknowledges
the cogency of this point. (Theology To-day, April, 1951*p. 431) Or the
weakening of the force of the Great Commission may be only a part of the
weakening authority of the Bible in general because of the destructive
nature of much of biblical criticism and of the study of Comparative
Religion. Therefore the increasing demand, as witnessed by the number
of new books on Systematic Theology, for the reenforcement of the Bible
by that "rationalization" which theology brings to it. I do not believe
that Dr. Mackay would admit the cogency of this point for he writes in
his editorial, "The Bible is being rediscovered as the place where God
speaks to men and where men come face to face with God. The pall of night
which for a long time has been descending upon the face of the world and
the veil of misunderstanding which is being steadily lifted from the
face of the Bible, give rise to a situation which favors the formulation
of a Bible-inspired, theologically-luninous statement of the missionary
obligation of the Christian Church." (Ibid. ,p. 430)

But apart from any weakening of biblical authority, there may be other-
reasons for the felt need for a theological undergirding of the mission-
ary obligation: Some of these reasons may have to do with certain as-
sociation of ideas around the Great Commission itself and others may
arise from a re-study of the meaning of the missionary obligation itself
in the light of certain charges that have been made against the mission-
ary motive; e.g., the charge of political and cultural imperialism. There
may incidentally also, be the fact that in the West, at least, our age
seems to resent anything which comes to it in the form of strict obedienc
to a command.

I seem to sense, even in Dr. Mackay' s editorial, the feeling that even
though the Great Commission may be authentic and the Bible be truly the
Word of God there is still need for amplication and reenforcement of the
biblical basis by theology largely because (1) the Great Commission has
become so associated in the thinking of the Church with the "extensive"
and "foreign" aspects of the Church's mission that it is not a sufficient
basis for the newer insights and needs that have come with the realize-
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tion of the ecumenical church, and (2) because of the need for a more
"intensive 1

’ interpretation of the conception of the Church’s mission to

meet the challenge of Communism.

But before we consider any of these points, I should like to take up
the question as to just what we mean by the Church’s missionary obliga-
tion-an obligation to do what? Our subject is "an attempt, to define
the theological basis of the Church’s missionary obligation”. This would
seen to imply that there night be other bases than the theological one.

We have already, in this Commission, considered another basis, the bib-
lical. If the missionary obligation has included, as has often been
charged, not only by Communists but others also, the duty of spreading
Christian, or shall we say Western, culture and civilization to the sup-
posedly uncultured or uncivilized peoples of the world, then the basis
of the missionary obligation might be considered as imperialism, in the
Communist definition of that term as the use of funds and force to im-
pose an alien culture upon another people. Christianity, according to
this viewpoint is a part of the culture of Western nations, a statement
which it would be difficult to refute.

I think that we shall have to admit that this charge of cultural im-
perialism is one from which we would have difficulty in clearing our-
selves. We would not have to accept the statement that Bertrand Russell
once made after a trip to China that "they (American .missionaries in
China) remain always missionaries not of Christianity, though they often
think that is what they are preaching, but of Americanism” but I think
it is true that in all generations of our missionary work, in China and
elsewhare, there have been missionaries, and Mission Boards, who would
not only have felt no need to clear themselves of such a charge but
would have gladly admitted it because they felt themselves to be bearers
not only of the Christian Gospel but also of a Christian culture and
civilization which had grown out of that Gospel. Since they regarded
this culture as superior to that of the lands to which they went, they
felt that they had not only a right, but even a duty, to propagate that
culture along with the Christian message. The Jerusalem Conference
recognized this attitude when in its report it stated, ”It is our part
to preach, not 'Christian civilization' -some European or American im-
portation-but Christ Jesus Son of man and Son of God." (Vol.l,p.ll)
This statement, however, was not included in the Message of the Confer-
ence. Here no reference was made to cultural imperialism but only to
"religious imperialism" which was vigorously repudiated. The Madras Con
ference also did not include cultural imperialism among the things which
it repudiated in its Findings. Since these Conferences, the charges,
not only cultural, but also of religious, political and even economic
imperialism, have been hurled with increasing vehemence, and may we add
venom, not only by Communists but even by native Christian leaders. We
admit this with sorrow and hasten to add that the statements of these
leaders were extracted by force and threats. I would not be too sure
of this in many cases. We have been guiltier than we care to admit.

If there is any truth in what has just been said, then it would seem
that, if we desire to study the purest basis for the Church' s missionary
obligation, we should go back to the time when the Church was freest from
imperialism. This would take us back to the early decades of the Church
and ultimately back to the time when the Church at Antioch first sent
out Paul and Barnabas as missionaries to Asia Minor, fna^ever may be



true of the Church in the medieval and modern ages, I think that it can
be claimed that a desire to impose an alien culture upon another people
was not a part of the motive of the earliest Christian churches. The
culture, so far as they had a culture, of these churches was Jewish and
was closely related to the observance of the Mosaic Law with all its
accumulated traditions and interpretations. One of the first acts of the
early Jewish-Christian church was to repudiate the imposition of the
cultural part of its heritage upon alien people-the Gentiles. This was
the first victory, but not the last, of the Church over the temptation
of cultural imperialism.

We probably recognize that with the exception of this element of the
Mosaic Law there was not much temptation for the Jewish-Christian
churches to impose their culture upon the Gentiles. Nothing like the
temptation which the Western Church since then has had to impose its
culture upon the less cultured peoples of the world. In the beginning
of the Christian church certainly, the cultural imperialism was almost
all the other way. Greco-Roman culture had already made serious inroads
into Jewish culture. What the Jewish-Christian churches of time of St.
Paul had to impart, therefore, was not an alien culture but a new re-
ligion into a cultural environment which claimed vast superiority over
its own. The first missionary ventures of the Christian Church, there-
fore, had the essential advantage, though outwardly probably, considered
a handicap, of carrying its religious message into an area of superior
culture.

This was probably the only time in the history of the Christian
Church when this was possible. When missionaries went from the areas
of Greco-Roman civilization to convert northern Europe, they always
went to inferior cultures. It was not until missionaries went to China
that they encountered a culture which claimed, and probably was, superi-
or to that of Europe. Only with the rise of the scientific culture of
the West in the 19th century have the Chinese been willing to admit
that, in this aspect of science at least. Western culture was superior
to their own.

Let us then go back to this pre-cultural period of the Christian
Church, when as the religion of a small persecuted sect from a despised
and conquered state of the Roman Empire Christianity made its fateful
way into the confines of Greco-Roman civilization. The Church which
became the Church at Pentecost, became the Mission at Antioch. Just as
there had been individual Christians before Pentecost so there had been
cases of individual evangelism before Antioch. But here at Antioch we
have the first case of the Church sending out men appointed to be mis-
sionaries. Why, we may well ask, did the church at Antioch do this?
What was their motive? What their method? We know that there was an
ordination or commissioning service with the laying on of hands. But why
did Paul and Barnabas go forth - and who provided their traveling ex-
penses?

The only statement I can find in the Ants of the Apostles as to the
motive for sending Paul and Barnabas is that it was in obedience to the
command of the Holy Spirit, (acts 15:1,2) One is reminded of the words
of Jesus to Peter at Caesarea-Philippi when, after Peter’s confession
of him as the Messiah, Jesus told Peter that his confession was based
not upon anything which man had revealed to him but upon a revelation
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from God. Here at Antioch, as at Caesarea-Philippi, there was an action
that had no human precedents. It was a revelation, and inspiration. A
command of the Holy Spirit was the only way the Christians at Antioch
could account for it. They evidently took no credit for having origi-
nated the idea themselves. Yet what they did was in the very nature of

their faith itself.

These three events; Peter’s confession, the outpouring of the Spirit
at Pentecost and the beginning of the Church' s mission at Antioch give
us a good deal of insight into the nature of the Church as revealed in

the New Testament. At Caesarea-Philippi, Peter is led by an act of in-
spiration to utter a confession which Jesus took as the foundation on
which he would build his church. At Pentecost, the fellowship, made up
of those who confessed Jesus as the Christ received a special outpouring
of the Holy Spirit and became the Church in a sense that was not true
before that event. The group of disciples was welded into a new struc-
ture as they received power from on high. This new structure was the
Church endowed with power or shall we say, expressing the power of God
given through the Spirit.

At Antioch, we see the extension of the Church into the mission.
True, there had been individual evangelism before, even extending to the
Gentiles. But at Antioch something new happened, a further structure of
the power of God through the Spirit was revealed. The Church, born at
Pentecost, moved out on its Mission to the world. This was not a de-
cision of men but a movement of the Spirit by which something inherent
in the nature of God Himself found expression. Just as God has incar-
nated Himself in His Son Jesus Christ, so he had continued that incar-
nation in the Church of Christ, through the Spirit. But this incarna-
tion of God in the Church was not something static; the Church was not
just an organization; not even a fellowship. It was a structure of di-
vine power, a restless, moving power without limitation in time or space
The structure of this outreaching, ongoing, destroying yet redemptive
power was and is the Mission of the Church. Can we divide the Mission
from the Church? For purposes of speech, ’’Yes”; in reality, "No”. The
Mission is the Church. The Church that is not at the seme time the Mis-
sion is not the Church, for the power of God is not in it. We should not
even by courtesy call it the Church, for the body without life is no
longer the body but only a corpse.

There is need to-day for a fresh realization of this identity of the
Church and the Mission. (See article by Alex. L. Berthoud, "Church and
Missionn in Inter. Rev, of Missions, July, 1950) Mission has come to oe
associated with only a small part of the Church - the missionary society
generally composed of women. Furthermore, Mission has come to be asso-
ciated with special Boards of the Church and with a special class of
persons - missionaries. In the mind of practically the whole Church,
Mission has become synonymous with extension and hence "foreign". It is
interesting to note that the Methodist Board, formerly called the Board
of Foreign Missions, is now known as the Board of Missions and Church
Extension. It would seem as though in an effort to avoid the disfavor
into which the term "foreign missions" seemed to have fallen, the Meth-
odists exchanged "foreign" for "extension" and the meaning remains the
samej In making mission ano extension practically synonymous, mission
has lost the aspect of depth and comprehension which are as much a part
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of the meaning of mission as is "foreign’ 5 or "extensions. On the prin-
ciple that 'out of sight is out of mind” this association of mission
with extension has meant the lessening of the sense of interest and re-
sponsibility for the Mission of the Church for many in the churches.

Extension is involved in the idea of Mission. Jesus realized this
when he bade his disciples to go and make disciples of all nations and
equally so when, according to St. Luke’s Gospel, he told his disciples
that "repentance and remission of sins should be preached in his name
unto all the nations, beginning from Jerusalem11

. (24: 48) St. Paul was
also aware of this aspect of extension in his mission when he justified
his mission to the Gentiles by quoting Isaiah 49:5-7 to the effect that
"so hast the Lord commanded us saying, I have set thee to be a light
of the Gentiles, that thou shouldest be for salvation unto the ends of

.

the earth." (Acts 13:47) That we have to-day an ecumenical church which
exists in practically every nation on earth is due to the insight prompt
ed by the Spirit of the church at Antioch and ii?s successors in all parts
of the world that the Mission of the Church demanded the carrying of the
Gospel beyond the bounds of every local congregation and that there can
be no limit in space to the Mission of the Church.

We have spoken of the biblical basis of this idea of extension in the
Mission of the Church. But back of the concrete biblical basis is the
theological basis that extension is involved in the very nature and acts
of God Himself. That God is One and that He is Sovereign is part of the
Christian heritage from Judaism. As the One Sovereign God He is the
Creator of heaven and earth, of all things visible and invisible. His
Providence extends to all His creation. But He is not only Sovereign
Creator; He is also Saviour and Redeemer. His love, like His Providence,
extends to all His creatures. These theological concepts based upon
biblical revelation are the very warp and woof of the Hebrew conception
of God. They gave meaning and potency to the Hebrew consciousness that
they were called to be a missionary nation to bring the saving knowledge
of God to all nations. They are the religious heritage of Jesus him-
self and he does not depart from them in his teaching. Through Jesus
and his disciples they have become the basic concepts of the Christian
Church and make the foundation stones of the Church’ s creeds and confes-
sions. They undergird the Great Commission and through that Commission
they carry the Mission of Israel to the whole world into the Mission of
of the Church. Destroy them and you destroy not only the Mission of the
Church but the Church itself. For these and other reasons, I maintain
that the theological basis of the Church's missionary obligation is the-
ocentiic before it is Christocentric.

But the Mission of the Church not only has extension, it also has
depth, comprehension. It is intensive as well as extensive. Jesus im-
plies this when at the conclusion of the Great Commission he commands
his disciples to teach all nations to observe all things whatsoever he
had commanded them. The commands of Jesus have to do with life, with
all of life, in all its phases. I have been impressed with this fact as
I listened again to the radio presentation of that remarkable production,
"The Greatest Story Ever Told". Perhaps the foreign missionary aspect
of the Church’s Mission has been more sensitive to this demand of the
Gospel for depth and comprehension than have the so-called Home Church-
es. The serious criticisms of our Western Civilization coiling from the
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Orient; the fact that a man like Paul Tillich can assert that our West-

ern, especially American, economic system is demonic and the recent rev-
elations of the depth of moral weakness in our political, social and ea-
cational life should startle the churches of the ” sending” countries in-
to a new awareness of their own internal weaknesses and' failure .’to

Christianize the political, economic and social orders that surround
them. But we say, "It is not the Church’ s duty to christianize these
spheres of life; the Church’s duty is to proclaim the Word of God and be
done with it.” We leave to the Communists the work of reforming the
social order, of doing the difficult work of concrete planning, the
risky venture of developing effective technics for social reformation.
So while we sit in our ivy towers above the maddening throngs and crowd-
ed ways of life, spinning out our cob-webs of theological split hairs.
Communism walks off with the world of men. Jesus, like the prophets of
Israel, had a message for men where they lived. He was a disturber of
of the peace and complacency of men. He proclaimed a kingdom that claim-
ed the first allegience of men.

It is my conviction that Jesus’ proclamation of the Kingdom of God as
the rule of God must enter more fully into our theological basis of the
Church’s missionary obligation than it has done in recent years, if we
are to meet the challenge of Communism. And in this connection we
should identify Jesus’ teaching of the Kingdom more fully than we have
done with the prophetic ideal of the Kingdom in the Old Testament.
Jesus came not to destroy but to fulfil, this applies as much to the
social and. ethical ideals of the prophets as to their other teachings.
We should not leave to the Communists the proclamation and implementa-
tion of the social ideals of the Hebrew prophets contained in the
teachings of Karl Marx. For reasons for which there may be some explas-
nation, he rejected the God of his fathers but could not reject the
social passion of the prophets nor the crys for social justice which re-
sound in the Old Testament of his people.

It is from the period of Isreal’s existence as a nation, ultimately
a theocratic nation, that we get our precedents for social action in
the spheres of government, society end economic life. It is to the- •

traces of the social ideals and legislation of Israel which undoubtedly
remain in Marxism and give it some of its greatest elements of power
and. appeal that I ha^e referred to above. Marx could not eliminate from
his philosophy and program all of the social attitudes and ideals of the
Jewish people which were inspired by their faith in the justice and love
of God. The modern world will have to regain something of the theocrat-
ic ideals of national, international and social life if we are to over-
come the evils which now threaten to engulf us. The attitude of Abra-
ham Lincoln expressed in the phrase"this nation under God” must' enter
more fully into the life of the nations of the world.

Jesus restored to his nation and to the world this ideal of the na-
tion and the world under the rule of God in his proclamation of the
Kingdom of God. He added to the Jewish hope of a restoration of the
kingdom of this earth, a new dimension, the future life and. a new qual-
ity, eternal life. Because of this new dimension and this new quality
the kingdom is both a present reality and a future hope. It is at the
time something which men must receive as an existing spiritual reality

-

the most real thing in the universe as my old teacher. Dr. John Oman,
used to tell us - and something which men must make concrete in all
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phases of human life through social, political and economic structures
of spiritual power.

I feel that in the Church’s reaction to the rather crassly humanistic
interpretation of the Kingdom of God during the rather shallow optimism
of the early pert of this century, the pendulum has swung too far to-
ward a purely otherworldly and eschatological interpretation with, I

think, somewhat disastrous effects, especially in the Orient. Communism
with its enthusiastic program for an ideal, warless, classless society
upon this earth, has filled the vacuum left in the minds of many of the
youth of China and probably of other Oriental nations as well by with-
drawal of the so-called ’’Social Gospel" from the Christian message. In
denying the purely humanistic aspects of this seui-pseudo-Gospel, the
Church failed to fill its plaee with a positive, dynamic and concrete
Gospel of national and social regeneration and reconstruction which
would have made the ideal of the Kingdom more real to the minds of
youth.

In this connection, may I express another conviction that has come
out of my experience with Communis^, - that is that we have gone too
far, strange as that may sound as we read our daily papers, in our des-
pair of remaking human nature. We have become so pessimistic that we
have grown cynical and when Christians allow themselves to become cynics
they are lost. Without losing an iota of our judgment as to the radi-
cal nature of evil in human life, we must also insist upon the possibil-
ity of the salvageability of human nature both in individual life and
social relationships. If we do not. Communism will run away with the
enthusiasms and hopes of men, especially youth, for a better world and
a nobler society. It was said of early Christianity that it turned
the world upside down. We must continue to believe in the transforming
power of God in Christ and to search all of our teaching and work if we
are failing in the task of redeeming the world, through the Gospel. The
Mission of the Church is to bring the good news of God's transforming
power, and the implementation of that power into every sphere of life,
to the nations. The Church jaust have a "Point Four Program" of material
and spiritual salvation for all men. This transforming power of the
Gospel both for individuals and for society must find expression in any
adequate theological basis of the missionary obligation.

There is one further item which must find a place in our theological
basis and that is the eschatological. If I have seemed to neglect it
so far in this study, it is mainly because I wanted to correct what I
find prevalent in much of our current secular and even theological lit-
erature - the tendency of cynicism and dispair, the failure to realize
the elements of power and attraction in Communism and the lack of em-
phasis upon those elements of our Christian faith which are vital in the
present world crisis. It may be that we have swung too far to the
other worldly aspects of our faith in our reaction against the "American
Dream" and its failure. But we must not give up the insights which that
reaction has given us. The Kingdom of God is not to be realized in
some earthly social or^er, classless or otherwise. Christ’s Kingdom
in its fullness is not of this world. Man is savable but he cannot hope
for perfection in this world. Wo matter how fully God may be working
within history, there is a bo^ond to 'history j

« an end to this aeon.
Man’s life cannot be compassed by its years on earth, there is a future
life awaiting him. It is interesting to note that it was a touch of
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human kindness during an illness and the Christian hope of a future
life which won a young Chinese Communist whom I know to Christianity.
The Mission of the Church like all earthly things will have an end but
its duty is to point men and nations beyond that end. There is power,
more than we realize, in the eschatological elements of the Gospel
when they are presented to the Gentiles of the world. There is staying
power to-day for tortured Christians in Korea and China, as there was
for Christians in the early church, in the Christian hope expressed in
our eschatology. This hope must find a place in our theological basis
for our Mission.

Let me try to sum up this far too lengthy study of the theological
basis of the Church’s missionary obligation.

1. A biblical basis alone is not sufficient, especially one which
rests mainly on the Great Commission. A theological basis though
it involved a rationalization is necessary to give a braoder
basis and amplification of all that is involved in the missionary
obligation.

2. A theological basis should first of all be theocentric and should
consist essentially of the first sentence of the Apostle’s Creed,
”1 believe in God the Father Almighty, maker of heaven and earth”.
This sentence contains the Fatherhood, Sovereignity and Creator-
hood of God, all of which are vital to an adequate basis for the
missionary obligation.

3. This theocentric basis alone, however, is not sufficient since it
would take us no further than Judaism could go. It must be car-
ried further by the faith in the incarnation of God in Jesus
Christ, His only begotten Son. In Jesus Christ, the God who, to
multitudes, seems afar off has come near, has entered into our
humanity for our salvation. He could be seen and touched. He is
the Gospel, the good news of God’ s redeeming love.

4-. That the Church' s missionary obligation may be fully understood
in all its essential aspects - four other items of Christian faith
should be included in any adequate theological basis. They are as
follows:

a. The Church as the extension of the Incarnation, the struc-
ture through which the power of God is made effective for
men through the Holy Spirit.

b. The Mission as the extension of the Church, called into
being at Antioch by the Spirit, the structure whereby the
life of God in Christ pours out to the ends of the earth.

c. The Kingdom of God wherein the- mission is given depth and
comprehension so as to penetrate and embrace every aspect
and range of human life and bring them under subjection
to the will of God.

d. The Future Life which gives meaning to this life, conserves
its values, completes its imperfections and gives fulness
of joy forevermore in the Presence of Him who is Alpha
and Omega, the Beginning and the End of the Church’s mis-
sionary obligation.
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Where the identity of the Christian church with the true Israel is
accepted, consideration of the significance of the Old Testament in-
sistence on Israel as the ’'chosen people” is apt to begin (and end)
with the recognition of Isarel’s obligation tomake the true God known
to all the nations of the world, as set forth in Isaiah 4-0-55 and in
the book of Jonah. Here is the unhesitating acceptance of the idea
that if the God of all the ends of the earth has chosen Israel, it can
only be as His servant, that through Israel He may be known to all
nations. Israel must be content to suffer that later by her glorious
restoration, she may be "the light to lighten the Gentiles". The kings
of many nations shall cover their mouths in amazement, seeing God's ser-
vant "dispised and rejected of men... wounded for our transgressions,
punished that we might have peace." Then the desert shall blossom like
the rose; the peoples shall renew their strength. (4lsl) "Arise, go un-
to Nineveh, that great city and preach unto it the preaching that I bid
thee". (Jon. 3:2) Christians have admitted also the validity of the bit-
ing sarcasm with which the author presents his portrait of the prophet
grudging God's mercy to the "more than six score thousand" stupid people
"who cannot tell their right hand from their left". Here the Church has
repeatedly found expression of the missionary's task.

But if the Christian Church is the 'Israel of God", ther^ are other
aspects of the Old Testament presentation w^ich cannot sa rely be neg-
lected. The Church, as well as Israel according to the flesh, finds it
too easy to misconceive her position. From the beginning of national
history, Israel is the people of Jehovah (Ju.5:ll) and Jehovah is the
God of Israel (Ju.5:3»5). How unquestioned was this conviction in pre-
exilic Isarel, Amos's attack on the popular interpretation of the rela-
tionship shows, "Seek good and not evil... and so Jehovah, God of Hosts
will be with you as ve say " (ch^:! 1*). "Woe unto you that desire the
Day of Jehovah" ( 5? lo) . To Amos the consequence of this choice is the
inevitability of condign punishment for Israel. "You only have I

known. . . therefore I will visit upon you all your iniquities" (ch,3:2).
With this agrees ch^Jl-^ and the lack of any threat to Ethiopia, Phi-
listines and Syrians (v. ?)

.

The other eighth century prophets agree with Amos. Punishment for
Israel is certain. "I will be unto Ephraim as a lion... I will tear
and go away... and none will rescue" (Hos. 5:1*0 • "I will meet them as
a bear robbed of her whelps... and I will devour them like a lioness"
(13:18). God's love for His people (ch.'7 :l & 9:10a; 11:1) does not
lighten the punishment, although it makes possible restoration after
repentance (ch. P:l4ff; 11:9)* To Micah, the evil which the Lord "will
devise" is one "from which they v rill not remove /their7 necks" (Mi . 2:3)



and "Zion shall be ploughed as a field and Jerusalem shall become heaps"
(ch.3:12). Isaiah wrote, "His anger is nbt turned away and His hand is
stretched out still" (Is. 5:25). "This iniquity shall not be forgiven
you until ye die", saith the Lord (ch. 22:14). To Isaiah as to Hosea,
the punishment purifies rather than destroys; but the emphasis is
against the false confidence of the people.

Jeremiah in the next century not only attacks this false confidence,
he repudiates everything which could be taken as a visible sign of an
unbreakable relationship: temple, sacrifice, written lav/, the ark,
physical circumcision ( Jer .7:4, 21-22; 8:8; 3:18; 9:25-26). Can the
Christian Church ground its confidence similarly on the visible signs of
organization, "benevolences", creed and covenant, the pulpit and the
sacraments?

When we turn to consider the origin of the relationship between God
and Israel, we find two different traditions given in the record.
(Galling, Kurt Die Erwahlungstradition Israels ): (1) The rescue from
Egypt, the Exodus and the conquest of Palestine including the Sinai cov-
enant; (2) The inheritance of the promise made to the patriarchs.

The eighth century prophets do not use the term berith . "covenant",
of the relation betv/een Jehovah and Israel. (Possible exceptions are
Hosea 8:15b, gloss; and a very doubtful allusion in Isaiah 28:15,18
"covenant"with death and Sheol). The occurrences in Jeremiah are few
and for the most part editorial except for the new covenant which will
replace the old ( ch. 31:31) • They do refer to the deliverance from
Egypt and the conquest of Palestine. No claim is made on the basis of
promise to the patriarchs (Abraham is not mentioned at all) unless the
use of Israel and Jacob (Isaac in Amos only) as names for the nation
can be made to imply this. Hosea 12:3-13 seems to have been phrased to
deny a claim based on descent from Jacob, but this passage is probably
late. Galling suggests that the prophets avoided any reference to the
covenant, because it implied a mutual agreement bv which God was bound
and which, therefore, added to the confidence of the neoule that God
owed them protection. This would apply even more to reliance on the
promise to the patriarchs.

To the pre-exilic pronhets, then, obedience and service are implicit
in the relationship of God and people, but the prophets are concerned
with combatting the popular reliance on that relationship not in ac-
counting for it or defining • it specifically. Hosea uses the metaphor
of marriage and of sonship, Isaiah of owner and ox, Jeremiah of the
potter and the clay.

The Deuteronomist
, however, leaves the reader in no douv t as to the

basis of God's choice. Not for their number (ch. 7 :'1

) nor for their
righteousness, for they are a "stiff-necked people", but because of the
oath sworn unto their fathers, God chose them. The signs and wonders
of the deliverance from Egypt were the proof, but the covenant at Sinai
is the foundation of the relationship between God and the nation, (ch.5:
2,3> 7:2,12; 9:9,11,15; 29:1,°, 12,14,21) So long as Israel keeps the
laws of the covenant, Israel will prosper under God's protection.

How far the older documents of the Pentateuch emphasized the formal
making of a covenant at Sinai (Horeb) is not wholly clear. Parts of
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Exodus 34 are usually ascribed to J and parts of Exodus 19 to E. (This
uncertainty does not anply to the theoDhany and the sacrifice at the
mountain. Ex. 18:1? E; 19:l6-l'7 E; 24:9-11 J). But in the final post-
exilic form the covenant is central. The covenant relation begins with
Noah and continues throuph Abraham to Sinai. The sign of it for Abraham
was circumcision, for the nation, circumcision and the Sabbath. But much
mor^ is involved in the relationship than the Deuteronomic simplicity
of "keep the law and prosper". There is faith — Abraham "believed in
the Lord and He counted it to him for righteousness" (Gen. 15:6). To
Israel through Moses, God revealed His name — the personal God, not at-
tainable by reason, entering into communion with men. (Brunner, Chris-
tian Doctrine of God ch. 1?). There is the holiness of God and His de-
mand for a holy people, a kingdom of priests. "Ye shall be unto me a
kingdom of priests and a holy nation” (Ex. 19:6) . "Be ye holy, for I, the
Lord your God am holy" (Lev. 20 ;7‘*26). "Ye cannot serve the Lord for He
is a holy God... He will not forgive your transgressions" (Josh. 24:19)

.

Even in Deuteromomy itself, the command to love God (ch.6:5) and the
statement that God loved Israel inserted before the reference to the
oath to their fathers (ch.7:8a) involve more than a keeping of laws.

But what is the place of other nations? How is Israel to regard
them? According to the Pentateuch, the historical books and the pre-
exilic prophets, the foreign nations are either the rightful spoil of
Israel or the instruments used by Jehovah for the punishment of Israel.
"The hand shall be on the neck of thine enemies... unto thee shall the
obedience of the peoples be" (Gen.49?10f. the blessing of Judah). "Ye
shall spoil the Egyptians" (Ex.3:?2). "Israel did evil... and the Lord
strengthened Eglon, king of Moab against Israel.’’ "The Lord was angry
against Solomon because his heart was turned away from the Lord... and
the Lord raised up an adversary unto Solomon, Hadad the Edomite (I Kings
11:9,14). "Assyria, the rod of mine anger" (Is. 10: 5) see also Amos 6:

12-14; Hosea 11:5 et al .

Yet in the oldest tales, God is responsible for the existence of the
nations in Palestine, and if the older layer in Genesis 1-11 is a part
of the J document, for the existence of all mankind. He has power over
them and His justice should include all peoples. Therefore, the Deuter-
onomist explains that the Canaanites are driven out because of their own
wickedness (Dt.9:4,5). In Genesis 15:16, the justice of God requires
that Israel wait "until the iniquity of the Amorite is full" before tak-
ing over their land. Amos and Isaiah assert the judgment of God on the
other nations in contact with Israel.

There are few passages which can indicate anything beyond justice.
In Genesis a promise is reneated in slightly varying forms to Abraham,
Isaac and Jacob. "In thee (thy seed) shall all the nations of the
earth be blessed". Twice (Gen.22:l8 and 26:14 E),the verb in Hebrew
is reflexive "will bless themselves". The other three verbs (ch.l2:3>
18:18; 28:14 J) are Niphal which can be either reflexive or passive.
Most modern commentaries assume that all five are to be interpreted
alike in the light of Gen. 48: 20, "In thee shall Israel bless saying God
make thee like Ephraim...", and Ruth 4:11,12 "The Lord make the woman
like Rachel..." But it was not so understood in post-exilic Judaism.
The Greek and the Targum translate as passives. And in Ben Sirach
(44:21,22), we find "He assured /Abraham7 by an oath that the nations
should be blessed in his seed.... In Isaac also did He establish...



the blessing of all men." This interDretation finds some support from
the context, ”Be thou a blessing and I will bless them that bless thee”
(Gen. 12: 2-3) . In 22:18 the blessing is prounded on obedience, "Because
thou hast heard my voice”. Also there are instances of being a blessing
to non-Israelites in the patriarchal stories. Abraham restores to the
king of Sodom the prisoners and spoil taken by the four kings (Gen.l4:
21-23). It is Joseph who saves Egypt from famine, he says of himself,
”God hath made me a father to Pharaoh” (Ex. 45:8),

The Exodus stories emphasize from the beginning that one purpose of
the signs and plagues is to demonstrate to the Egyptians the power of
JehoVah, and in the combined story, we find "that the Egyptians (pharaoh)
may know that I am Jehovah” (Ex. 7: 5, 8:10,22; 14 : 17 ) more often than
"that Israel may know”. In the older stratum, Moses urpes the effect
on the Egyptians as a reason why God should not destroy the Israelites
(Num. 14:13-16)

.

In Exodus 3^:10* the marvelous works of the Lord will >e seen by all
the people with whom the Israelites may be in contact. Is there here
something more than national pride in a national deity? Twice in Num-
bers, we find a phrase of universal connotation, although the context in
both passages relates to Israel only. In ch. 16:^2 and 27:16, God is ad-
dressed in prayer as "God of the spirits of all flesh”.

The vision of the suffering servant who shall open the blind eyes,
to be the witness of God’s power and the bringer of His salvation unto
the ends of the earth was written during or after the exile. How many
in Israel shared that vision? How far did it affect thinking in post-
exilic Judaism? It is obviously impossible within reasonable limits to
cover the whole of the later literature from "The Lord of Hosts hath
blessed them, saying, Blessed be Egypt my people, and Assyria the work
of my hands, and Israel my inheritance” (Is. 19: 25) to "For every nation
/God/ appointeth a ruler, and Israel is the Lord’s portion”. (Sirach
17:17) A mere catalogue of references is of little value.

The Psalter is at once the most typical and the most influential
book in Judaism in the pre-Christian period. A somewhat detailed study
of its contents therefore reveals what was the generally accepted under-
standing of the significance of God’s choice of Israel.

Israel is the people of the Lord some fifty times, His inheritance,
His portion, chosen (33:12), redeemed (74:2; 77: 5) ,

the seed of Abraham,
his servant, the children of Jacob, his chosen (105:6). Some thirty
Psalms mention the deliverance from Egypt or the wilderness wanderinr.
Psalm 62 mentions God’s presence at Sinai, but not the covenant.

The covenant as such is not stressed. There are five references to
the covenant with David, one to the covenant with Abraham (105:9). The
breaking of the covenant has been the cause of national disaster (78:3
in the wilderness, v. 10 for Ephraim) but also (44:

l
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) the complaint is
made that disasters have come "although we have not falsified the cove-
nant”. There is one prayer to God to remember His covenant and restore
Israel (?4:20) and two Psalms (105,111) express the faith that God will
remember His covenant forever, and will reward those who are faithful
to it with food, redemption, and the possession of the land of Canaan.
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That Israel is the people of God is fundamental in the Psalter— that
He once made a covenant with them is incidental.

Since Israel is the people of the Lord, The Lord is their rock and
their defense. "As the mountains are round about Jerusalem, so the
Lord is round about his people" (125:2). Therefore, they "will not
fear though the earth be removed and the mountains be cast in the midst
of the sea" (46:1).

In this confidence, there is continual joy. "In thy name shall they
rejoice all the day" (89:16). The joy may be linked with assurance of
material plenty (144:12-15) strong sons and beautiful daughters "polish-
ed after the similitude of a palace", full granaries and increasing
flocks and herds. But the recurring emphasis is religious: joy in God’s
mercy (31:7), His presence (16:9), His worship (172:1), His law (1:2;
119), especially in time of trouble joy and hope for the future, for
the end of captivity (11,13,22,79,92,102 _et _al.)

.

Since God is righteous, His people must also v e righteous. There-
fore, as their history shows, He has punished their misdeeds, even for
a time forsaken them. "He forsook the tabernacle of Shiloh, the tent
which He placed among men" (78:60). "Thou hast cast off and abhorred
thine anointed" (89:38). He repudiated the rebellious generation in
the wilderness (95:8ff) and delivered the nation later to their enemies
(106:40,41). His forgiveness, however

,
is sure (30:5; 32:1-5; 99:8;

102: 13 ; 103 : 9-11) . God will never cast them off nor "forsake his in-
heritance" (94:14). The restored Israel will be "redeemed from all his
iniquities" ( 130 : 8 ).

But more often the thought runs: since God is the God of the right-
eous and our God, WE are the righteous. Since His favor is for the
righteous, His favor is for us only. "The Lord will speak peace to
his people and to his saints" (85:8). There are, of course, many
Psalms which speak of God’s favor to the righteous without specific
mention of Israel, but the context usually makes it clear that only the
Israelite who knows the law, who worships at the temple, etc. can be
righteous. It seems a fair assumption that the Jewish reader or singer
made the identification automatically, although, of course, he recog-
nized that there were some Israelites who had forsaken the lav; and were
sinners. There are few verses in which such an identification cannot
be made. Even when "all the inhabitants of the world" are summoned to
worship (33:8), the Gentiles ar^ planed anon^ the enemies of God two
verses later (v.10).

God is the Creator and the God of the whole world. As such, He
rules all nature and all mankind. Since He is just, all nations are
judged by Him with justice. "Say among the heathen (goyiw) the Lord
reigneth... He sha^l judge the peoples righteously (96:10). The nations
will come to know him when they see the miraculous restoration of Israel
in Jerusalem (22:21-2'7 ). "God be merciful to us and bless us... that
thy way may be known upon earth, thy saving health among all nations"
(67:1-2). "The mighty God, even the Lord hath spoken and called the
earth from the rising of the sun unto the going down thereof. Out of
Zion, the perfection of beauty, God hath shined" (50:1-2). (The "voice
of America"^)
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But God’s power over the whole earth also means that the earth is
rightly the possession of God’s people Israel. Not only was Canaan
promised to the descendants of Jacob (105:11) but to Israel God gave
’’the lands of the heathern and they inherited the labour of the nations”
(v.44). ”Ask of me and I shall give the heathen for thine inheritance
and the uttermost parts of the earth for thy possession” (2:8).

Also since the heathen are obviously wicked (9:15-17; 27:?-3; 56:7*

68:1-2; 74:18 et al ) ,
the Lord ’’will hold them in derision”, and ’’shall

laugh at them”~T59: 8) . They will be set under the ruler of Israel
’’cast out like dirt into the streets” (18:42), The world shall be full
of their dead bodies (’’Operation Killer”?) (110:6) . They will be like
grass on the house tops that withers before it grows up. (129:6)

The parallel does not need to be labored. Set Communism for the
heathen, ’’freedom loving nations” for Israel and you have the prevail-
ing mood of today.

The prayer put in the mouth of Solomon (IlChron, 9:32-33 j
II. Kings

8: 41-43) asks that ’’all the peoples of the earth may know thy name
and fear thee, as doth thy people Israel”, but Solomon prayed only for
those foreigners who should ’’come to pray towards this house” which he
had built. If the Christian Church is the true ’’Israel of God”, we
must be forever on our guard against the temptation which besets us as
surely as Israel of old — the temptation to confuse repentance with
righteousness, our prosperity with God’s plan for us, our values (in-
dividual, political and religious) with the commands of God. Other-
wise, in pursuing the "missionary task”, we serve ourselves — not God.
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My first reaction to the subject of this paper was a little like
that of the State Department to the suggestion that its policies
should be re-examined. Has it not presumptuous on our part, if in-
deed not foolish, to pull up by the roots for re>examination all the
statements of missionary and church conferences throughout the history
of the world missionary movement to see if the theolo' ical basis
should not be restated?

Another reaction was, since the biblical basis for Christian mis-
sions seems, especially after our own recent study of the subject, to
be unquestioned, why bother about the theological basis? Does not the
real authority for Christians lie in the biblical basic?

To satisfy myself, therefore, on these questions and perhaps to
prove that I was right in thinking that the g/roposed theological study
was unnecessary I undertook to study the reports and especially the
’'Messages to the churches", of the great world-wide conferences which
began at Edinburgh in 1910. Before we go into tie consideration of
our main subject, I want to take you with me in a brief review of these
conferences. I realize that for most, if not all, of you this is very
familiar ground but make boid to ask you to do this because you may not
have had our subject in mind when you read these reports and state-
ments.

The Edinburgh Conference of 1910 : This first great missionary con-
ference has been described as primarily a conference on missionary
strategy. It was mainly occupied, not in defining the missionary ob-
ligation, nor even the missionary message, both of which it seeded to
take for granted, but rather in discussing ways for making the Chris-
tian message more effective among the non-Christian nations of the
world. Little, if any, consideration, so far as I could see, was given
to the content of the message itself and none to an examination of the
theological basis of the enterprise.

In these ante-bellum days before the First ,?orld T
rar, when the

Kingdom of God, at least for the West, seemed to just around the cor-
ner, there appeared to be little hesitancy in dividing the world into
Christian and non-Christian nations and peoples. The latter of course
were all outside of Europe and the American continent. In these happy
days of innocence, the non-Christian world seemed indeed to he lying
open for toe spread of the Gospel. Lord Balfour, in his opening address
stated that nty common consent there is just now a grest opportunity.
Nations in the East are awakening. They are looking for two things:
they are looking for enlightenment and for liberty. Christianity alone
of all religions meets these demands In the highest degree." (History,
Records and Addresses, p. 145)
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This conference was preponderantly a meeting of mission boards

and organizations. There were, I believe, only about twelve represen-
tatives of native churches or organizations present. One of the most
distinguished of these was Dr. Cheng Ching Yi, of China. Yet in the
opening address no reference was made to these representatives of
Younger Churches. Lord Balfour spoke of the ''about 1200 members, rep-
resenting 160 different churches and organizations, all with their rep-
resentatives in the mission field" but he made no distinct reference
to the fact that some native Churches had representatives present.
Perhaps, indeed, they did not represent native churches but were only
nationals sitting with the mission groups with whom they were associ-
ated.

The Archbishop of Canterbury, whose address followed that of Lord
Balfour seemed also to have been oblivious to the presence of nation-
als of non-Christian nations. He was, however, sensitive to the fact
that Christian leaders and teachers of former generations in the last
few hundred years gave so comparatively small a place to direct mis-
sionary endeavour. For him this was "frankly incomprehensible." But
then, "The Lord God omnipotent reigneth. He has guided our fathers,
as we believe He is guiding us." (Ibid. p. 148)

"But", he added, "whatever the facts of other days there can be
no manner of doubt about the facts of our own. The opportunity is al-
most limitless. It is urgent and even clamorous. It is perhaps temp-
orary and passing. And it is ours". (idem.) It was like an Eastern
norm in those days. The world was truly waiting for the sunrise to
come from the West. There was a note of expectancy, of urgency, of
great hope in the air. Prophetic words were spoken. In a message to
the Church in Christian lands were these words, "Our survey has im-
pressed upon us the momentous character of the present hour. Vie have
heard from many quarters of the awakening of great nations, of the open
ing of long-closed doors, and of movements which are placing at once
before the Church a new world to be won for Christ. The next ten years
will in all probability constitute a turning point in human history,
and may be of more critical importance in determing the spiritual evo-
lution of mankind than many centuries of ordinary experience. If those
years are wasted, havoc may be wrought that centuries are not able to
repair. On the other hand, if they are rightly used, they nay be among
the most glorious in Christian history." It is probably too early for
the full verdict of history as to whether "the next ten years" were
wasted or rightly used. They were to be fateful years for the world
and for the Church—years which were to see the First World War, the
Russian Revolution and the rise of Russian Communism. They were years
which first brought narxist Communism to China and many other parts of
the world.

Whatever may be the verdict of history in other matters, these ten
years were not wholly wasted so far as the growth of the Christian
Church in non-Christian lands was concerned. It was, of course, longer
than ten years before the next great missionary conference was held in
Jerusalem, in 1923, but when it was held there were nationals represent-
ing their churches from many parts of the world. I am familiar espe-
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cially with those from China- -luen and women of such outstanding char-
acter as Dr. Francis Wei, Prof. T.C. Chao and. hiss P.S. Tseng, descen-
dant of Tseng Kuo-fan, one of the great generals and statesmen of
China. These native leaders were not only present but served on com-
mittees, took an active part in debate and helped to frame actions and
statements. The younger churches were not only present but through
their representatives made a valuable contribution to the Conference.

The Jerusalem Conference of 1928 : The Christian Message seems to
have been one of the chief concerns of the Jerusalem Conference. The
Western world had been shaken out of its complacency by the First World
War and the Western Churches were much less confident of the Christian
character of Western civilization t lan they had been before. In the
face of the growing menace of secularism and relativism to all relig-
ions, both East and West, the men and women who met at Jerusalem were
not so much interested in combating the non-Christian religions which
were themselves threatened by secularism with its emphasis upon a
naturalistic humanism and a positivistic science as they were in try-
ing to meet the threat to all religion in the increasing neglect of,
and indifference to, religion.

Dr. Robert E. Speer, in an address to the Conference, noted the
difference between the Edinburgh Conference and the Jerusalem meeting
regarding the Christian Message. The Edinburgh Conference was inter-
ested in the missionary message which, though not defined, was con-
sidered entirely in relation to non-Christian religions and not at all
in relation to the home base. The Jerusalem Conference, on the other
hand, not only clearly defined the Christian Message and life but pre-
sented them in relation not only to non-Christian systems of life and
thought but also to so-called Christian lands. The chief enemies of
Christianity were not so much the non-Christian religions of the world
as secular i Stic systems of thought and life which were sweeping all
nations and threatening all religions.

In the face of this positivistic humanism with its emphasis upon
science as the new Messiah, the saviour of men, the Jerusalem meeting
set forth its message in the profound yet simple statement, ”Our mes-
sage is Jesus Christ”. The statement tnen proceeded to leave no doubt
as to wnat was meant by this message as it said,” He (Christ) is the
revelation of what God is and what men through Him may become. In Him
we come face to face with the Ultimate Reality of the universe; He
makes known God to us as Father, perfect and infinite in love and in
righteousness; lor in Him we find God incarnate, the final, yet ever
unfolding, revelation of the God in whom we live and move and have our
being”. Here was a high view of Christology to present to tie non-
Christian world both at home and abroad. Jesus as the incarnate Son of
God we.s to challenge tie low way of secularism and to cali the whole
world to a deeper reverence and obedience.

It is interesting to note that t ie Jerusalem message incorporated
a statement of t e 1 ait i of the C xurc which ’ ad been drawn up the year
bei ore by t le Lausanne Conference on Fait, and Order. It is also inter-
esting to note the different way of statin; the message in the two Con-



ferences. The Jerusalem Conference said quite clearly, "Our message

is Jesus Christ' 1

;
The Lausanne Conference was less strictly Christo-

centric. It said, '‘The message of the Church to the world is and roust

always regain the Gospel of Jesus Christ. The Gospel is the joyful

message of redemption, both here and hereafter, the gift of God to sin-

ful men in Jesus Christ...." If one might compare the two statements,
I think you could say that the Jerusalem message emphasized the Chris-
tocentric aspect of the Gospel while the Lausanne message was more
theocentric. That the latter statement was included in the Jerusalem
message is not only a tribute to the many sidedness of the Christian
message but also to the syncretistic and composite character of most
of the statements which come from church conferences. It is signifi-
cant, I think, that in the appendix (7) to the Interseminary Series,
Vol. IV, Toward World-wide Christianity , edited by Dr. 0. Frederick
Holde, where the various documents containing the Church’ s Messages
to the world are listed, the Jerusalem Message is missing, "T’e Mes-
sage of the Lausanne Conference (which) has come to be recognized as a

classic, as
list as was

bias the madras nessa e on the Faith" was included in the
also the message of the Madras Conference. (p. 231)

Already in 1928, the charge that Christian missions were the a-
gents of Western commercialism and. political imperialism were being
made by the more radical wings of the rising Nationalisms of the Erst

—

charges which were to grow in intensity and whicn have been made doubly
vicious by the deliberately sti ulated emotions of hatred in the years
since then. We now know that many of these charges were part of the
campaign of Russian Communism which was already being felt in the East.
Unfortunately, there were enough elements of truth in some of these
charges to give warrant to all such charges fostered by clever Com-
munist propaganda agents who took advantage of the aroused spirit of
nationalism in the Orient to instill their hatred, of religion into
these new nationalisms.

The Jerusalem Conference vigorously repudiated all sue’- motives
for Christian missions arid also rejected "any symptoms of a religious
imperialism that would desire to impose belief and practices on others
in order to manage their souls in their supposed interests." In the
face of all such charges of impure motive, the Conference declared,
"Our true and compelling motive lies in the very nature of God to whom
we have given our hearts." God is love whose nature is to share.
Christ expresses the eternal self-giving God, the Father. All who have
fellowship with Christ are impelled to share him with others. We are
impressed with the horror that men should live without Christ. "Here-
in lies the Christian motive; it is simple. We cannot live without
Christ, and we cannot bear to think of men living without him. .. .Christ
is our motive and Christ is our end. We must give nothing less, and we
can give nothing more." In such fervent declarations did the Jerusalem
Conference set forth its message and its motive and repudiate all charge
of inferior or impure motives for the missionary work of the C lurch.
But still we look in vain for any clearer statement of the theological
basis of the Church's missionary obligation than the command of Jesus
to go into all the world maki i; disciples of all men.
basis is implied in the statement t >et
face with the Ultimate Reality in the 1

be made explicit.

A theological
"in Jesus Christ we come face to
iniverse" but it never seems to



This Christoecentric message of the Jerusalem Conference, though
apparently questioned by some elements in the Church, as is indicated
by its omission from the Interseminary Series, seemed to satisfy the
great majority of the Church leadership. How much effect it had on
the spread of secularism and kindred ideological movements of the time
is questionable.

But meanwhile, in the decade between Jerusalem and Madras, other
forces were arising in the world which tended to lessen the concern
over non-religious secularistic movements of thought and increase con-
cern over the rise of definitely anti-religious, especially anti-
Christian, systems of thought and action, systems which were "tinged
with religious < uality" if we do not wish to dignify them with the
name “religion’'. These new systems of thought extoll new pagan gods
of state, blood and soil, and race which demand the unquestioning
obedience of all citizens in the nations affected.

Communism, which has been called a Christian heresy, wrongly, I

think., especially in its F.ussian form, was also creating increasing
alarm among the comparatively few who were aware of its insidious pene-
tration into the thinking of the more liberal and radical, perhaps
“progressive" is the proper word, elements of both East and West. It
was still too much occupied with establishing itself firmly in Russia,
however, to become as openly active a menace as Fascism and Nazism.

The Madras Conference, 1938 : In spite of the ominous threat of .a

second world war, which in fact had. already broken out in the Far East
the International Missionary Council held the third ecumenical mission-
ary conference at Tambaram, Madras, India in December 1938. The out-
break. of war between China and Japan had made advisable a change of
location from Hangchow, China, to Madras.

During the decade between the Jerusalem Conference and Madras ther
had been a notable increase in the indigenous leadership of the young-
er churches. Some of this new leadership present at Madras made a most
constructive contribution to the Confee ence, in some instances actually
taking leadership in discussions and in the formulation of actions.
The delegations from the Younger Churches were larger at Madras than at
any previous conference. This iact made this conference an ecumenical
one in a sense not hitherto realized.

In the face of the threat which war was already making to the unit
of the Church, throughout the world and the menace to its very life pre-
sented ^by the rise of new gods and the release of new demonic forces,
the Maoras Conference, in its message to the churches of the world seem
to have abandoned, or at least out into second place, the Christocentri
emphasis of the Jerusalem message. Its statement of Faith was more
theocentric. The fact that it was a statement of Faith rather than a
message also implied that this conference was a little less sure of its
position than was even t ie Jerusalem Confertiic e . In the events vhich
were threatening end already affecting the world, especially in the
l^est, Christian leaders were beginning to sense the judgment of God upor
the churches themselves. So, instead oi issuing a message to the
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churches, the Madras Conference set forth a fresh statement of the

Faith by which the Church lives—really the Faith by which the Church
must live, if it was to survive. The statement of Faith is prefaced
by the words: ''Mankind’s greatest need is for a true and living faith."

"What then is the Church’s faith, not in its whole range and depth but

in its special meaning for our time?" In answer to its own rhetorical
question" the Conference declared, "We live by faith in God, the Father
of our Lord Jesus Christ." It then proceeds in eight comparatively
short paragraphs to elaborate this "faith in God, the Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ." The ideas are developed somewhat along the trini-
tarian pattern of the Apostle's Creed with the interesting divergence
that, whereas in the Creed, Jesus Christ is the subject of the second
sentence, in the Madras statement, he does not become the subject of a
paragraph until the fourth is reached. This is in sharp contrast with
the message of the Jerusalem Conference. It is interesting to asl:

whether this represents merely a difference in the theological emphasis
of the ones who drew up these parts of the statement which were pub-
lished in small type or whether t iey represented genuine shifts in
theological emphasis in the whole Conference, e.g., a shift from the
Christocentric position of the Jerusalem Conference to a more theo-
centric one. The fact that the statement was evidently approved by at
least a majority of the Conference would seem to indicate that there
was at least an unconscious shift In theological emphasis. Probably
in view of the desperate world situation in which the madras Conference
found itself it made explicit what is implicit in all Creeds, Confes-
sions and Statements of Faith of the Church in all ages and what was
certainly implicit in the Jerusalem message, namely its primary faith
in God, the Father Almighty.

Dr. John Mackay, in his forceful editorial in the January number
of Theology Today , on the theological basis of the Church' s missionary
obligation, says categorically that "the theological approach to the
Church's missionary obligation must be profoundly Christocentric" . A-
gain he writes, "To explore his significance who gave that historic
mandate (Go ye into all the world etc.) is to understand the nature and
validity of the Great Commission. In a word, Jesus Christ himself

—

tie one who came and lived, who taught and healed, who died and rose a-
gain—is the basic category in terms of which all creative theological
thinking must be done upon the missionary obligation of the church."

Dr. Mackay is here reaffirming the emphasis of the Jerusalem Con-
ference, in fact, I think, he is if anything, strengthening it. The
Jerusalem Conference, you recall, declared categorically, "Our message
is Jesus Christ". Dr. Mackay writes in his editorial, "The oroclama-
tion that Jesus Christ is aord , when it is made with insight and ,pas-
sion, and is backed uo by Christ-like devotion in every sphere of life
ano. on every frontier of the world, presents the only adequate answer
to Christianity's three great rivals in our time: religious syncretism,
Marxist Communism and politica.1 Catholicism." To proclaim that Jesus— f —i-s. is, I think, not only a much more theological statement,
but also a much stronger statement—maybe just because it is more theo-
logical—than to affirm that "Our message is Jesus Christ"' for while the
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Jerusalem message goes on to amplify this
is meant or implied in it, it see. -is to me
amplication is contained in the word Lord
tent and overtones which the word carries
religions of mankind.

simple statement showing what
that practically all of the
when taken with all the con-
in the Scriptures and in the

One would hesitate very much before taking issue with Dr. Hackay
on this matter and perhaps no real issue is involved, though an empha-
sis certainly is. I ’would render to Christ all the homage of faith
and devotion that Dr. hackay does and I think have as high a conception
of the Person of Christ, yet as a result of my own thinking; experience
on a mission field, and the stud3r of these messages and statements of
the great ecumenical missionary conferences, it seems to me that the
basic category in terms of which all creative theological thinking
must be done upon the missionary obligation of the church is, God the
Father Almighty—the basic category of the Apostle’s Creed and of every
great creed of the Church. The second basic category is, I believe,
that C-od is like Christ, for Christ is the Son of God, or God the Son.
In the age in which we are living, unless we get some common recogni-
tion of, and obedience to God the Father Almighty we will not get any
acceptance of the cate, ory that Jesus is Lord in any profound meaning
of the term. I shall deal with this aspect later.

It was significant, I think, that as long as St. Paul was preach-
ing to Jews or Jewish Gentile converts already believers in God, his
message was Jesus Christ but as soon as he began to preach to non-be-
lieving Gentiles his message was, "What therefore you worship as un-
known, this I proclaim to you” and he began to preach about God. In
fact in the record of this sermon at Athens the name of Jesus is not
mentioned. Jesus is referred to as "the nan whom he has appointed.”
(Acts 17:22-32) Paul’s first message to the non-Jewish and non-Chris-
tian world, was a message about God. I think that missionary annuals
will show that, in general, this has been the first message to non-
Christians ever since. Christianity may take its name from Jes’as Chris'
but it is founded upon a revelation of God, without whom there would
be no Christ.

I think, therefore, we should say that the first item of the theo-
logical basis of the Church’s missionary obligation is God the Father
Almighty, maker of heaven and earth and all that in them is. The seconc
item obviously is Jesus Christ the revealer of God and God’s a.' ent in
the redemption of men.

We shall return to these items later. Let us continue with our
study of the ecumenical missionary conferences.

There can be no doubt about
by all three conferences to preac
This

: sense of i issionary obligation felt
die Gospel of God and of C .rist.

is evident on every page of t leir reports and findings. I think,
however, that we begin to feel in the Jerusalem Conference, and much
more in the one at Madras and in all succeeding conferences, a growing
consciousness of the fact th t the missionary obligation not only ap-
plies to ’’foreign” lands and to "non-C iristian nations” but that the
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so-called Christian lands and nations are also included in the obliga-
tion to a degree that was not stressed for instance in the Edinburgh
Conference.

There was at Jerusalem a rather vague sensing of the fact that
the churches of the West needed a much clearer realization that the
world could no longer be divided into Christian and non-Christian lands
with the Western part smuggly located in the Christian world while the
East and South East, including Africa, but excluding Australia and New
Zealand, belonged to the non-Christian world— a division which prac-
tically drew a color line between Christian and non-Christian lands.
It was also beginning to dawn upon the minds of some at least that the
missionary obligation of the church could no longer be stated in terms
of foreign missions. These realizations were muc more vivid at Madras
and seem to have reached t' eir climax at Whitby and Amsterdam.

At madras, there was also a clearer realization that perhaps even
more necessary than a reaffirmation of Christian doctrine to the non-
C ristian world, bath at home and abroad, was the necessity for a fuller
demonstration of Christian living on the part of the Christian world
that would reveal a greater obedience to the doctrine already affirmed.

Here the growing influence of Communism with its emphasis upon the
indivisibility of theory and practice and its concrete programs for
social revolution and reconstruction, along with detailed outlines of
the technics involved in establishing these programs, the end of which
was the classless and ideal society lere upon earth, was beginning to
be felt.

It was something of this influence, I think, which led the Madras
Conference to give in its statement of Christian Faith, the place it
did to the faith in the Kingdom of God. One reads little about the
Kingdom of God in the report of the Edinburgh and only a little more in
the Jerusalem message where it is mentioned only in a phrase or two.
In the Madras statement it was given a full paragraph. Perhaps this
is all the space that could be given in a statement of this kind. I

have always felt, however, that it was unfortunate that so much time,
energy and space had to be devoted during the conference and afterward
in the book, entitled The Authority of the Faith to the conflict of
views expressed by Dr. Hocking and Dr. Kraemer. With the world about tc
be rent by the second world -war and in the face of an ever challenging
Communist propaganda of social reform, it would lave been a most op-
portune thing for a great ecumenical conference on missions to have
taken some of the findings and reports of the Oxford Conference on Life
and Work, worked out just the year before, and have incorporated them
into its message and its faith. I realize that these subjects were full
of dynamite and that probably one conflict of opinion such as the JTock-
ing-Kraemer dispute was enough for one conference. The time was prob-
ably not ripe for a bolder tackling of the problems involved in a more
tangible, visible expression of the Christian fait- that the Kingdom of
God is botv a future hope and a present realization, not only in the
personal religious devotions of individual Christians but in the social,
political and economic structures of society. There is much truth in
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the words of Dr. Henry S. Leiper in his Preface to the American Editior
of the Deport of the Oxford Conference. He says, TlA consensus of
world. Christian attitudes cannot be genuinely prophetic. Prophets now
as in the past are not banded together in commissions or committees.
They do not bring out reports! In the nature of things they cannot. 1 '

Prophetic voices were heard at Oxford, that is certain, but as Dr.
Leiper says, '''don't look for them in the reports." (pp. xii, xiii.)
Dr. Leiper also quotes "a wise commentator on Oxford that 'councils
and conferences, heretofore, have been for the most part concerned a-
bout a show of unified expression, action or authority, even though
this could be attained only by overriding, silencing, or compromising
the divergent convictions of individuals and groups.nl The author of
these words did not think that Oxford belonged in this category. I

wonder where he would have nlaced iiadras had he been there?

The decade between iiadras and Amsterdam only tended to justify
the concerns of the madras Conference and to intensify some of the
evil possibilities that did not seem so much to concern the Conference.
The war which was already going on in the East as the iiadras Conference
convened was recorded in history as World bar II when the Amsterdam
Assembly met. The power and influence of Russian Communism was in-
creasing throughout the world and, even as the Assembly was in session,
the Communist Army in China was beginning a drive that within a year
would make the Communist Party the practical master of all of China,
except Formosa, thereby closing off one of the greatest mission fields
in the world to "foreign missions" and practically sealing off one of
the strongest of the younger churches from Christian fellowship with ti:

rest of the Christian world.

The Am s t erdam Ass emb1y , 1948 : The Edinburgh Conference which was
rather distinctively a missionary conference in the narrow sense of
the word was nevertheless the progenitor, if indeed not the father, of
two movements which, though related primarily to the Older Churches,
yet produced the greatest world-wide ecumenical conference ever held--
the Amsterdam Assembly, as well as the most significant organization
ever set up by the churches of the world—the World Council of Churches

These two movements which, brought forth the Assembly and the
Council were as you well know, the movement on Faith and Order and that
on Life and Fork.
Order of August 20
debt to the Edinburgh Conference when it says.

The report of the Lausanne Conference on Faith and

, 1927, in its introduction freely acknowledges this
"The Fait l and Order

movement goes back to the Edinburgh missionary Conference of 1910."
(p. vii) The line of descent of the movement on Life and Fork is not
so clear but I think can be traced. In the introduction to the Report

we find the follow-
directly mis-

sionary questions: but... its promoters recognized the value of tie work
done by the Ed inburg ]

i

Conference on Foreign missions in 1910, and by
the body which grew out of the Conference and is known as the Inter-
national Missionary Council." (Quoted from tne opening sermon of the

of the Stockholm Conference on Life and Work, 1925.
ing: "The Conference on Life and Fork did not deal wit’

Universal Conference on Life and Work,
of Winchester, Rt. lev. F.T. Wood, D.D.

Stockholm 1925 bv
Stockholm Report, 192

the 13isho a

5, p. 39)
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We see, therefore, that during the second quarter of the twentieth

century three great and vital movements of the churches, excluding the

Roman Catholic Church, grew out of, or were related to the fruitful

Edinburgh Conference of' 1910. They were the Foreign Missionary Move-
ment represented by the I.M.C.; the Movement on Faith and Order, end
the Movement on Life and Fork. The first dealt mainly with the propa-
ganda of the Faith to non-Christian peoples but deeply affected also
the life of the Western churches. The second sought to find some basic
for Christian unity in the faith and order of the churches of Western
Christendom but was also vitally related to the faith and order of the
Younger Churches. The third tried to establish "the sovereignty of
Jesus Christ through the whole range of human affairs” but was not con-
cerned "with the doctrine of the Church nor the government of the
Church and did not deal directly with missionary questions."

This attempt of three movements of vital concern to the whole
Church to carry on their work in more or less water-tight compartments
so as to avoid interference and friction was doomed to fail. It was
an impossible situation and was soon recognized as such. The foreign
missionary work of the churches could not be divorced from the prob-
lems of faith and. order or of life and work. All were mutually depen-
dent on, and related to, the Christian Gospel. Whether this fact was
recognized first by the Faith and Order group or by the Life and Work
group is not material. What is important is that they got together
and planned for a World Council of Churches and that the plans came to
fruition in the action of the Amsterdam Assembly in 1943. The I.M.C.
still remained as a separate organization representing the foreign mis-
sionary work of the churches. It has been proposed that it should give
up its identity and become a part of the World Council of Churches but
so far this has not come to pass.

The World Council of Churches exists in cooperation with, the I.M.C
and vice versa. It is my impression that the I.M.C. is not quite con-
fident of the willingness and insight of the World Council of Churches
to give what it would consider due place in its interests to the pro-
gram and support of the work of foreign missions. Perhaps, likewise,
the leadership of the World Council is fearful less the absorption of
the I.M.C. in the foreign mission aspect of the mission of the Church
will lessen its interest in the new conception of tne Church’ s mission
which has been forced upon the churches by the realization of the ecu-
menical church, "the great new fact of our era', as Archbishop Temple
expressed it. It will be interesting to see how these fears will work
themselves out. Also whether there will be any more ecumenical mis -

sionary conferences promoted by the I.M.C.

The new World Council of Churches has at least taken over one func-
tion of the I.M.C. missionary conference— toe issuing of messages to
the churches. At its first, meeting at Amsterdam it issued a message of
greeting to all who are in Christ, and to all who arc willing to hear.
Like most of the statements issued by world conferences it seems to be
composite in character in order to cover as many of the different points
of view as possible. It seems to have combined the Christocentric posi-
tion of the Jerusalem meeting with the theocentric one of the Madras
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Conference when it says, "Ue bless God our Father and our Lord Jesus
Christ who gathers together in one the children of God that are scat-
tered abroad.’' It was a bit confusing at first as to whether the "who'
referred to God and our Lord Jesus Christ together or to Jesus Christ-
alone. It is evidently the latter but at first I wondered whether the
message was trying to express its only Creed which I understand is
simply "Jesus is God", in this sentence. But since this would be
sheer modalistic monarchianism I concluded I was mistaken in my first
impression.

I do not wish to make light of this message of the World Council
of Churches but after reading through all of the attempts of these
world conferences to write messages to the churches that will please
everyone, I have a feeling of weariness and the futility of words, in-
cluding my own, when they do not come from divine inspiration but from
an attempt to satisfy everyone concerned. One turns in relief from
them to the words of Scripture which seem to come without premeditation
yet with vitality and authority. They seem to be free from all cal-
culating attempts to win a vote of approval. One wonders what St.
Paul's messages to the churches would have been like if they had come
from a committee or a conference and rad had to be passed by a vote of
the majority. May the Lord have mercy upon all those who have to write
statements and messages, including ourselves

l

The message of Amsterdam is irenic rather than polemic. It is not
directed so much against non-Christian religions, or even non-Christian
systems of thought, as against the churches' own •weaknesses and sins.
This is a hopeful ' sign . The message carries an appeal for the whole
world and for every phase of the world’s life. It is conscious, as
are the statements and messages of its predecessors, of the Church'

s

obligation to preach the Gospel to all men by word and by deed. And
like all the other messages it does not attempt to define any theolog-
ical basis for this sense of missionary obligation.

This is the surprising result of all my study of the various state-
ments and messages of these missionary conferences both in the narrower
sense of foreign missions and of the whole mission of the Church. The
sense of obligation is there. Although the message to be preached is
often set forth in ringing terras of elocuent rhetoric full of theologi-
cal and doctrinal expressions, the obligation is almost always expressed
in a few words from one of the versions of the Great Commission, either
from Matt. 28:16-20 or Luke 24:45-48 . One looks in vain for any ampli-
fication or further theological definition.

(Part II will be available later.)


